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The publications of the RXuseuin of Zoology, University of INichigan, 
consist of two serics-the Occasional Papers and the Miscellaneous Publi- 
cations. Both series were founded by Dr. Bryant JTTall~e~, Mr. Bradshaw 
I-I. Swalcs and Dr. W. W. Newcomb. 
The Occasional Papers, publication of which was begun in 1913, scrve 
as a medium for the publicatioil of brief original papers based principally 
upon the collrctions i11 the Museum. The papers arc issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and when a sufficient number of pages have been 
printed to malie a volume, a titlc page, index, and table of contcnts arc sup- 
plied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list lor the entire scries. 
The Aliscellaneous Publications include papers on ficld and museum 
technique, monographic studies and other papers not within the scope of 
the Occasional Papers. The papers arc published separately, and, as it is 
not intended that they shall be grouped into volumes, each nuillher has a 
title page and, when izccessary, a table of contents. 
ALEXANDER G. RUTHVEN, 
Director of the Museum of Zoology, 
TJniversity of Michigan. 
A CHECK-LIST OF THE FISHES OF THE GREAT LAKES AND 
TRIBUTARY WATERS, WITH NOMENCLATORIAL 
NOTES AND ANALYTICAL KEYS 
The last general list of the fishes of the Great Lakes and connecting 
waters was published more than twenty years ag0.l Since that time 43 
species and subspecies have been added to the known fish fauna of the 
region, while 29 others have been shown to be invalid as elements in the 
fauna of the basin. Furthermore, recent work has indicated the desira- 
bility, or necessity, as the case may be, of further iiomenclatorial changes. 
Most of these cases are discussed in due order in the following list. 
The blue pike of Lalre Erie is treated as a new species, Stizostedion 
glaz~cz~m. A new subspecies, Notyopis heterodon richardsoni, is described 
in collaboration with Mr. C. Willard Greene. 
According to the present list, the fish fauna of the Great Lakes and 
tributary waters comprises 28 families, 96 genera and 154 species, or includ- 
ing also subspecies, a total of 166 forms. A few of these are perhaps erro- 
neously accredited to the basin, and it may later be found impossible to 
recognize some of the subspecies here accepted. I t  is probable, also, that a 
few, but not many, additions to the list will be made in the future. 
Obviously or apparently erroneous records-are discussed under the head- 
ing of related species, with a statement of the error or doubt involved. 
Introduced species which have become even slightly established in our area 
are listed in proper sequence, even including those which have subsequently 
become extinct in the Great Lakes region. 
Professor T. L. Hankinson and the writer are planning the preparation 
of a general treatise on the fishes of the Great Lakes and tributary waters. 
As we expect to be engaged in this work for several years, we have consid- 
ered as desirable the publication of this check-list a t  the present time. 
a'.-Mouth a sucking disc. Gill openings seven. Paired fins absent. (Class Marsipo- 
branchii : lampreys, etc.) 1. Petromyzoniidae 
1 Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 21, 1901 (1902), pp. 95-96. 
2 Only the more obvious characters are employed in this key. Nevertheless, an effort 
has been made to maintain a natural system as far as possible. The key, however, can 
not be applied to any other region, as the characters are drawn primarily from the Great 
Lakes representatives of each group. 
a?.-Mouth a gape bordered by upper and lower jaws. Gill-slits four, covered by opercular 
bones. Paired fins present. (Class Teleostomi, and subclass Actinopterygii: 
typical fishes) 3 
bl.-Caudal fin typically heterocercal. Body naked or partially plated. (Superorder 
Chondrostei: paddle-fish and sturgeons) 
ci.-Maxillary obsolete. Skin of body naked. Snout paddle-like. (Order Sclach- 
stomi : paddle fish) .................................................. 2. Polyodontidae 
c2.-Maxillary developed. Body partially plated. Snout conical. (Order Acipeii- 
scroidei : sturgeons) ....................................................................................................... 3. Acipenseridae 
b?.-Caudal fill abbreviate-heteroeercal. Body scaled. (Superorder EIolostei: gars and 
clog-fish) 
di.--Body covered with thick, rhombic galloid scales. Dorsal fin short. Face pro- 
duced into a beak. (Gars) .............................................................................. .4. Lepisosteidae 
d2.-Body covered with cycloid scales. Dorsal fin elongate. No beak developed. 
(Dog-fish) ..................................................................................................................................... 5. Amiidae 
b3.-Caudal fin nearly or quite homocereal. (Superorder Teleostei: bony fishes) 
ex.-Dorsal fin wit11 no spinous ( tha t  is, unsegmented) rays, or with only one. Pelvic 
fin without spine. (Series Malacopterygii: soft-rayed fishes) 
fl.-Brancliiostegal rays various i11 number and arrangement, the uppermost a wide 
thiil plate always exposed and margiiling the suboperculum and inter- 
operculum.4 Pectoral fills inserted ventrally and horizontally (except in 
the eel). 
gl.-Body not eel-shaped. Pelvic fins developed. 
hi.--Caudal fin forked (except in some cat-fishes, \~hie11 unlike the Haplomi 
have barbels and pectoral spines) . 
il.--Chin witllout barbels. Pectoral fin without a spine. Body scaled. 
ji.-Gill-slits extended f a r  forward; the gill membranes free from tlie 
isthmus. 
kl.-No adipose fin developed. 
lx.-Lateral line present. Belly without strong spiny scutes. (Moon- 
eye) ..... - ............... ............................................. Hiodomtidae 
l?.-Lateral line absent. Belly with strong spiny scutes. (Herring- 
like fishes) ................................................................................................. 7.. Clupeidae 
k2.-An adipose fin developed. 
ml.-Scales larger, fewer thail 100 in lateral line. 
ni.-Base of dorsal fin much shorter than head. 
oi.-Teeth strong. (Smelt) ...................................................... 8. 0smerida.e 
o?.-Teeth very weak or absent. (White-fish, lake herring, 
etc.) .............................................................................................. 9. Coregomidae 
n2.-Base of dorsal fin much longer than head. (Gray- 
ling) 10. Tlt.ymallidae 
in2.-Scales very small, more than 100 in lateral line. (Salmon and 
trout)  ............................................................................................... 11. Salmonidae 
j"-Gill-slits not extended f a r  forward below; the gill-membranes united 
to tlie istlimus. 
3 The general classificatioil is  the same as tha t  adopted by tlie present \Triter in 1919 
(Science, 48, p. 570). 
4 See Hubbs, Jour. Morph., 33, 1919 (1920), pp. 61-71, 
pl.-Pharyngeal teeth numerous and comb-like. Mouth fitted for suck- 
ing, the lips more or less thick and plicate or papillose. (Suck- 
ers) ..................................... ... .................................................................. 1 2  Catostoinidae 
p2.-Pharyngeal teeth fewer than S on each side, and highly specialized. 
Mouth usually not fitted for sucking, the lips thin and never 
plicate or papillose. (Minnows, etc.) .............................. 13. Cypvin.idae 
i2.-Chin with barbels. Pectoral fill with a strong spine. Body scaleless. 
(Cat-fishes) 4. A~neiurid,ae 
h2.-Caudal fin rounded. 
q2.-Lateral line 
f'.-Branchiostegal rays (as  i n  the Acanthopterygii) 4 t x in number, folded 
up like a fan, so that  the uppermost is hidden behind tlie opercular 
U - w bones. Pectoral fins (as  in higher groups) inserted laterally and ver- 
4 5 tically ............................................................................................................................. 18 Cypriizodontidue 
$ 0 e2.-Dorsal fin with more than one spine (unsegmented ray) ; pelvic fin with a spine. 
E (Series Acanthopterygii: spiny-rayed fishes) 
1" ," - ........................ u rl.-An adipose fin developed. Only two dorsal spines. (Trout-perch) 
w 2 .............................................................................................................................................................. > .c 19, Percopsidae 
d d 
A r2.-No adipose fin. More than two dorsal spines. 
r i  ............... $ .z si.-Anus f a r  in advance of anal fin, located near throat. (Pirate perch) 
............................................................................................................... 'e ........................ .. 2 0  Aplt redoderidae .- u .9 
$ z s2.-Anus located posteriorly, immediately before anal fin. 
w F tl.-No barbel a t  t ip of lower jaw. Vertebral columli ending in a large flat 
a e, hypural plate. 
c $ 2  ul.-Dorsal spines collllected by membrane. No bony plate bellilld pelvic .. w 2 2 4  fins. 
3 2  
vl.-Body covered with ordinary scales. Pelvic fin with 5 soft (articu- 
0 lated) rays. EFg % wl.-Lateral line not extended across caudal fin. 
c g g  xl.-Pelvic fins thoracic, located close to the pectorals. Dorsal spines 
0 d 
t? -2 more than six. yl.-Dorsal fills tnro, entirely separated or slightly joinecl together. 
........................ zi.-Anal spines three. (White bass and yello~v bass) 
1. Sewamidae 
y2.-Dorsal fin single (deeply emarginate in Aplites) . Anal spines 
three or more (except very rarely in Micropterus). (Sun- 
fishes, black bass, etc.) 23. Ceiatva~chidae 
x2.-Pelvic fills (secondarily) abdominal, located far  behind the peo- 
torals. First  dorsal separated from second and composed of 
................................... four weak spiaes. (Silver-sides) 24. Atherinidae 
w2.-Lateral line extended across the caudal fin. Aual spines two, the 
second very strong. (Sheepshead) 2 5  Sciaenidae 
v2.-Body scaleless, or with a few prickles only. Pelvic fins with only 3 or 
4 soft rays. (Sculpins) .......................................................................... 2 Cottidae 
u2.-Dorsal spines isolated. A bony plate behind pelvic fins. (Stickle- 
backs) ..................................................... 27. Gasterosteidae 
t"-A barbel a t  t ip of lower jaw. Vertebral colun~n isocercal, not ending in 
a large flat hypural. (Lawyer) ................................................... 28. Gadidae 
Family 1. PETROMYZONID.IE 
a'.-Buccal funnel with series of teeth radiating in all directions from tlie mouth, and 
deflected backward toward the margin of the disc; supraoral narrow. 
bl.-A single more or less deeply emarginate dorsal fin; dorsal fin not separated from 
the caudal by a sharp notch; caudal a broadly oval lobe. Innermost lateral 
disc teeth usually unicuspid (one to five on each side sometimes bicuspid) ; 
bases of teeth poorly developed. Myotomes between last gill-opening'and anus 
fewer than 60 (48 to 57) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1. Ichthyomyzon 
b'.-Two distinct, more or less widely separated dorsal fins; posterior dorsal fin sepa- 
rated from tlie caudal by a sharp notch; caudal a rather angular lobe. Inner- 
most lateral disc teeth always bicuspi8. Myotomes between last gill-opening 
and anus more tlian 60 (about 70) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2  Petromyzon 
a'.-Teeth of the buccal funnel not in distinct radiating series, but in several groups:. 
several enlarged lateral teeth, usually multicuspid, a t  tlie edge of the oral 
opening; a marginal serics around edge of disc; few to many teetli on the 
anterior part  of tlie disc; supraoral broad, the main cusps separated by a 
bridge. Fins about as in Petromyzon. 
el.-A posterior series of small tcetli present, parallel to tlie marginal series aiid con- 
necting the last pair of enlnrgcd laterals 3.  EntosphenusG 
Genus 1. ICHTHTOMTZOX Girard 
a'.-Buccal funnel ~vlien expanded much greater in diameter than the width of tlie body. 
Supraoral lamina greatly constricted, with one to four (usually two) sharp con- 
tiguous cusps; anterior lingual lamina with two transverse elements, each with 
sharp deiiticles; a11 disc teetli large and sharp. Oral fimbriae arranged in a double 
row, not appearing matted. Intestine well developed and functional in adults. 
Amniocoetes probably transforniing a t  a size of less than 120 mni. (Subgenus 
Ichtl~yomyaon Girard) ................................................................................................. 1. I. co?ecolw 
a2.--Buccal funnel constricted, wlien fully expanded not greater in diameter than the 
wiclth of the body. Supraoral lamina ~vitli two small, blunt, well separated cusps; 
5 Key adapted from that  of Creaser and EIubbs (Occ. Pap.  Mus. Zool., Univ. Micli., 
120, 1922, pp. 3-7). 
G Tlie genus Lampetra may ultimately be found to occur in Great Lakes tributaries. 
It is represented in tlie Ohio system by Lawzpetra 1amotteni.i LC Sueur, ~vhicli differs from 
E?ztospl~enzis appendix not only in the lack of tlie posterior series of teetli as  described in 
the key, but also in tlie dentition, tlie more widely connected dorsal fins and the fe~ver 
myotomes. (See Creaser and Hubbs, 1, c., pp. 8, 14, and pl. 1.) 
7 From Creaser and I-Iubbs (1. c., p. 4). 
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anterior lingual lamina with a single transverse element with minute rounded den- 
ticles; all disc teeth weak and blunt, largely obsolescent. Oral fimbriae presenting 
a matted appearance. Intestine degenerate and non-functional in adults. Am- 
mocoetes probably usually attaining a size of 120 mm. or more before transform- 
ing. (Subgenus ReigAardiaa Creaser and Hubbs) . I. ctnicolw 
1. Ichthyo,)nyxo?z concolor Kirtland 
Silver lamprey; river lamprey 
2. Ichthyonzyzon unicolo7. DeKay 
Reighard lamprey 
The nomenclature of this species, first accurately distinguished as 
Ichthyonzyzon f o s ~ o r , ~  has already been discussed by usU9 
Genus 2. PETROMYZON Linnaeus 
3. Petromyxon  mar inus  Linnaeus 
Sea lamprey ; lake lamprey 
"The dwarfed race (P, marirzus dorsatus Wilder) land-locked in the 
New York lakes, of which we have examined material, does not appear to us 
worthy of even subspecific recognition."-Creaser and Hubbs, 1, c., p. 9. 
Gage's excellent figure of the dentition of this form has been erroneously 
used by Pratt1° to illustrate the degenerate I c h t h y o ~ n y z o n  wnicolor. 
Genus 3. ENTOSFHENUS Gill 
4. Entosphenus  appendix: DeKay 
American brook lamprey 
This name, as Creaser and Hubbs ( 1 .  c., p. 11) have pointed out, should 
replace that of L a m p e t ~ a  wilderi  for the best known of the three species of 
aon-parasitic lampreys of eastern North America. 
Family 2. POLYODONTIDAE 
Genus 4. POLYODON LacdpBde 
5 .  Polyodon spa thu la  XTalbaum 
Paddle-fish ; spoon-bill cat 
An intelligent fish dealer at Monroe, Captain Parker, has recounted to 
the writer the taking in Lake Erie, off Monroe, Michigan, of a fish which, 
Reighard and Cummins, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool., Univ. Miell., 31, 1916, pp. 1-12. 
9 Creaser and Hubbs, ibidem, 120, 1922, pp. 4, 8. 
1 0  A manual of land and fresh water vertebrate animals of the United States (ex- 
clusive of birds), Philadelphia, 1923, p. 25. 
judgiiig Prom his description, could have beell iloile other tliail tlic ~.,acldlc- 
fish. This furliishcs the fourth record of the species for the Great Lakes- 
St. l~awrellce system, the sccoild for Lalie Eric, and thc first for i\Iichigaii. 
Family 3. ACIPENS~CI~ID~AE 
Lalce sturgeon ; roelr sturgc~oo 
As demonstrated e l s e ~ l i c r e , ~ ~  tlic sturgeon of tlic Great l~alics must bc 
Biiowii by this name, the oldest for the species. The change has beell ac- 
ceptcd by Jordanl%iid others. 
Tlie relatioilship of this species with Acipelzser b~.eviro.stl-t~?)~ of tlrc 
Atlantic Coast is i n  need of closer clefillition. 
a PISOSTEII~AP: Family 4. IJ~, 
a'.-Bcnlc sl~orter ailcl broacler, i ts  lcast width about 5; in its Icngt l~;  i ts  le11gtl1 3.G to 
ti in distance from eye to caudal. Length of caudal pedullclc normally not greater 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  tllan grcatest depth of body. (Subgenus Gy/li?~cll-ostelts Rafincsqnc) 
.................................................................................................... . , 7.  7,. plntostonc?ss 
a''.-Beak lang and s l ~ ~ l d c r ,  its least ~vidth  about 20 in i ts  lcngt l~;  its lci~gth 3.4 in dis- 
tance from cye to  caudal. Length of caudal pcdunclc 1; t o  1 9  (or  eycil twice) 
greatest depth of body. (Suhgeuus Lepisostezlr 1,aeBpiidc) .................. S .  7,. ossctls 
1)uck hill gar ;  short-nose gar 
T l ~ e  type oC Lepisosleus oculat~cs Winchell,14 a a~omiilal species s~-nony- 
mous with L .  platostonzzcs, is still preserved i n  the Museum ol' Zoology. It 
came from Duck Lalic, Michigaa (where the species still occurs), 1101 from 
tbc I-luron River as incorrectly stated by Jordan and lGve~rnai111.~' 
A spccimeii collected by Baird a t  Clevcland, Ohio, is in  the T-nitccl States 
National Museum. I n  tllc Great T~akes rrgioil this gar is r e ry  rarc. 
11 I-lul)bs, Copcia, 44, 1917, p. 45. 
1 2  Jorilall, Copeia, 49, 1917, 11. SG. 
1 3  From Forbcs and Richarclso~i, Fislles of Illinois, 1905, p. 31. 
1 4  l'roe. head. Nat.  Sei. Phila., 1SG4, p. 153. 
15 11~111. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 47, pt .  I ,  1596, p. 111. 
8. Lepisostezcs osseus Linnaeus 
Long-nose gar ; bill-fish 
Fowler's opinionlVhat the long-nose gars should be referred to more 
than one species I liavc not been able to confirm. I n  fact, 11s. Fowler him- 
self now recognizes but the single species. 
Family 5. ANIIDAE 
Genus 7. AYIA Linnaeus 
Opinion 89 of The International Commissioil on Zoological Nomen- 
clature reinstates Amia as the valid name for this genus. 
9. Anz ia  c a k a  Linnaeus 
Dogfish ; bo~vfin 
Family 6. HIODOXTIDAE 
Genus 8. HIODON Le Sueur 
10. H i o d o n  tevgiszcs Ee Sueur 
Moon-eye 
E v e r m a ~ ~ n , ~ ~  Shelford,ls and others, have listed the related gold-eye 
(Anzphiodolz  alosoides Rafinesque)lg from the Great Lakes, but I know of 
110 actual record, nor can I find any specimens from this region preserved 
in the chief museums of the country. Shelford's record is particularly mis- 
leacling, since i t  gives a fallacious appearance of definiteness to a statement 
without any real basis. The species was probably listed from our basin oil 
the snpposition that i t  should occur here, since i t  inhabits waters both to the 
north~varcl and the southward. Until a definite record is produced, A4npI~ io -  
do?z nlosoides must be dropped from the list of Great Lakes fishes. 
The genus Dorosoma has usually beell regarded, by American ichthyolo- 
gists, as the type of a distinct family, Dorosomidae. In a recent revision 
of the clupeoid fishes, however, Regan20 disposes of the geilus in  the family 
Clupeidae, and I here follow his judgment. 
1 6  Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pllila., 1910 (1911), pp. 604-606. 
17 Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1901 (1902), p. 96. 
1s Animal Communities in Temperate America, Chicago, 1913, p. 85. 
19 See Jordan and Thompson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 35, 1910, pp. 353-357 
20 A11n. Mag. Eat. Hist. (8), 19, 1917, p. 297. 
a'.-Snout sl~arp.  Lower jaw more or lcss projecting. Upper gill-rakers orerlappiilg the 
lower. Stomacli not gizzard-like. Last  dorsal ray not prolonged. 
bl.-Prcm~xillaries meeting a t  a large angle, so tha t  the t ip  of the upper jaw docs 
not appear notched, and does not receive the t ip of the lower jaw. Cheeks 
longer than deep ..................................................................................................................... 9. Pon~olobz~s 
b'.-Preinaxillaries meeting a t  front a t  a very a2ute angle, so tha t  the cmarginate 
front of thc upper jaw receives the slender tip of the loxver. Fore part  of 
cheeks very deep, deeper than 1 
a?.-Snout thick. Lower jaw included. 
Ston~ach gizzard-like. Last  dorsal ray greatly produced.. ................ 11. Dorosoma 
a'.-lover jaw st1.011gly projectiilg. Gill-rakers few, 20 to 25 on lolver part  of anterior 
arch. Anterior teeth persistent. Caudal peduilcle longer than deep. (Subgenus 
Pomolobzcs Rafincsque) 11. P. cl~lysoolzloris 
a'.-Lower jaw little projecti o 50 on lower limb 
of anterior arch. Jaws toothless. Caudal peduncle not longer than deep. (Sub- 
genus Alazisella Gill) ............................................................................................ 12. P. pseztdo-harengzls 
11. Po~?zolobus chrysochloris Rafinesque 
Skipjack, golden shad 
This herring has becn rccorded from Lalres Erie and RiIieliigan, which it 
is supposed to have attained by passing through canals. I have not seen tlic 
species in Great Lalccs waters. 
32. P o ~ n o l o b u s  psetcdo-harenyus T\Tilson 
Ale-wife, branch herring 
I11 thc Great Lalres rcgion this species is confined to the Lake Ontario 
~vatershed, where i t  is abundant. 
Genus 10. ALOSA Cuvier 
13. Alosa  sapidissintn Wilsoil 
Shad 
VCrc do not Bno~v whether any shad originally occurred in Lake Ontario, 
but the spccics has becn planted there. Apparently the efforts to introduce 
the spceics met with only slight suc~ess ,~h l though  cesamples llave been 
take11 as latc as 1924. 
21 Characters derived f l ~ m  Regail's recent critical revision (LC., p. 299). 
22 See Erermann aild ICend:~11, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish., 1901 (1902), p. 213. 
Genus 11. DOROSOMA Rafinesque 
14. Dorosonza cepedianum Le Sueur 
Gizzard shad, hickory shad, saw-belly 
This species is common in the western end of Lake Erie, and occurs 
sporadically as far north as Saginaw Bay and Georgian Bay, two arms of 
Lake Huron. 
Lacking adequate material from distant points, the division of this 
species into subspecies is not attempted here. 
Family 8. OSMERIDAE 
Rcgan, Kendall, Jordan and others have separated the Osmeridae and 
Coregonidae as families distinct from the Salmonidae and Argentinidae, 
basin? the distinction on skeletal and visceral characters. 
Genus 12. OSMERUS Linnaeus 
15. Osnzerus rnordax Mitchill 
Smelt 
As Hankinson and Hubbs2"ave pointed out, the smelt has become 
established in Great Lakes waters. The specimens there recorded came 
from Crystal Lake, Michigan, where the species is. particularly abundant. 
Others from Lake Michigan have been obtained, however, one from five 
miles south of Frankfort and another from Big Bay de Noc, an arm of 
Green Bay. The species has also become established in the Lake' Superior 
watershed. 
Family 9. COREGONIDAE 
With his kind permission, some of the conclusions arrived at  by Dr. 
Walter Koelz in his very thorough revision, soon to be published, of the 
coregonid fishes of the Great Lakes have been adopted here. Most of the 
species are divisible into local races, some of which, in my own opinion, i t  
may eventually be found desirable to separate nomenclatorially. 
a'.-Two flaps between the nostrils. Mouth rather large, the upper jaw more than one- 
fourth length of head. Vestigial teeth developed on jaws, palate or tongue. 
Gill-rakers slenaer, the longest more than 8% as  long as  head; more than 24 
on first arch. P a r r  markings never developed in young. 
b3.-Premaxillaries longer than high, the outer face directed downward and forward. 
Upper jam typically more than 31% of head length; lower jaw contained not 
23 Copeia, 109, 1922, pp. 57-59. See also Creaser, Pap. Mich. Acad. Sci., Arts and 
Letters, 5, 1925, pp. 405-424, pl. 24-27. 
Inore tllan 2.3 times in hcad. Gill-rakers typically more than 30 (johalznae 
13. Lez~ciclbt1~y.s 
b2.-Premasillari .d and backward. 
less thnn'2.4 tinies in head. Gill-rakers typically fewer than 30 .................................... 
fourth length of head. No teeth. Gill-rakers thick, tlie longest less than 5% 
as long as  head; not more than 20 on the first arch. Pa r r  markings developed 
in young 5 .  Prosopkitn 
Genus 13. LEUCICHTHYS D Y ~ O W S ~ Y  
The relatiollships of the species of this genus are at once so intimate and 
so comples, and their variations both individual and racial so wide, that it 
is seemingly impossible to construct a serviceable analytical key of the 
genus. For a satisfactory meails of identifyiilg the species, therefore, one 
will 11a.i.e to refer to Dr. Koelz's forthcoming monograph oil the group. 
16. Lez~cicTtthys w t e d i  Le Sueur 
Lake I ie~r ing;  tullibee; cisco, etc. 
Dr. Koelz regards the nominal forms hare?zgus, os??zerifo~wzis, sisco, 
l t t~von izu ,  o?~ia~*iens i s ,  bissalli, eriensis,  s u p e ~ ~ ~ a s ,  n ~ a n i t o u l i ~ z u s  and tullibee2" 
all as inseparable from avtedi .  A11 extensive investigation of the local races 
of the lake herring, tullibee and allied types will be required to determine 
their mutual relationsllips and the possibility, which now seems remote, of 
their alignmeat illto subspecies. 
17. L e z ~ c i c 7 ~ f l t y s  birgei  Wagaer2j 
Green Lake cisco 
18. Lezbcichthys n i p i g o n  KoelzZG 
Nipigon cisco 
19. L e z ~ c i c h t h y s  re ighard i  K o e l ~ ~ ~  
Reighard cisco 
20. L e z ~ c i c h t h y s  xenithiczbs Jordan and Evermailn 
Lake Superior long jaw 
Dr. Koelz unites with this species the h o y i  of Jordan and Evermann, 
1911 (not of Gill and of I-Ioy). 
2 4  Tlie synonymy and sonle of the characters of the vwious fornls to ml~ich these 
nalncs llavc been assigned are given by Jordan and Ere rn~ann  (Bull. U. S. Bur. Fish., 
39, 1909 [1911], pp. 1-34, numerous figures). 
2: Wagner, Bull. Wisc. Xat.  Hist. Soe., 9, 1911, pp. 73-77. 
28  OCC. Pap.  illus. Zool., Univ. Mich., No. 158, 1925, pp. 1-3. 
27 Ib idem,  NO. 146, 1924, p. 5 .  
21. ~ e z ~ c i c h t h y s  alpenae KoelzZ8 
Alpena longjaw 
22. Leucichthys 7zoyi Gill 
Bloater 
According to Dr. Koelz, this name should be applied to the little bloater 
of the Great Lalies, the types of the spccies representifig that form. 
23. Leucichlhys johanlzae Wagnerzg 
Chub 
24. Lez~cichlhys lciyi Koelz30 
30 Ibidem, No. 101, 1921, pp. 1-4. 
Kiyi 
25. Leucichthys niyeipinnis Gill 
Blackfin 
26. Lctccichthys cyanopierus Jordan and Evermaan 
Bluefin 
Dr. Koelz regards this Lalie Superior representative of the blackfill as 
synonymous with L. nigripinnis, but silicc i t  call ordinarily be quite readily 
distinguished from that Form, i t  is provisionally retained here as a distinct 
species. 
Genus 14. COREGONUS Liliiiacus 
27. Coi.egowus clupectfornais BiLitchill 
Whitefisl~ 
Dr. Koelz has not bccn able to confirm the separation of the nominal 
spccics clupeaformis, albus, lnbrado~iczbs and stanleyi. 
Genus 15. PROSOPIUM Mili~er 
As indicated in the liey, this genus is more distiilct from Lcucichtllys 
and Coregoiius thaa they are from oiie another. 
28. Prosopiunt quadrilaterale Richardsoll 
Pilot ; Mcnomince wl~itefidl 
28 Ibidem, No. 146, 1924, p. 1. 
29 Argy~osomz~s jol~anaae Wagner, Seicnee, 31, 1910, p. 957 
29. T k y ~ ~ z a l l z ~ s  tl-icolor Cope 
Michigan grayling 
This splendid fish is ilow extinct in the streams of the Lower Peninsula. 
o l  Blichigan, but still persists in  the Uppcr Peuiasula, a t  least in  the Ottcr 
River. 
Efforts to ilitroduee the Montalia grayling (1'. nbonlai.z~~s) into R'liehigan 
Iiave, so Car as ki~o\?in, met .\?iith no  success. 
Family 11. SAI~MONIDA~~: 
I~ ICY TO TIIE GENEIU 
a'.-Eggs all ripening simultaneously, the fisllcs spawning hut  once. Anal fin longer than 
...... hig11, wit11 13 or more developecl rays ...................................... : 17. Oncorl~yacli?is 
a".-Eggs in part  only ripening each year, tlic fishes normally spawning Inore than once. 
Anal fin liiglier than long, witli 1 2  or fewer developed rays. 
bC.-Vomcr fla,t, i ts  tootlled surfacc plane; teeth on tlic shaft  of tlle vomcr in altcr- 
nating rows or in one zigzag row, those on the shaft  placed directly on thc 
surfacc of tlie bonc, not on a free crcst (posterior vomerine teeth sometimes 
few and dccicl~~ous). Scales l ~ r g e r ,  in fewer than 190 rows. Spccies blaclr- 
spotted; parr  mnrkiligs witli a sharp ventral horde 
1i2.-liomcr boat-shapccl, tlic sliaft strongly depressed, 
small, in about 200 lateral rows. Spccies spotted with red or gray;  parr 
markings diffuse ventrally. 
cl.-Vomer with a raised crest, extending backward from the hcad of the bone, free 
from i t s  shaf t ;  this crest a rn~cd  with strong teeth. 13yoid bonc with a broad 
l)and of strong teeth. Etlimoid long and slender, with subparallel striae. 
............................... Speeics spotted with gray, without bright colors 19. Gristivomer 
c2.-Vomcr witllout a raised crest, the teetli not extending f a r  bel~ind the head. 
ITyoicl bone \\,it11 very weak teeth or none. Etl~moid short and fan-shaped, 
with radiating striae. Species red-spotted, the lower fills with bright edg- 
lng 20. Salvelin,?is 
Genus 17. ONCORI-IYNCI-~US Suckley 
Icing salmon ; Chinook 
3 0 ; ~  The silver sahnon or col~o, Oncorl~y?schtis kimtch Walbaum, is a t  present 1)eilig 
ratller cxtcnsively propagated in Michigan, but we liave not as  yet found any evidence 
o-f t l ~ c  establishnicnt of the species in our waters. This species differs from the lrillg 
sa1111011 (0 .  ~ s c ~ L ~ . w ~ ~ ~ s c ~ I ~ ~ )  ill being a smaller and more silvery fish, with the dark spots 
lcss devclopcd; ill having fcwer scales (120 to 140, rather than 135 to 155), fewer anal 
rays (12 to  15, instead of 14  to 17),  fewer braiichiostegals (12 to 15, not 13  to  IS) ,  
mid, especially, fcwer pyloric caeca. (52 to 81, rather than 90 to 214), also in having a t  
Efforts to introduce this Pacific salmon into the waters of the Great 
Lakes scem to have been almost wholly lacking in successful outcome. I 
have, however, seen an adult specimen taken at  Killarlley on Georgian 
Genus 1s. SALMO Liniiaeus 
KEY TO TEE S'UBGENEU, SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES 
a'.-\Tomerille teeth little developed, those on the shaft  of the bone few and deciduous. 
Sexual difl'crences strong, the breeding males (as in Onom-hynchtw) with the lower 
jaw hooked upward, the upper jaw emarginatc or perforate to receive i t s  tip. 
Size typically larger. (Subgenus Salmo Linnneus: 31. A'. s a l a r ~  
hi.-The ordinary sea-run Atlailtic salmon3 31a. S .  sa.lar salar 
lh .  S. salar .qeba.qo 
e numerous and per- 
rows. Sexual differ- 
e ~ ~ c e s  much less marked, but more or less approaching those of the salmon. 
(Subgenus Trwttcr. Cuvier and Valenciennes) 
ci.-Blaclr spots larger and more diffuse, scarcely dcvcloped on caudal fin; red spots 
more or less strongly developed, often occelated with bluish; adipose fin of 
larger and 
32. S. fmio 
c2.-Black spots smaller and sharper, well developed on caudal fin; red spots wholly 
undeveloped; adipose fin of young olive, with black margin or spots. Pec- 
toral fins shorter. (33. S. irideus) 
di.-Scales usually in fewer than 135 rows. Colors usually duller and more sil- 
.................. very. Head usually sllortcr and more pointed 33s. S. iridezls iridez~.r 
d2.-Scales usually in more than 135 rows. Colors usually brighter and less sil- 
....................... very. Head usually larger and less conical 33b. S. iridezis shastn 
31. Salmo salar Linnaeus 
Two subspecies of not thoroughly determined status or validity inhabit 
(or have inhabited) Grcat Lakes waters. 
~innaeus 31a. Salmo salar salar 1 ' 
Salmon; Atlantic salmon 
Formerly, a t  least, this species migrated into Lake Ontario and tribu- 
tary lakes and streams. I am not acquainted with its present status in 
these waters. 
least 7 or S, instead of fcw or no ridges completely continued around the exposed field 
of the scale, and in lacking tha t  peculiar area of reticulatcd ridges a t  the edge of the 
exposed field which is  characteristic of tschawytscl~e. 
31 Specimen examined by the writer a t  the Provincial Museum, Toronto, Ontario. 
3 2  I have mado no real study of the Atlantic salmon. 
31b. Salnzo salar sebago Girard 
Land loekcd or Scbago salmon 
The landloclred salmon has been repeatedly planted i n  the lalies of our 
region, and more or less authelltic reports of the capture of adults are not 
illfrequently heard. Tlie only specimen actually received, hon-ever, is a 
brccdiilg malc caught a t  Naubiizway, a t  the northern eiid of Lakc JZichigan. 
32. Snl??zo fnrio Linl~acus 
Gemn~an brown trout 
The European brook trout is now abundant in many waters in  tllc Great 
Lakes region. Some are handled by the fisli culturists as I~och  Leren trout, 
but their actual source is not definitely known. Purthermorc, tllc nomen- 
c l a t u ~ e  of the European trout is fa r  from settled. Fo r  these reasons all 
our brown trout are provisionally refcrrcd to Sal?lzo fario. 
33. Sd??bo iridclss Gibbons 
At  least two subspccies of rainbow trout have been introducecl into the 
Great Lakes region. 
33a. AY(127110 i ~ . i d e m  irideus Gibbons 
Itaiobow trout ; steelliracl trout 
The "steelhead" has now become abundant in  Lalie Michigan, Srom 
which it ascends such strcams as tlle ATanistec to spawn. From this source 
most 01 the raiiibo~v trout eggs propagated i n  AIichigav are ohtaincd. 
Obscrvatioils indicate that this large-scaled form ("rainbow " or " steel- 
head" depending on conditions ol' water and of development) is rapidly 
replacing the Shasta trout i11 the strcams. 
33b. S n l n ~ o  i~ idez is  s7tasla Jordan 
Rai l~l~ow tiout;  Shasta tiout 
I n  our hatcheries this form and the last have been more or less indis- 
cl.iminatcly crossed. 111 tlle streams the larger-scaled type (typical S. 
iridezis) is rcplaeing, has probably Iargcly replaced, and has ao  doubt bccn 
crossed with, the original stock of this subspccics. 
Genus 19. C R I S T I ~ O M E I ~  Gi l l  and Jordan 
34. Cristivo??zer n a n z a y c ~ ~ s h  Walbaum 
No thorougl~ study has yet becil made of the races o l  tllc lake trout. 
Pending such an investigation, I propose to follow custom in recognizing 
two subspecies, as listed below. 
34a. Cri.~tivonzer na77zaycz~sh nal?zaycush Walbauin 
Lake trout 
34b. Cristivonzer nanzayczish siscowel Agassiz 
Siscowet 
Accordiizg to Dr. John N. T~owc, who is studying the life history of tlic 
lake trout, the cscessively fat siscowet of Lake Superior in certain places, 
but not in others, completely intergrades with the ordinary namaycush. 
Genus 20. SALVE:I,INU~~ 1Zichardsoii 
35. Xalvelinus fonlinalis Mitcl-iill 
TWO s~~bspecies oP the broolc trout arc now being propagated in l'liclii- 
gan. One is the native subspccics (here as usually identified with typical 
8. font inalis) ,  ilow largely intermixed with stock from New England, Pella- 
sylvania, etc. The other is the Cascapedia trout, lately iutroduced, and 
already also iiltermixecl with the native trout. 
35a. Ralvelinus fontinalis fonlinalis Mitchill 
Brook trout 
35b. Salve l in~is  fontinalis hudsonicus Suckley 
Cascapedia trout 
The sea-run race of brook trout of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence is cur- 
rently regarded as identical with S'alvelinus fontinalis, but material recently 
introduced into Michigan Srom the Cascapedia River, Quebec, appears to 
be racially distinct from the typical subspecies, for the distinctive features 
of the two persist in offspring reared in Michigan hatcheries under approxi- 
mately identical conditions, even in the second generation. 
Tlle name hudsonicu .~  appears applicable to this subspecies. The older 
name of Storer (Sa lmo  i m v ~ a c u l d u s )  is not available, there being a prior 
Salnzo imnzact~latws. 
Salvelinus fontinalis hudsonic?cs differs from typical forztinalis in cer- 
tain average characters. The body is slenderer and thicker, therefore more 
tercte. The lesser egg yield claimed for the Cascapedia trout by the hatch- 
ery superiatende~its may be due in part to this differeilce in the shape of 
the body. The colors are duller and morc silvcry, especially during the 
breeding season. The bright red spots of healthy examples of fontinalis 
arc replaced by much smaller and fainter, spots of a yellow to orange color. 
The rcd color on the lower fins is also less intciise, on the average. The 
whitish to pale yellowish blotches of the sides average more distinct. Under 
some coilditions it grows faster; under others, slower than thc native trout. 
This subspecies, especially as mixed with typical fontinal~is, has been 
pl&ted rather extensively in the North Branch of the Au Sable River, 
Michigan. 
Family 12. CATOSTOMIDAE 
KEY TO TIIE GENERA 
a'.-Dorsal fin elongate, as  i n  the carp covering nearly h d f  the length of the back, con- 
taining 25 to 40 developed rays. Eye in front par t  of head.-Air-bladder with 
two chambers. 
bl.-Body deep, as in the carp, and the head large and not abruptly slenderer than 
body. Scales largcr, in 40 or fewer rows. Lips smooth or plicate. Posterior 
f oilta,nelle well devclopcd.33 
ei.-No anterior fontanelle, the froirtals being closely joined with the  ethmoid. 
CliceB solnewbat slrallow ancl foresl~ortened; distance from eye to lower 
poste~ior angle of preopcrcle about 1 of tha t  to upper corilcr of gill-cleft. 
Subopercle broadest a t  its middlc, sul)seinicircular. 
ill.-Mouth l a ~ g e  and very oblique; uppcr lip about on level wit11 lower margin 
.......... of orbit; upper jaw as long as snout. Lips thin, but faintly striate 
1. Mao.oslomalobus 
d2.- ow lower margin of 
orbit; upper j a ~ v  distinctly shorter than snout. Lips morc or less coarsely 
..................................................................................................................................................... striatc: 2 Ictwbus 
c- '.- Anterior fontanelle well developed, separating anterior edges of frontals and 
notching etlimoid. Cheelr relatively deep and long; eye about equidistant 
between upper corlrrr o-f gill-cleft and postcroventral angle of preopcrcle. 
...................... Suboperclc broaciest below its midctle, subtriangular 23. Carpiodes 
a'.-Dorsal fin short, muell less than half as  long as back, containing fewer than 20 de- 
veloped rays. Eye near middlc of head, or farther back. 
cl.-Air-bladder wit11 two chambers. Scales rather numerous, in morc than 50 rows 
(except in three species, distingnishablc from all members of group e2 by the 
obsolcscellt lateral line or the posterior location o-f the eye). 
fl.-Lateral line well devcloped (except in young). Scales in 46 or Inore rows. 
Body less compressed; greatcst depth lrss than one-fifth the standard length. 
gl.-Head convex above; the orbital rim not clcvated. Eye near middle of head. 
Scales in more than 60 rows, reduced in size anteriorly. Body I)lotched, or 
plain in coloration .............................................................................. 24. Catostomus 
gz.-Head concave above; the orbital rims broadly elevated. $:ye f a r  behind 
middle of head. Scales ill f e ~ v r : ~  tlian 48 rows, scarcely reduced in size an- 
teriorly. Body crossed by oblique bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25. Zypentelium 
f2.-Lateral linc morc or less obsolete, even in aclult. Scales in 46 or fewor rows. 
Body morc compressed; greatest depth more than one-fifth the standard 
length. 
hl.-Lateral linc wanting a t  all ages. Body more oblong in form. Vertebrae about 
34. Mouth subinferior, somewhat ob1iqu.e. Color pattern consisting of two 
lengthwise strealrs or of  several vertical bars, or of combinations of strealrs 
and bnrs; the young stripe 26. Erim?jzon, 
33 The genus Cycleptus, with alternative characters, and containing the single species 
C. elongatus, has not as  yet been found in the Great Lakes waters. 
h2.-Latcl.al line somen-hat developed in adults. Body less oblong in form. Ver- 
tebrae about 37. Mouth inferior, horizontal. ' Color pattern consist- 
ing (except in the  obscurely mottled young) of one black spot on each 
scale ............................................................................................................................ 27. Min?ytrema 
e2.-Air-bladder with tllrcc chambers. Scales in femlcr than 50 rows.-Lateral line well 
developed. Eye located near middle of head. 
il.-Preinaxillarics protractile. Lower lip with the t \ ~ o  sides widely conjoined. 
jl.-Pharyngeal tectll sharply compressed, very numerous, comb-like. Mouth 
wholly inferior. Lips thinne 28. Moxostoma 
j2.-Pharyngeal teeth mucli enlarged 
solnewhat oblique. Lips very thick ............................................. 29. Placopharynx 
i2.-Prei~iasillaries 11011- .-Otherwise 
like Mosostonla 0. Lagochila 
Geilus 21. ~ ~ c n o s ~ o ~ ~ ~ o ~ u s  Fowler 
Fowler , '~ i i  1)roposiiig i\lacrostoinatobus as a subgeneric name to replace 
Sclerognathus as used by recent authors, stated that this action was aeces- 
sary because Jordan and Gilbert first indicated the type of Sclerognathus, 
in 1877, as Gn2ostonzws cyqwinus lie Sucur (=Carpiodes cypri?zzcs), and thus 
macle Sclerognathns a synonym of Carpiocles. But in so doing he overlooked 
thc fact that Gunther had already (1868) restricted the name Sclerognathus 
lo the species cyp~inella. Nevertheless Fowler's name should apparently 
bc retained, for Agassiz in 1854 definitely stated that Sclerognathus was 
based on Jjc Sueur's c?jp~-iwzcs. 
36. ~lnc~~os~on~ulobzcs cypri?zellu Cuvier and TTalellcienncs 
Rig-mouth or red-mouth buffalo 
Mr. E. L. TVicBliff has notified me of the capture of a specimen of this 
species in Lake Eric, near the east shore of Put-in Bay, Ohio. IIe states that 
it undoubtedly was one of the buffalo plant made five years ago by the fed- 
eral governmelit. 
Genns 22. ICTIOBUS Rafinesque 
Fowler has claiined3Vhat Amblodon should replace Ictiobus Rafinesclue 
(or Ichthyobns as corrected; or Ictiorus as originally both misspelled and 
misprinted), both having the same type species, bubnlus. Rafinesque in 
1819 based the name Amblodon bzcbalus on a composite of the genera now 
lrnown as Ictiobus (Catostomidae) and Aplodinotus (Sciaenidae) , deriving 
Ibe generic name from the pharyngeals of the sciaenid and the specific name 
from the vernacular name o l  the sucker. The next year (1820) he recog- 
nized his original Anzblodon bubalw as a complex, and transferred the 
34 Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 65, 1913, p. 45. 
35 Proc. Aoad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 65, 1913, p. 45. 
generic name to tlrc sciaeilid but retained the specific name for tlie catos- 
tomid, lor which lie then erected the ilcw genus lctiorus (a  misprint, cor- 
rected in the index to Ictiobus), lor the latter. This action has been accepted 
as valid by recent authors, until cllallei~gcd by Fowler. A solutioii of tlie 
matter depends in  par t  on an ui~scttled problcm in ilomei~clature,-naincly 
tlrc question of whether a gcilus rcsts on the adua l  spccies on wl~icli the 
tliagaosis was based, or on the original spccics to which the nanle of Ihe type 
species was first applied, ill the case of misidciitified material. For  this 
rcason I Follow gcircral custom, awaiting a decision on the case. By strict 
application of the rulcs, the name Amblodoil should replace either Aplo- 
cliilotns or Ictiobus. The Iiltcriiatioi~al Commissioil should decide this case. 
37. I c t i o D ~ ~ s  livus Agassiz 
Mongrel 1)uffalo 
Buffalo-fish occur in se\.cral localities in the Great Lalics basin, and arc 
cslv.xially common i a  the lagooils about the southen1 end of Lake il'lichipan. 
I t  is quite probable that they have beell introduced. About Chicago, a t  lcast, 
this spccies is the common form. 
It is not certain that this ilomiilal species call be separated I'rom 
I. bzibcrll~s, but I am not now in a position to afford this problem a critical 
study. Furthermore, i t  is quite possible that the name blibnltu was not 
based 0x1 the present species, ra ther  than on the one ( B ~ c b ( x l i c 7 ~ t h t ~ s  cr1t~l.s 
Nelson) ~vhich now bears that name. 
Genus 23. cilnrIoDes Rafiilesq~ie 
a'.-Snout sllort aiid very blunt, 3.9 to 4.5 in li(:ad; distance from anterior nostril to t ip 
of snout lrss tlian le~igtll of orbit ;  t ip  of lower lip scarcely ill advancn of 
~iostrils. Scales 35 to 37, tllililicr and less closely imbricated. 1)orsal rays 22 
to 27 . . .. . .... . ... ..... . . . . .. . . ... . . ... ... ......... .... . ...... . . . . .. .. ... . . . . 38. C. t2iffornli.s 
a'.-Snout longer aiid subconic, 2.9 to 3.5 in hcacl; distance from anterior nostril to t1p 
of srlout greater tbml lcngtll of orhit; tip of lower lip \\,ell in  advance of 
~lostrils. Scales 37 to 41, thiclter and more closely imbricatetl. Dorsal rays 27 
to 30 C. cyy)~i?t'~t.s  
'rliere are only two undenicd records of this species I'rom Great IJaBcs 
waters. Cope clescribed an example as Carpiodes s e l e ? ~ e , ~ ~  and attributed it, 
s t ;  Cope, Pl,oc. Am. Pllilos. Soc., 11, ISTO, p. 480; Fo\vler, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 
1913, p. 47 ;  Occ. Pap.  Mus. Zool., Unir. Mich., KO. 60, 1918, p. 8, pl. 2 .  Speciuleii re- 
n>:amiued by tllc writer. 
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doubtlully, to Root River, Michigan. There seems to be no such stream in 
this state, but tlierc is a stream of that name in Wisconsin; the type was 
probably obtained Ihere. The sccol~d record was gives1 by Forbes and 
Richardson, in  their distributional map (No. 13) for the species. 
39. Ca?*piodes cyp~ inus  Lc Sueur 
Quillback; white carp 
Tile species of this genus have been so estensively confused in  the litera- 
ture that practically all opinions and records need to be confirmed by a 
re-examination of the material involved, Frequeiitly two spccics in  one lot 
have bccn under one name, and the same spccies recorded undcr 
two names. The great individual and age variations eshibited by these 
fishes have blinded authors to the real diagnostic features. 
- 1 have studied a large amount of material identified as cyp~imcs, velifer 
and thonzpsoni, and find no characters by which these nominal species may 
be separated. ThereCore all are united undcr the oldest available name, 
C. cyp~inzcs IJC Sueur. 
T1ic number ol' scales in  the lateral line decreases southward from an 
average 01 about 40 in  tlic Great Lakes to one of about 36 along the Gulf 01 
Mexico. The gradation is apparently quite regular, and thc individual 
variation at  ally one locality is rather wide. Fo r  thesc reasons it is not 
desirable, a t  least a t  present, to attempt a division of the species into sub- 
species. Thc supposed difference in  the rouglisiess of the opercular ridges, 
held to separate out the Atlantic slope species, I fail to appreciate. 
Genus 24. CATOSTOMUS TIC Sueur 
a'.-Scales of moclnatc: size, fewer than SO ill lateral line. tips rather constricted; tlic 
media11 fissure of lower lip scllrcely apparcmt rnhcll nioutll is in nor~nal position. 
Posterior foiitaiielle more thaii one-fourtl-r as  wide as long (beconling narrow in 
large adults) ..... .......... ......... .............. ...... .......... ............... ... ... . .  ................ ... 40. C. co?~t~tzcrso?~?rii 
a'.-Scales fine, more tllan $15 in lateral line. Lips flatly expanded; the mcdian fissure of 
lower lip clearly visihlc ~v i th  mouth a t  repose. Posterior fontanelle narrower, 
sometiincs sahlinenr 41. C. cntosto?~zus 
Sucltcr ; common sucker ; white suelier 
TlacBpBde originally spelled the specific name as here given. Jordan has 
lately reconsidered the tenability of the name conanae~so?t~~ii, and writes lne 
that it secms applicable to this form. 
41. Catosto7tzus catos-lonzz~s Forster 
Sturgcon sucker; long-nose suclirr; 
red or red-side sucker 
Tlle current recogiiitioil of Hypcntelium as a genus distinct f'rom Catos- 
tomus appcars Iully marrantcd. 
42. IIype7ztel iz~w~ nigvicans Lc Sucur 
Black suclier; stone roller; 11og sucker 
Geilus 26. ERIMYZON Jordan 
43. E r i m y x o n  sucet ta oblongzis Alitchill 
Cliub sucker 
We do not possess the material needed to dctcrmiile thc relationship of 
oblongus wit11 sucetta, a i d  thercl'ore I maintain tllcm, lor the present, as . 
oilly subspecifically distinct. 
44. Mi71 y tt.evta ?~zelanops Rafiilesque 
Spotted sucker; black suckcr 
G-enus 28. DIOXOSTOMA Rafinesquc 
~ < E Y  TO THE SPECIES 
a'.-Halves o-f lower lip nlccting a t  a rather sharp angle. Mouth rather large. Head 
more squarish in cross-section and in lateral view, and longer; i ts  length 3.5 to 
4.5 in standard lcngt,li. Lower fins dull red to olire. Free n~nrgin  of dorsal fin 
s t rn ig l~t  or nearly so. 
bl.-Plicae of lips coarser :nid more regular, uot brolicn up into papillae. Dcvcloped 
dorsal rays 12  to 14  5. M. aureoluin 
b2.-Plicae of lips finer all rays 14 to 17, 
usually 15 or 16 ....................................................................... 46. M. anisururn 
a'.-The papillo-plicate l o~ re r  lip with a straight posterior lnargiil (fonning an obtuse 
angle when the mouth is  shut very tightly). Mouth small. Head bluntly sub- 
conical, and short, i t s  lcilgtll 4.5 to 5.5 in standard length. Lower fins a brighter 
red. 11ol.sal fin with the f1 .e~ margin concave or sigmoid,-its developed rays 
12 to 14 .......................................................................................................................................... 47. N .  lesueurii 
Mullet ; red-liorsc 
46. Moxosionza anisurunz Rafinesque 
13 
Mullet; white-nose red-horse . 
47. Jloxosfoma lesueurii Richardsoii 
Red-1101 se 
Material recently esamiiled Prom Lakes Nipigon and Abitibi, Canada, 
sent me for esamination by Mr. J .  R. Dymond, obviously represents Catos- 
tomzcs lessceurii Richardson, 1823 (= Cyprinus streto-ii Richardson, 1 8 3 6 ) .  
This proves to be mcrely a large, deep-bodied race of tlie species currently 
called M. breviceps Copc. The variation does not appear definite enongll 
to warrant tllc nomenclatorial separation of the forms, and I therefore rcfcr 
b~~eviceps to thc synonymy oC lesz~ezirii. 
Genus 29. I~I ,~ICOPHAR~NS Cope 
48. Placophnr?jnx carinnttis Cope 
Rig mouth red-ho~sc 
Fowler lias Eield that Catoslomus dtiqzcesnii Le Sucur is a hlosostoma, 
not a Placopharynx, and for this reason has returned to Cope's specific 
name cat*i?zalz~s for thc Placopharyiix. This view appears to  be correct, 
and is here adopted. This sucker occurs i11 Lake Eric and the Detroit 
River. 
Ccnus 30. LAGOCE-IIIA Jordan and Braytoil 
49. Lagoc7tiln lacera Jordan and Brayton 
Hare-lip sucker 
Kirsch37 lias given us our only records of this spccies Prom the Great 
Lakes region. Subsequent authors liavc overloolred these records. 
Family 13. CYPRINIDAF: 
a'.-Dorsal fin clongatc; dorsal aild anal fin cacll with a strong serratcd spine. Tcetll 
molar or submol:~r.) (Su1)f:rmily Cyprinin:rc) 
hl.-Upper jaw wit11 two b2n.bcls on each side. Tceth 3,1,1-1,1,3 ...... .. . ..... 41. C?lpri?a?l.? 
h'.-Upper jaw without barl~els. Teeth 4-4 ...... .... .... ..... .... .. ......... ....... ... . . .32. Ca7-assilo 
a'.-Dorsal f 11 sliort; no spinrs ill fins. Teetll not molar. 
cl.-Intestine never spilally coiled about the air-bladdcr. Front margin of lowcr jaw 
without hard transverse riclge inside the usual margin. 
dl.-Dorsal fill with first ray slender and holly and closely attaelicd to the second. 
Dorsal fill with anteiior I)lack spot wanting, or located either a t  cstreme 
base or above middle of fin. (Subfamily Lcuciscinae) 
3 7  Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 18'3.2 (IS%), p. 328. 
c'.-liitcstiiie short, \villi :L s i~iglc m:rin loop; less tll:ni twice :IS long as  body. 
Pcrito~icum typically pale (dusky to blacliisli ill Wotropis ( I I Z O ~ P ) I ~ I S  and 
P frille neognetls) . o 
f'.-Abclomen behind pelvic fills rounded over antl fully scaled. 
gl.-Maxillary with a barbel (often absent in Margariscus; occasiollally 
obsolescent in other genera). 
lil.-Barbel termiual. Teeth in tlic ~nail i  row :~l\vays 4-4. 
ii.-Premaxillaries protractile. Dorsal fin inserted little 01. not a t  all 
hellind mid(llc of total length (exclusive of caudal fin). Scales 
with r a~ l i i  rcst~icted to apical (exposed) field. 
jl.-Upper jaw strictly terminal. Mouth oblique, rising to tlic 11ori- 
zoiital of eye anteriorly. Scales more than 55 in  latcral line. 
Two tcetlr in the lcsser row 011 onr or 110th sides 3:1. GO~CCS~,IIS 
j2.-Upper jaw more or less inferior. Mouth low, eiitircbly hrlow level 
of cyc. Scales larger, fewer tliaii 45 ill 1atcr:tl line. hTot inore 
tli~an onc tooth in lesser row oil citlicr side. 
lii.-Upper jam al111ost termin:~l. Sirout rather conical. P~.corbital 
niucli wider tlian cye. Nuptial tui)ereles r e v  stroirg. I,al,gc 
fishes \\.it11 the aspect of Sernotilus ........................... :<4. Xooo?)ri,~ 
li2.-Upper jaw tlccidcclly inferior, lying bclom tlic proj(1ctin.g si~olit. 
Prcorl)it:ll not ~vider t11:ln eye. No liuptial tu1)erclcs. Aspect 
of Gobio. 
li.-Teeth 4-4. Prcorbital allnost as \vicle as  eye. Upper jaw 
not iicarly rc.acliiiig cyc. Ccilter of eyc a, little belrincl 
........................... middl(t of Iciigth of licad 25. E~i?n?j.stax~s 
I'.-Teeth 4,l-1,1 (tlie tootli of the lcsser row of ritllcr or 110th 
sides sometimes absent). Prcorbital niuch narrolvcr than 
eye. Upper jaw reaching eyc:. Center of cyc a little in 
................. advance of miclcllc of length of head 36. E~i~~crn~c.s 
i'.-Preinaxillaries non-protractile, boui~il to the forelicatl by a broad 
Prcnum. :I)orsal fin inserted well behind iniddlc of total lengtll 
(caudal fin excluded). Scales small, more tliaii 55 iii tlie latcral 
linc, with radii on all fields.-Nupti:rl tubercles very sni:ill . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  37. Rhinicl~tlb?js 
li'.-Uarbel on lower edge of maxi l la~y well in aclvance of its tip. Tcctll 
in tlie inain row usually 5-4. 
ml.-Barbel usually  ell developed. Gape very wide, the upller jaw 
extc~lding to or beyond front of cyo. Nuptial tubercles devel- 
oped. No specialized dark scales (tlic margins of sonic scales 
may he especially darkened ill Scmotilus). 
nl.-Origin of CIO~SZL~ o ~ e r  pelvic base, b e t ~ ~ e e n  thil~teciitl~ and four- 
teenth vertebrae. Scales large, little silvery. xo I~lxck spot 011 
dorsal fin. Nuptial tubercles sniall, densely corering the entire 
. .  siiout ............................................................ 3s. Ler~coso?n~rs 
n'.-Origin of dorsal just belrind pelvic fin, hetxveen fou~tecnth  and 
fiftee~lth vertchrac. Scales usually smaller, scarcely silrery. A 
36 The groups Erimystax and Erinenlus call not b r  distinguisht~d by tlic cliaractcr 
of the g~i i id ing surface on the tcetli, for  this, eontra1.y to current dcscription~, is sim- 
il:~rly developed in each. 
black spot on dorsal fin. Nuptial tubercles greatly enlarged, 
collfilled to upper rim of orbit alld front of snout, and greatly 
reduced in number (frequently but three developed) ............................... 
Sides mottled by specialized clark scales.-Origin of dorsal well 
behind pelvic base. Scales of moderate to small size. No black 
spot on dorsal fill 0. Margarisczrs 
g2.-Maxillary with no trace 
ol.-Teeth in the main row typically 5-4 (sometimes 5-5, 4-5 or 4-4). 
1?'.-Mouth large; only moclcrately oblique. Teeth two-rowed, not 
serrate. 
q'.-Head broacl and gape moderate. Lateral line incomnplotc. Scales 
minute, rnorc than SO, each with radii on all fields. No specid- 
ized clarlr scales. No nuptial tubercles ................................... 41. P f ~ i l l e  
q2.-Head nanow and gape very wide. Lateral line complete. Scales 
fewer tlian SO, with radii only on exposed fields. Sides mottled 
with specialized dark scales. Nuptial tubercles ,small but 
numerous, cleveloped on he:~cl a i ~ d  often also on nape .......................... 
............................................................................................................ 42. Cli?~ostomus 
p'.-l\Iouth extremely small, near1 
Nuptial tubercles developed 
o'.-Teeth in the main row alinost 
ri.-Chin normal, well covered ~v i th  flesh. Dentary bones divergent. 
sl.-Lower lip rather thin, not forming a thick fleshy lobe on each side. 
.......................... 
s2.-Lower lip greatly thiclrcncd, so as' to form a coi~spicuous fleshy 
lobe on each side . Phenacobiws 
r2.-Chin an almost flesh1 y marlred off 
from the flesliy throat and conspicuous lip lobes ......... 47. Exogloss?im 
f2.-Abdomen behind pelvic fills with a fleshy keel over which tlic scales do not 
pass. Body sharply compressed. Lateral line ~nuch decurvcd. Anal 
8. Note?nigonr[s 
long as the body. Peritollcum blaclr. 
ui.-Scales large, fewer than 50 in the lateral h i e ,  and with the radii confined 
to the exposed field. Lateral line complete. Teeth 4-4. Mouth low. 
Snout flcsliy, ovcrlia~iging the pl.emaxillaries ........................... 49. Hybognat l~rs  
u2.-Scalrs smaller, more than 65 ill the lateral line, and with radii on all four 
fields. Lateral line incomplete. Tcetll 5-5 or 5-4. Mouth median. 
Prcmaxillaries strictly tcrmi~lal  .................................................................... 5 Chrosomtis 
cY.-Tlorsal fin with the first ray enlarged, covered by thiclr skin and separated from 
tlic scconrl ray by a well defined membrane (these characters ,accentuated 
in breedilig males). Dorsal fin with a definite black spot a t  front, above 
base but below miilclle of fin (the spot sometimes diffuse in Pimepliales). 
hTuptial tubercles fcw but much eiilxrged, co~lfilled to the muzzle. Teeth 
4 - 4  (rarely 5 4 ) .  (Subfamily Pimcphalinac) 
vi.-Ailiii~eiita~y canal more or less elongate, almost always longer than liead and 
body. Peritoneum blackish. Teeth weakly or not hooked; lips rather 
thin.39 
wi.--Mouth inferior and horizontal. Tip of upper jaw swollen in nuptial illales 
to form a barbel-like projection. Nuptial tubercles confined to three 
rows on snout. Body slender, witli depressed back. Lateral line com- 
plete. A definite caudal spot ........................................................... 51. ITybo~liy?rchus 
\\".-Mouth terminal and oblique. Upper j a v  never forming a barbel-like pro- 
jection. Nuptial tubercles often developed on chin as well as snout. 
Body compressed, with more or less elevated back. Lateral line rudi- 
mentary (in Great Lakes form).  No definite caudal spot .......................... 
'2. P i ~ t ~ e p h a l e s  
2.-Intestin of 1 ~ w e r  jaw 
witli a hard transverse ridge inside the usual margin.-Dorsal fin \vitli first ray 
slender. No barbels. Teeth 4 4  (one tooth of inner series rarely developed). 
Peritoneum black. (Subfamily Canipostominae) ........................... 53. Cnmposto?na 
Genus 31. CYPRINUS Lillllaeus 
Carp 
We do not recognize the various types of carp as subspecies, regarding 
them rather as  domestic races. 
Like the carp, the goldfish has become established in some of the marginal 
waters of the Great Lakes. I t  is particularly abundant in  the wester11 end 
of Lake Erie, where it  hybridizes with the carp. 
I have been unable to find Carassius carnssiz~s ill the lagoons at Chicago, 
although that species is stated by Meek and Hildebrand41 to thrive there, 
i n  company with the abundant goldfish. I11 my opiaion, only the latter 
form occurs in a ~7 i ld  state in America. Furthermore, the repeated refer- 
ence by Shelford and his associates of the goldfish used in  their experimental 
studics to Carassiz~s cnrassius seems unurarranted. 
39 C e ~ n t i c l ~ t k y s  (vigilax), which may occur in the Great Lakes drainage, lias con- 
trasting characters: alimentary canal shorter than head and body; peritoileuni pale; 
teeth well hooked; lips thick; mouth terminal and oblique; lateral line complete; as in 
Hyborhynclius; nuptial tubercles confined to two rows 011 snout. 
40 This character is subject to a considerable anlouilt of abnormal vaiiation (see 
Icraatz: Ohio Jour. Sci., 24, 1924, pp. 265-298). 
4 1  Publ. Field Mus., Zool., 7, 1910, p. 283. 
Genus 33. couesIus Jordan42 
52. Cozmsius plumbeus Agassiz 
Lake chub 
On cornparisoil I am wholly unable to distiilguisll C. dissinzilis from this 
spccies. 
As indicated under the head of that form, Margariscus ?~zargarila nach- 
i1-iebi has been confused with Couesius plz~nzbeus \vitl~in our area. 
Genus 34. NOCOMIS Girard 
With C~ckerell,~'  Jordan" and others, I recogaize Noeomis as a distinct 
genus. 
Thc genus (or subgenus) Nocomis is curreiltly regarded as contaiiliug 
but one species, kentz~ckie?uis. I find, however, that this supposed species 
is a complex of tl~rce forms. 
nl.-Teeth 4, 1-1, 4 (t,he inner tooth sometimes absent on one side, rarely lackii~g on both 
sides) ; the pharynge:~l bone hro:tder at i ts  base. Nupti:tl males without inter- 
orbital swelling or nnchnl crest; the tubercles antrorse, extending from between 
t,he nostrils to the occiput, rarely still farther back. Preorbital less than half 
the postorbit:ll leilgt,h of the head (the opereu1:lr membrane included). Caud:~l 
fin in the gouilg bright red, wit11 ,z conspicuous round black spot a t  i ts  base; a 
vcrmillion spot I)ehind eye, especially conspicuous in brecding males. Smaller. 
2. N .  biguttatus 
:i2.-Teeth always 4-4; the phnryilgexl bone narrower, without n shelf on which :ln 
inner tooth might occur. Nuptial males with n vcry conspicuous interorbital 
swelling and a fleshy nuchal crest,; the tubercles broad and erect, developed chiefly 
Ijctween the eyes and the nostrils, and often on the front of the snout as  welI, 
but never behind the eyes. Preorbital more than half the postorbital length of 
t,lie hcacl. Caudal fin in thc yomlg olive or amber, with a much smaller and less 
romlderl spot a t  i ts  basc; no red spot behind eye. L ~ r g e r . .  . ..... 54. N.  ~nicropogon 
42 Fowler (Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool., Univ. Mich., No. 60, 1915, p. 36) describes a speci- 
lncn of I'lntygobio g ~ n c i l i s  which he found in a bottle containing also Cope's series of 
Notropis corwutzts from Bruce, Macomb County, in southeastern Michigan. I n  view of 
the extreme dissimilarity of these two species, it seems strange tha t  Cope would not 
llavc separated them; possibly the two species have inadvertently been brought together 
i11 one specimeil jar. I11 any case, the record requires confirmation, for  no other specimen 
of P1atygok)io has been recorded from the Great Lakes area, nor fro~rl  any iln~licdiately 
adjacent region. 
43 Coelrerell and Allison, Proc. Biol. Soe. Wash., 22, 1909, 9. 161. 
4 4  Jordan, Copeia, No. 130, 1924, p. 52. 
53. hToco,mis Oigullattcs Kirtlancl 
River chub; horny head 
Plate I, Fig. 1; Plate 11, Fig. 3 
Tn order to detern~ine what names we may apply to the three species 
into \~rhich I am dividing the old "Hybops i s"  lcentzeclciensis, it is necessary 
to reconsider all of the supposed synonyms of that nominal species. 
Llcx i l~ i s  Xelztzcclciensis Rafinesque has successively been identified witli 
different species of Notropis and with the present group. The fact that 
Iiafinesqne referred the species to the typical subgenus Lnxilns, defined only 
as having the "mouth rather large, with small flat lips, jaws equal, scales 
large" argues against the application of his name to the species here under 
discllssion. The vcry brief specific description given by Rafinesque, how- 
ever, seeins to apply better to a species of Nocomis than  to  any form ol' 
Notropis. Rut evcn if we assunie that keniuckiensis  was baser1 on a species 
of Noconiis, we can not tell which species he had, for specimens lately re- 
ccived froin Kentucky show that the fins inay be quite as red there in  n z i c ~ o -  
pogon as they are in Digllttailcs. The latter species we have not seen from 
lientucliy, but it doubtless occurs in that stale along the Ohio River, to 
which region the type-locality of kentlcc1ciensi.s has been rc.stricteci. I pro- 
pose, therefore, to regard the name lcentlcckiensis a\ ~miclentifiable. 
Ctrto.rlom7cs ntelano2l~s 12nfinesqne, also describecl in 1820, has been listed 
in  the synonymy of Irentuckicnsis. This noiiiinal species, seen but once by 
the erratic naturalist, was quite as lilcely a suclter as a minno~v;  even if 
assnmed to he a. cyprinid, its specific identification seems impossible. 
The description and figure of S ~ n t o t i l t t s  bignitaltcs Kirtland, 1840, arc 
besecl on nuptial rnales, and arc1 so accurate as to leave no doubt as to which 
sl)ccirs Ii ir t land hati. 
The nest name to receive. consideration is that of Arocorrlis nebrnscensis 
Girartl. The character of the dentition and of coloration, as described by 
Girnrd, indicate clearly that he had the same species as that earlier calleci 
biglrttcitlcs by li ir t land. 
Noconais Oel l ic l~s  Girilrcl, also described in 1856, is of less certain applica- 
tion. The type, from thc Slack Warrior Eiver, Alabama, apparently hc- 
longs to the sanic species as the North Carolina example described on the 
same page as C c r a t i c h l l ~ ~ y s  lcptocephalus .  The short licad and the lack of 
the inner row of t ecth (which Girard wrongly presumed had been lost in tho 
specimen), as described for bcllic~cs, indicates that Girr~rd had an example 
of leptocephul~rs ,  rather than one of the species here named Diguttatzcs or 
nl i c ~ . o ~ ~ o g o n .  
The naine Nocomis leptoccphal7cs, just disc~~sscc'l, may be used for a third 
species of Noconiis (Plate I, Fig. 3 ; Plate IT, Fig. 2) ,  which occurs along 
the Atlantic Coast from the Roanolce drainage of southern Virginia sonth- 
ward. This species agrees with nzicropogon in dentition and in  the shape 
of the individual nuptial tubercles. The occipital swelling of the breeding 
males is even better developed than in  nbicropogon, bnt the nuchal crest is 
apparently not formed. The arrangement of the tubercles is more or less 
intermediate; they are best developed between the eyes, do not occur before 
the nostrils, but often extend back toward or to the occiput; the indiviclual 
tubercles are larger than in Digzcttattcs, and not nearly so numerous. The 
head is shorter than in either of the other species, and blunter anteriorly; 
the preorbital is of intermediate width. I n  the degree of developillent of 
the caudal spot, leptocep7zalzcs is intermediate between biguttutzcs and 
micropogon.  
Ceraticht71ys cyclot is  Cope, 1864, may have been based on both Oigut tatus  
and micropogon,  but even if so, Fowler's redescription of the species in  
1918 amounts to a restriction of the name to bigzcltatzcs. 
Cera t i ch thys  ? ~ ~ i c r o p o g o n  Cope, 1864. Cope's and Fo~vler's clescriptions 
of the type of n ~ i c r o p o g o n  indicate which species was represented. Fu r -  
thermore, but this one species of Noconiis occurs in  the Atlantic drainage 
of Pennsylvania, from which region micropogon  mas described. 
C e r a t i c h t l ~ y s  t igmat icus  Cope, 1864, is an obvious synonym of big~c t ta -  
22.1s. 
54. Noconzis micropogon Cope 
River chub; crested chub 
I'lat,e I, Fig. 3; Plate 11, Fig. 1 
Gc?atichth?js nrioopogon Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat.  Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 277;  Tr:~ns. 
Am. Phil. Soe., 13, 186G (1868), p. 366, pl. 12, fig. 2 ;  Fowler, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
I'hiln., 60, 1908 (1909), p. 550, pl. 27. 
This species, now confonnded with bigzcltatus, occurs with that form 
throughout southern Michigan. Here and in  Indiana it seems to find its 
western limit of distribution ; i t  ranges eastward to the St. Lawrence River 
and the Susquehanna, and south~vard to the James River system in Vir- 
ginia and to  Tennessee. ATocomis bigzc.Ltalzcs, on the other hand, ranges 
fa r  to the ~vest~vard, and occurs in the Atlantic drainage only through the 
Great Lalres area. Even where they occur in tlie same vicinity, they s h o ~  
certain differences in  habitat preferences. Nocornis nzicropogon is com- 
moner in the lower courses of streams, b i g u t t a l u s  more abundant in the 
tribntaries. Thc young of micropogon  live chiefly on the gravel riffles; 
those of b i g ~ c t t a t z ~ s  typically in dense patches of vegetation. 
Genus 35. ERIMYSTAX Jordan 
I follo~v Jordan i n  his generic revision of the complex formerly united 
into one genus and called " I-Iybopsis. " 4 V h e  genus Erimystax contains 
two species, dissimilis and w a f a u g a ,  of which the first only occurs within the 
limits covered by this paper. 
55. E ~ i m y s t a z  dissimilis Hirtland 
Spotted chub 
This species ranges nor th~ra rd  as f a r  as the Thames Iiiver in  southern 
Ontario, a t  which locality Mr. D. E. S. Bro~vn has recently collected the 
species. 
Genus 36. ERINEMUS Jordan 
Two very different species of this genus, another member of the old 
"Hybopsis" complex, occur in  the Great Lalres watershed. 
KEY TO THE SPECIES 
a'.-Size large, 4 to  10 inches when adult. Dorsal fin illscrted distinctly in :tdvnnce of 
pclvies, decidedly nearer snout t,lit~ii caudal base. Color silvery, without :I d:rrk 
lateral stripe. Mouth larger, the upper jaw 3.2 to 3.7 in head ...................................... 
56. E. storerianus 
usually :L little nearer exud:tl base than t ip of snout. Color less silver)-, with :I 
56. E ~ . i n e n z z ~ s  storerianus Kirtland 
Storer chub 
57. E ~ , i n e n ~ f ~ s  h y a l i ? z ~ ~ s  Cope 
Big-eye chub 
r~ 1111s . is the species usually bnt apparently \\irongly called Hybops is  
n r n b l o p ~ . ~ "  
Genus 37. ILIIINICHTHYS Agassiz 
a'.-Snout scarcely projeetillg beyond the somewhat oblique mouth. Eyes lateral ................. 
...................................................................................................................................... 58. R. atro?lasus lunatus 
.a"-Snout projecting f a r  beyoild tlie llorizolltal mouth. Eycs superolaternl ................................. 
59. R. cataractne 
45 Jordan, Copei:~, No. 130, p. 51-52. 
46 See Jordan, Copeia, No. 130, 1924, p. 51-52. 
58. R h i n i c h t h y s  atronasus lunatzcs Cope 
Black-nose dace 
While awaiting a critical revision of the subspecies of R h i n i c h t h y s  
atvonasr~s,  I retain this name for the Great Lalres form of the species. It 
is characterized chiefly by the very small eye. 
59. Rlzinichtlzys catcrractae Cuvier and Valenciennes 
Long-nose dace 
I have compared series of specimens of R h i n i c h t h y s  cataractae from 
various parts of its extensive range, and find that the characters suppoied 
to set off a western subspecies, R. c. dulcis,  do not hold. 
Genus 38. LEUCOSOMUS IIeclrel 
Jordan has recently proposed the recognition of Leucosomns as a genus 
distinct from S e m o t i l ~ ~ s . ~ ~  
60. Lezcc,osomus corporalis ntitchill 
Fall fish; silvcr chub 
Genus 39. SEMOTILUS Rafinesque 
61. Xemoli lz~s atronznczclatzcs atronzaculntzcs Rfitchill 
Creek chub; horiled dace 
Genus 40. MARGARISCUS Coclcerell 
The dace of eastern North America currently referred to Leucisczcs (or 
Richardsonizcs) margari ta ,  nachtr iebi ,  rubrilatcralis and carletoni  comprise 
a small, compact group, apparently most nearly related to Semotilus, but 
generically distinguishable. The name Margariscns, proposed by Coclr- 
erell" as a subgenus, may be used for this group, despite the fact that the 
characters on which i t  n7as based are not of trenchant significance: m a r -  
gar i ta  ~ v a s  definitely designated the type-species. Coclrerell referred the 
very different species neogaezcs to the same group, and placed the intimately 
related carlctoni  in  another Jordan has recently proposed ele- 
vating Margariscns to  generic rank.'O 
47 Copeia, No. 132, 1024, p. 72. 
48 Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 22, 1909, p. 217. 
49 The characters used by Cockerell ( L C . ,  p. 160) to  separate these and related 
species are quite valneless, as  Silyder has already pointed out. The absolute size of 
5 0  Copeia, No. 132, 1924, p. 70. 
The genus Blargariscus may now be definecl as follo~rs : 
Dorsal ancl anal fins short, each usually of 8 principal rays ; the clorsal 
inserted well behind middle of body length, overlying the interspace bc- 
tween pelvic fin and anus. Body slender, but everywhere broadly rounclcd 
i n  cross-section. Fins  all small. Belly not Beelecl; breast coniplctely 
scaled. Scales rather small, nzore than 30 but fever  than 80 in  lateral 
series; i n  individual outline Inore or leqs shield-shaped; the focus f a r  basal; . 
apical radii alone developed, strong, divergent, of moclerate nlui~her ; ridges 
coarse except on narrowed basal field, angulated between basal anel lateral 
fields and somewhat drawn out longit~ldinally on the wide exposed field so 
as'to form on the midlinc a nlore o r  less distinct angle, b l ~ t  one inore ronnded 
than in  Sernotilus. Lateral line only slightly and gently clec~u.vei1 an- 
teriorly, more or less interrupted, the pores developed late in life. I'llaryn- 
gcal teeth usually 5, 1 or 2-1 or 2, 4, I-roolted, rather slender, wit11 a 5hort 
cutting edge excavated by the grinding trongh tlironghout its length. First  
gill slit markedly constricted ; gill-ralrers rudimentary, variable. only 2 to 3 
on lower limb of first arch. Snout becoming blunt ~ v i t h  age. 31011th snlall, 
somewhat curved, terminal; lower jaw incl~xded. Rarhcl highly variable 
as to presence o r  absence, but nm7er elongat(., being rather trianpnlal- and 
flaplike in form, as in Semoti l~~s,  and as in that genus localecl -\I cll in acl- 
vance of encl of maxillary; barbel very rarely doubled on one sitle. Sides 
mottled or specltled with dark. 13elly in hreeding nzales Nup- 
tial tnhercles dcvelopecl very n ealdy in spring males, often not ev~dent  at  all. 
1 have compareci material representative of the nominal species )tl(lt.g(o.lt~, 
nnchtriebi ,  rzcb~~ilnlernl is  and crrrletoni, and find all to agree in el ery ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  
including the character of the barbel, with tlic pr?ceding diagnosi5 01' the 
genus Margariscns. 
62. M n r q a r i s c ~ ~ s  n~n7-grrritct 1~ac 'h l t~ ie7~i  Cox
Northern claw 
Lcttrusc7zis ?iaoht?"lrbi U. 0. Cob, Rept. U. S. Comnl. F~slr., 189-1 (1806), 1). (iO.5; A 
pre1imin:lry report on the fishes of Afinncsot:~, 1807, 11. 30; Jord:ni :111d ETCIIII:IIIII, Bull. 
U. S. Nat. Mus., 47, pt. 3, 1898, p. 0798. 
Couesbus pltcmheu,~ P .  Cox, Tl:rns. Ro!. Sor. C ~ I I : I ~ : I ,  ,5  1899, 17. 148; EI:ml,ilisoi~, 
Mirh. Geol. Biol. Surv., Publ. 20, Biol. Ser. 4, 1015, p. 3 (not Gobzo l ~ l u i ~ t b e t t c  Ag:~ssiz). 
-- - 
tlie scale was used to separate carletnni from other species, some of wlliclr (:IS :dl de 
scriptiolls show) I ~ v e  sm:~llcr, others larger scales. No account seems to have been 
taken of the fac t  that  the teleost scale grows in size and tha t  tlic growt l~  of fishes is 
il~aeterminate. Similarly, diffcre~iccs in numhcr of ridges is here mainly :nl index of 
age or of ii~dividunl vari:~tion. Finally, clisti~letioils in peritoneal p ig inel i t ;~ t io~~ a; dr -  
scribed seem to be due to the clcgrce of contraction of the ehroinatopliores, or to the 
~netllod of preservation. No other characters were used by tha t  author. 
Couesius plu?iabetts ~ubri1nterctli.s P. Cox, Bull. Nat. Hist. Ass. Miramiehi, No. 2, 
1901, p. 42. 
Leuciscus ~ u b ~ i l n t e ~ a l i s  Cox, Can. Field Nat., 35, 1921, p. 66, fig. 
Leuciscus Taeognpus Meek and Clark, Publ. Field Mns., Zool., 3, 1902, p. 135 (not 
Pl~oxinus ~ ~ e o g a e u s  ; material re examined). 
Leuciscus carleto?~i Iiendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Coinin., 1902 (1903), p. 357, fig. 1; 
Hankinson, Oee. Pap. Mns. Zool., Univ. Mieh., No. 37, 1917, p. 1. 
A colnparatire stndy has been made of speciinens of 8Iargariscus from 
New Br~~nswiclc (sent by Cox as representative of his rt~briluteralis) ; 
Maine (including paratypes of carletoni) ; southern and northern Ontario ; 
various localities in  Michigan and Wisconsin; RIinnesota (paratypes of 
nachtriebi), and North Dakota (a fine series). No characters have been 
discovered, in  this study, by which one might distinguish among this ma- 
terial more than the single form. All of the nominal species are therefore 
* 
here referred to the synonymy of the first described, namely nachtriebi. 
This form differs from typical margarita chiefly in  the smaller size of 
the scales. The difference is bridged over completely, as Kendall indeed 
indicated i n  his clescription of carletoni, in  the region about the southern 
shore of Lake Ontario, an area joining together the ranges of the typical 
subspecies of either side, margarita ranging to the southward, nachtriebi 
to the northwest and northeast. 
Genus 41. PFRILLE Jordan 
Pfrillc Jordan, Copeia, No. 132, 1924, p. 71. 
Type, Phoxi?ztis Tzeogaezcs Cope, 1866. 
The little dace of eastern North America variously known as Phoxinus, 
Leucisctcs or Richardsonius neogaezcs, is not closely related to the type of 
any of the genera to which it  has been referred; nor can it  apparently be 
placed satisfactorily in any of the other genera of this general type. 
Dorsal and anal fins short, each usually oC 8 principal rays; the dorsal 
inserted a little behind middle of body length, i ts base largely overlying 
the interval bet~veen the bases of pelvic and anal fins. Head little com- 
pressed, the body heavy forward. Breast and belly rounded, unkeeled, 
completely sealed. Scales minute (more than 80 in  lateral line), roundish 
in  individual outline, the focus submedian; radii developed on all fields of 
scale; ridges coarse, almost concentric, no~vhere angulated, but somewhat 
interrupted basally. Lateral line developed only on front par t  of trunk, 
curved downward anteriorly. Pharyngeal teeth, 5 (rarely 4) ,  1 or 2-1 or 
2, 4,51 hooked, much compressed, with long, slightly uneven cutting edge 
51 I n  seven specimens from Maine, Ontario and Mieliigan: 5,2-1,4; 5,l-2,4; 5,2-2,4; 
4,2-2,4 ; 5,2-1,4; 5,l-1,4; 5,2-1,4 ; the left side in all cases enumerated first. 
excavatecl by a narrow grinding trough. Gill-slits narrow; gill-ralrers 
rudimentary, variable in  size and n~amber, only 3 to 6 on lower limb of first 
arch. Snout sharper than in Nargariscus but blunter than in Clinostomus ; 
month terminal, oblique, of nzoderate size; jaws equal; no trace of barbels. 
Sides with a median stripe but no darlr mottlings; lower regions red in  
spring males. Nuptial tubercles apparently never developed ; paired fins 
enlarged in  male, and thiclcened in  breeding season. 
63. Pfri l le  neogaeus Cope 
Fine-sc:lled dace 
One published record" of this species, fro111 IIawBstone, Ontario, mas 
based on specilllens of Margarisczcs rnalyarita ?zachirieDi. The material in  
question has been re-examined by Prof.  IIanlcinson and the writer. 
Genus 42. C L I N O ~ ~ O M U S  Girard 
As a result of the disruption of the unrelated complex of species for~ner ly  
grouped together as the "genus ' ' Leuciscus, several forms of eastern North 
America require revived or new generic narnes. One of these, "Lez~cisczcs" 
elo~zgatzcs, inay be referred to Clinostomns Girard,j3 of which i t  is the type 
species. This genus inay be defined as follows : 
Dorsal and anal fins short, the dorsal 11sually of 8, the anal of 9 prin- 
cipal rays; the dorsal inserted a little behind nlidclle of body length, its 
base overlying the interval betmeen the bases of the pelvic and anal fins. 
Body elongale, not t h o r o ~ ~ g h l y  compressed. Belly and breast br.oadly 
roundccl, covered with scales of reduced size. Scales on sides rather small, 
abo~xt 70 in  course of lateral line. The scale in individual outline inter- 
~nediate between that of Margariscns and that of Pfril le;  the focus basal, 
but less excentric than in lilargariscus; radii apical only; the ridges coarse, 
11loder;~teIy angnlated between the basal and lateral fields, rounded across 
midline of exposed field. Lateral line completely developed, gently de- 
curved anteriorly. Pharyngeal teeth usually in two rows, 5 (rarely 4 ) ,  
2 (rarely I),-1 or 2 (rarely 0 or 3 ) ,  4 (rarely 5),'4 hoolred, with the cutting 
edge slightly uneven and with a laneeolate grinding concavity near the 
hoolc. Gill-slits narrow ; gill-raltcrs rudimentary b11t variable in  size, only 
4 to 6 on lower linzb of first arch, fewer than on follo-cving arches. Snout 
sharp ; rrioath lerminal and oblique; the lower jaw strongly projecting, a 
' 2  Letcdscz~s 9leogncu.r l lcek and Clark (Publ. Field Mus., Zool., 3, 1007, p. 133).  
53 SCC also: JOI dan, Copri:r, No. 132, 1924, 11. 70. 
64 Tho tcetll of tllc lcft side cnrrmernted first. I11 elc\.rn spcci~ne~rs the iielltition 
was fou i~d  to be :IS follows : 5,2-0,4 ; 5,2-1,4; 5,2-2,4 ; 4,2-2,; ; 5,2-2,4 ; 5,2-3,4 ; 5,l-1,4 ; 
5,2-1,4; 4,l-2,4; 3,2-2,4; 5,%2,4. 
slight hook at  its tip fitting into a shallow emargination at  front of pre- 
maxillaries ; gape nearly straight, extremely wide, the upper jaw more than 
two-fifths, the mandible about one-half the length of the head. Barbels 
absent. Sicles often mottled with dark; lateral band crimson, and belly 
more or less reddened, in spring males. Nuptial tubercles minute and 
granular, on the anterodorsal part of the body, one located on each scale; 
the tubercles on the head of two sizes: extremely minute ones covering the 
entire snrface of the head, interspersed dorsally with granules of larger 
size and whiter color; the latter resembling in size and spacing those of the 
body; none on the fins; paired fins enlarged in the male, and thickened in 
the breeding season. 
" L ~ Z ~ C ~ S C Z C S "  vand;oiszclus is closely related to Clinostonzus elongatus, 
and appears to represent it to the southward. I t  may be referred to the 
same genus, as i t  conforms with the diagnosis of Clinostomus given above 
in most respects. I t  differs from C. elalzgalzcs, however, in several charac- 
ters : body somewhat deeper and more strongly compressed; scales of mod- 
erate size, about 50 in the lateral line; jaws about equal, or the lower only 
slightly projecting; lower sides bright red in spring males. 
64. Cli~zosto~nzcs elongatus Kirtland 
Red-side dace 
Genus 43. OI~SOPOEODUS IIay 
65. Opsopoeodzcs emiliae IIay 
Pug-nose minnow 
Specimens of this specics have been talten in a marsh near the month 
of the River Raisin. These are the first to be recorded for the state of 
Michigan. 
Genus 44. NOTR~PIS Rafinesque 
While it is obvious that the genus Notropis, as at present constit~~ted, is 
a hcterogeneons assemblage of inore or less unrelated species, a division of 
the complex into smaller genera should await a thorough revisory study of 
all the Bnown sl3ccies. The present subdivision of the genus into subgenera 
appeals to the writer as ~ 1 1 0 1 1 ~ ~  nnsatislactory. 
KEY TO TIIE SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES 
a'.-Teeth of inner row usually 0 or I (but oftcn 2 in 7~ctrrodon, blennius and liud- 
solvizis). Anal base short, the principal rays usually 7 or S (often 9 in w7hip- 
plii, rrtrcly 9 in othcr species). 
bi.-Eye large, morc than one-fourth length of hcacl in adults. Muzzle bluntly 
rounded; the head not closely approaching a triangle in outline. Scales with 
exposed field not iloticeably deeper than long. Anal rays 7 or 8, rarely 9. 
Dor sd  fin without a blaclr blotch on posterior rays; this fin subtria~igular i n  
outline, the last ray lcss tlian half as high as  the longcst. 
cl.-Teeth of inner row lacking (except often in hcterodon). 
di.-Lateral band blackish (sometimes very iiidistilict in l ife) ,  continued forward 
through eye and arounil muzzle. Lateral lisle iilconiplete ( in Great Lakes 
forms, except in anogen?cs). 
ei.-Lateral band in  surrounding muzzle confined to chill and premaxillarics. 
Moutli more oblique, making an  angle of morc than GO degrees with 
the vertical. Jaws about equal anteriorly (the lower more or less in- 
cluded in N. 7leterodon ~ic7~~ard.roni). 
fl.-Mouth rather large, inoclerately ol)lique; upper jaw exteniling )>eyond 
anterior nostril almost to below eye. Teeth of inner row flequently 
developed. Lateral line incomplete. Peritoneum silvery. (66. N. 
71eterodon) 
gl.-Anal rays typically 8 (7 to 9) .  Eye large, lnucll 1o11ger than snout, 
little lcss tlian onc-third lcugtli of head. Jaws equal, or nearly so; 
the mouth large and m:~rkedly oblique; the snout sharp ......................... 
................................................................. GGa. N. hcterotlon hetcrodo?t 
g'.-Anal rays 7 (rarely 8) .  Eye sniallcr, about as  long as sliout, muell 
lcss than one-third length of head. Lower jaw morc or less in- 
cluded, ancl the snout blunter GGb. N. hetwodon ~ichardsont 
f2.-Mouth extremely small, almost vertical; uppcr jaw extending only to 
below anterior nostril. Teetli of inner row la&ing. Lateral line 
n e a ~ l y  or quite complete. Pc r i t onc~~m hlackis11.-Anal rays usually 7 
(sometimes 8) .................................................... 67. N. anogenus 
e2.-Lateral band in surroul~ding muzzle encroaching on the snout above the 
premaxillal.ics, encroaching little or not a t  d l  011 chin. Mouth less 
oblique, making air aiigle of less than GO degrees wit11 the vertical. 
Lower jaw included. 
bl.-Sizc smaller. Body deeper; the hack considerably elevated. Fins larger 
(length of first dorsal when depressed about 1.2' in distauce from 
occiput to dorsal). llorsal fin instrted farther forward, usually nearer 
t i p  of siiout than base of caudal, and over or before pelvic insertion. 
Scales before dorsal rather regularly arranged, 11 to 14, usually 12  or 
13 in number. Snout blunter, muell shorter than eye. Premaxillaries. 
strictly terminal. Mouth moderately oblique. Lateral band encroac11- 
ing only ilarro~vly onto snout above premaxillaries; the band on t h e  
body more deeply ancl uniformly pigmented, the crescentic marks on 
lateral line scales indistinct. Life colors brighter ......... 64. N. bifrenatus 
b2.-Size larger. Body slen(lerer, the hack scarcely elevated. Rins smaller 
(length of depressed dorsal about 1.5 i n  distance from occiput to. 
dorsal). Dorsal fin inserted fartlicr baclrward, usually nearer base of. 
caudal than t ip of snout, aud distinctly behind the pelvic insertion. 
Scales before dorsal rather irregularly arranged, 13 to 22 in number. 
Snout sharper, fully as long a s  eye. Premaxillaries not quite terminal, 
being more or less overhung by the snout. Moutli nearly horizontal- 
Lateral band widely encroaching onto snout above premaxillarics; tlie 
band on the body less deeply and uniformly pigmented, the cres- 
centic marks on the lateral line scales usually sharply evidcnt. Li fe  
colors duller ...................................................................................................... 9 A'. Aeterolepis 
dL.-lateral band dusky or obsolete, not defindtely continued forward through eye 
and around inWzle. Lateral line complete.-Teeth always 4-4. (70. N. 
delicioszcs) 
i1.-Body rather robust, tlic back considerably elevated; deptli 3.6 to 4.4 in 
standard length. Filly larger; length of depressed dorsal more than 
two-thirds i ts  distance from occiput; pectorals often reaching to or ncarly 
to pelvics, usually about half-way to anal. Scales larger, usually 32 
to 35 ...................................................................................................... a .  N. delicioszls delioiost~s 
is.-Body more elongate, the depth 4.3 to 5.5 in length. Fins all shorter: length 
of depressed dorsal seldom as  much as two-thirds i ts  distance from oc- 
ciput; pectorals never reaching pelvics, half-way to anal. Scales 
smaller, 35 to 3s 7 0  N. delicioslcs straminetts 
c2.-Teeth typically clevcloped in inner row. 
j'.-Maximum size less than three inclies. Tectli in lesser row never 2, often lack- 
ing on one and sometimes on both sides.-Anal rays usually S, as  in 
J L ~ I C E S O ~ ~ ~ ~ S ,  but the illoutli larger, the jaws about as long as  in Blennizts. 
lri.-Eye very large, contained lcss tllan 3.3 times in head; decidedly longer than 
s~lout. I-Icad wide and flat above. Moutli terminal, oblique, rising to 
levcl of pupil; lower jaw but sliglitly the shorter; lips thinner. Scales 
he.forc dorsal fewer tliail I 6  ................................................................................ 71. N. boops 
ks.-Eye of modcrate size, contained more than 3.3 times in head; deoidedly 
shorter than snout. Head narron7cr aild more rounded above. Mouth 
sulbinferior and nearly horizontal, not rising to lowcr level of orbit; 
lower jaw included; lips thick. Scales before dorsal more than 1 G  ................. 
...................................................................................................................................... 72. N. gilberti 
j2.-Size larger (especially ill l ~ n d s o n k ) ,  the maximum length more than 3 inches. 
Teeth in  lesser row often 2, rarely lacking on either side.-Eye a little 
sllortcr than snout (sometimes a little longer in htcdsonizts) . 
l1.-No caudal spot developed. Anal rays usually 7 (sometimes G or 8). Mouth 
larger, the upper jaw 2.5 to 3.4 i n  head. Nuptial tubercles apparently 
not developed ......................................................................................................... 73. N. blennkrs 
1%-A clcfinite black or blaclrish caudal spot developed. Anal rays usually 8. 
Moutli smallcr, the upper jaw 3.7 to 4.5 in head. Nuptial tubercles de- 
veloped, though fine. (74. N. Audsonitts) 
1i1'.-Caudal spot smaller and less regular. One tooth of inner row often lack- 
ing on one or both sides ............................................ a .  N. hudrmzius lztidsonius 
iii2.--Caudal spot larger and more regular. Full  complement of teetli 
(4,2-2,4) usually developed55 ...................................... 7 4  N. ?~udsonizcs selene 
b?.-Eye small, lcss thail one-fourth lciigtk of head in adult. Muzzle conical; the head 
subtriarlgular in outlinc. Scales with exposed field notably deeper than long. 
Anal rays 8 or 9. Ilorsal fin with a black blotch on posterior rays (except in 
young) ; this fin subquadl.ate i11 outline, the last ray in adults mucli more than 
half as  high as the longest ........ ; ..................................................... 75. N. zol~ipplii wlvipplii 
65 Individual teeth arc often missing due to some prior accident, especially in larger 
fishes. For this reason carc must he exercised in counting all tooth sockets as  well as  
teeth. 
a2.-Tcctl~ of i~liier low usually 2. Anal basis longel, tllc principal rays 9 to 12 (larely 
S in N. c o ~ ? i t ~ t t ~ s ) .  
nl.-Body slender, the depth less t l~a i l  one f o m t l ~  the standard length. Exposed por- 
tioils of scales not notably dcepcr than long. Length of depressed dorsal fin 
lcss tllan two-thirds distance from dorsd to occiput. Nuptial tul~ercles mi- 
nute. Brccdiug males with little or no red. 
oi.-Eye extremely large, dccidcdly more than one-third length of head aiicl mucli 
longer than snout. Anxl rays 9. Origin of dorsal allnost directly over pelvic 
insertion .................................................................................... 76. N. a~win.m?cs 
02.-Eye of moderate size, less than one-tliiid length of head, and in adult not de- 
cidedly longer than snout. AII:I~ r :~ys  10 to 1 2  (larely 9 or 13). Origin of 
dorsal distinctly beliilld pelvic insertion. 
pi.-Snout short and blunt, lcss thnn two-thiids postorbital length of head; dis- 
tance from tip of snout to posterior margin of eye niucli less t11ai1 deptli 
of bead (from occiput to i s t l ~ n ~ ~ l s ) ,  and allout equal to intelspacc hetween 
eye and base of pectoral fill. Rody rather sharply eoinl~ressed. Position 
of dorsal a ~ l d  sizc of eye i~lternmediate hct\vccn tliat of photogellis and 
that  of r t i b ~ i f ~ o n s  ................................... 77. N. othevi?wides 
p2.-Snout procluccd and sllarp, ~ I O E  than two-tliirds postorbital length of head; 
dist:lncc from lip of s n o ~ ~ t  to postc,rior nlmgin of eye allnost cqual to 
or g~e:rtcr than deptll of l~cnd, n ~ i d  dcc~dedly gicnter tllail i n t e rn1  I~etrncei~ 
eye ant1 pcctor:ll. Body thicker and heavier. 
ql.-Origin of dorsal approximxtcly over end of pelvic base, alloat midway 
between nostril o r  front margin of orllit and base of caudal, always 
nearer middle of eyc thmi caudal hasp. Eye larger, about a s  loiig as 
snout, contaii~cd 3.0 to 2.S times in 11exil. Vertel)r:~l strrali inow i~rtcnsc. 
Size largctr, oftell more than four inches ................................. 78,  W .  pltologmzis 
q2.-Origin of dorsal well behind end of pelvic base, shout mic1w:ry between 
posterior margin of orbit a11c1 base of caudal, varying con';itlrrahly in 
eitller direction, hut al\vays nearer cauclal base than middle of ryt7. Eye 
smallcr, decidedly slloltcr than snout, and about one-fount11 1~11gth of 
llcacl (olhit contained S.7 to 5.0 times in Iread). Ve~tc~l,ral strcxak dullcr. 
Size smtrller, less tlinii four inches, scldom more thml tlirec 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  79. N. ~ u b ~ i f l ' o n s ~ ~  
n2.-Body deep, the depth in adults typically lllore tlixi~ one-fourth tlic standard length. 
Exposed portions of scales notably deeper than long. Le~rg t l~  of cleprcsscd 
dorsal more than t~vo-thirds distance from dorsal to occiput. Snpt ia l  tuber- 
cles larger. Breeding males with much red. 
rl.-Anal rays 8 to 10, usually 9. Origin of dorsal usually a little ill advance of, 
never nluch bcliind, pclvic insertion; nearcr t ip of snout than base of 
caudal. Dorsal fin without anterobasal spot. Breeding males with top of 
head not blue, siclcs with lal.ge dusky blotchcs and fills tipped with rosy. 
Size larger, to S inellcs. Lateral  line gently decurvccl (SO. N. co~iautus). 
st.-Scales before dorsal typically fewer than 22. Rody averaging deeper and 
head heavier ......................................................................... a .  N. cornt~tus cl~~y.socepkaltcs 
s2.-Scales beforc dorsal usually more than 26. Body and head averaging more 
slender ..................................................................................................... 80h. N. co~nuttis  fro?ztalis 
56 T11c characters used in this key to separate No t~op i s  nthe~inoidrs, N. photogenis 
and N.  rz6brifvo?zs from one ailotlier hold well only for the Great Lakes area and upper 
Ohio basin. 
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r2.-Anal rays 10 to 12, usually 11. Origin of dorsal well beliind pelvic insertion, 
and nearer base of caudal than t ip  of snout. Dorsal fin with a black antero- 
basal spot. Breeding males with top of head whitish blue, the sides without 
dark mottlings a i d  fins bright red. Size smaller, to 3 inches. Lateral line 
greatly decurvecl 1 .  N. ?~mbratilis cyanocep7ialzis 
66. ATotropis heterodon Cope 
Black-nose shiner 
Everniann and Clarlr's record of N. bi f rena tzu  from Indiana in their 
Masinknckee report was apparently based on this species, for I am unable 
to identify their material otherwise. 
66a. Notropis  lzeterodo~z heterodon Cope 
Plate 111; Fig. 1 
The typical subspecies of lzeterodo?z ranges from northern Wisconsin 
through Michigan and southern Ontario to western New Yorlr. 
66b. Notropis heterodon richardsoni Hubbs and Greene, new subspecies 
Plate 111; Fig. 2 
Type, a male 44 nim. long to caudal fin, talren by C. Willard Greene and 
I-Iarmon S. Jones in Fox River, opposite Loclr 25, Columbia County, Wis- 
consin, on August 26, 1925 ; Cat. No. 66536, Museum of Zoology, University 
of Michigan. The numerous paratypes are from the same and several other 
localities in the Fox River system, tributary to Green Bay, Wisconsin. 
We have some evidence of the intergradation of this subspecies with 
typical heterodon,  but we are not yet prepared to delimit its range nor to 
define in any detail its geographic or taxonomic relationships with N .  lz. 
heterodon.  This we hope to be able to do on a later occasion. Forbes and 
Richardson indicate the occurrence of two distinct kinds of heterodon,  in 
addition to the typical race, in Illinois. Their figure (fig. 30, p. 135) 1001~s 
like the Wisconsin race here named, and may have been based on an ex- 
ample of N. h. riclzardsoni. 
A diagnosis of Notropis  lzeterodon r ichardsoni  is offered in the lrey to 
the species and subspecies of Notropis. We add a brief description of the 
type specimen. 
Body rather heavy, particularly robust below front of dorsal; depth, 
4.1 ; shape s~~belliptical, the dorsal and ventral contours being about equally 
curved. Head, 3.5. Tip of rather blunt snout a little below main axis of 
body; lower jaw slightly included, the tip of premasillaries being terminal. 
Mouth less oblique than in typical l teterodon, but more slanting than in 
heterolepis;  not very large, the upper jaw not quite extending to below 
f ront  of orbit, its length contained 4.3 times i n  head (to end of opercular 
membrane). Eye but little longer than snout, 3.6 in head. Teeth, 4, 1-2, 4. 
Dorsal, 8 ;  anal, 7. Dorsal origin over pelvic insertion, each about mid- 
way between t ip  of snout and base of caudal; length of depressed clorsal 
contained 1.15 times in distance from origin of dorsal to occiput. Pectoral 
fin extending half way to origin of anal;  pelvic beyond anus nearly to anal 
origin. 
Scales 5-34-31h (4  to pelvic base) ; 15 before clorsal. 
Color darlr (like other fishes talten a t  same locality) ; upper parts duslry 
olive, cross-hatched to below lateral line. Lateral band broad and blaclc, 
of nearly even intensity thronghout; continued to end of median caudal 
rays and around tip of both jaws, but not encroaching on snout above pre- 
maxillarics. Mid-clorsal strealc duslry, becoming narrow and indistinct 
toward caudal base. , 4 1 1 ~ ~  and anal base surron~lclcd hy punctulations, con- 
tinned thence baclmarcl to caudxl. 
(Riclzardsoni,-nancd for Robert E a r l  Richardson, co-author with 
Stephen Alfred E'orbes of the E'ishcs of lllinois, by fa r  the most ralnable 
grncral account of the fishes of any American state.) 
67. ATot?,opis anogenus Forbes 
Pug-nose shiner 
Ward's recorcl" of AT. ci??oyenzcs from l'nt-in-Bay, Ohio, seerns nnre- 
liable, for  the figure he gires scarcely suggests this species. We now have 
several records of this species from the Great Lakes basin. 
68. ATott.opis Difrenatzcs Cope 
Briclled shiner 
As detailed in  the account of AT. hetel-oleyis, this species occurs in the 
Lake Ontario drainage. Tlie types of No-2ropi.s C ( I ~ Z L ~ C L  were specimens of 
this form; therefore, cnyugcc is a synonym of hifr~nufzcs. The species 
usually called cnyugn must consequently be Irno~vn by another name, appar- 
ently heterolepis. 
Evern~ann  and Clark's Indiana r e c ~ r d ' ~  of Difrenntzts n a s  apparently 
based on exa~nples of N. Izeterodon, some of which have been re-examined. 
Reed and Wright'qlave recorded another and so~nem~hat similar Atlantic 
Coast species, llamely Notropis pl-ocne Cope, from thc Cayuga Laltc rcgion, 
on the basis, we have been told, of specimens so identified by Evermann. 
fl Jour. Paras., 6, 1919, p. 50. 
58 Lake Maxinkuekee, 19170, p. 143. 
59 Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., 48,  1909, p. 395. 
M r .  Hankinson ,  w h o  h a s  also s tud ied  t h e  fishes of C a y u g a  basin, h a s  told 
m e  t h a t  h e  h a s  long  doubted  t h i s  record.  In response t o  a request  f o r  speci- 
mens, Professor  W r i g h t  h a s  s e n t  as f o u r  examples collected i n  Fall Creelc, 
a t r i b u t a r y  of C a y u g a  Lalie, labelled a s  N .  procne a n d  a p p a r e n t l y  t h e  only 
specimens so identified i n  t h e  Cornel l  collections. These o n  examina t ion  
prove  t o  be  Notropis heterolepis. T h e r e  a p p e a r  t o  be  n o  specimens of N. 
procne f r o m  t h e  G r e a t  hal ies  bas in  in t h e  U. S. Nat iona l  Museum, n o r  i n  
t h e  reserve collection of t h e  U. S. B u r e a u  of Fisheries ,  a n d  we  have  none  
i n  t h e  M ~ ~ s e n m  of Zoology. Notropis proclze should  n o t  be  inc luded  in t h e  
list of G r e a t  Lalres fishes, unless  a c t u a l  specimens a r e  b r o u g h t  t o  l ight .  
69. Notropis heterolepis E i g e n m a n n  a n d  E i g e n m a n n  
Black-nose shiner 
Notropis cayuga Meek, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 4, 1887-1889, p. 305 (aberrant 
specimens, not the types) ; Jordan and Evermann, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., 47, pt. 1, 1896, 
p. 260 (in part) ; Forbes and Xichardson, Nat. I-Iist. Surv. Ill., 3, 1908 (ed. 1 )  and 
1920 (cd. 2))  p. 133, pl. opp. 11. 128, lowest fig. (:rnd of many authors; not the true 
cayugc~, which is synonymous with bzfrenatzcs). 
Notropas heterolepis Eigenmaiiii and Figenmaliii, Ainer. Nat., 1893, p. 152; Eigen- 
maan, Bull. U. S.  Fish Comm., 189-1, p. 109. 
Notroprs albeolus Eigenmann and Eigenmann, Amer. N:rt., 1893, p. 152 (not 
Notropas ~negolops albeolus Jordan). 
Notropzs jordani Eigenmrrnn and Eigenmann, A~ner. Nat., 1893, p. 592; E~gen- 
111a1111, Bnll. U. S .  Fish Comm., 1894, p. 109; Jordaii and Evermann, Bull. U. S.  Nat. 
Mus., 47, pt. 1, 1896, p. 259 (substitute for  Notropas albeolus, preoccupied). 
Notiopzs ~11uslv'okc~ Meek, Publ. Field Mus., Zool., 1, 1899, p. 308; Jordan :rnd 
Evcrmann, Bull. U. S. Nut. Mus., 47, pt. 4, 1900, p. 3141. 
I n  h i s  or iginal  descr ipt ion of Notropis cu?jzcga, ~ f e e k  no ted  t h a t  two 
seemingly d i s t inc t  t y p e s  occur  in C a y u g a  Lalre. O n  t h e  advice of Gilbert ,  
however, h e  r e g a r d e d  t h e  t w o  a s  n o t  separable  specifically, a n d  consequently 
r e f e r r e d  both t o  cayzcga. I n  topotyp ic  material" f r o m  C a y u g a  Lalre a r e  
t h e  same t w o  types.  O n e  of these t w o  t y p e s  represen ts  t h e  t r u e  cayzcga, 
which o n  comparison c a n  n o t  b e  distinguishecl f r o m  Notropis bifrenatzcs of 
t h e  A t l a n t i c  Coast  drainage.  T h e  o ther  t y p e  represen ts  t h e  f o r m  usual ly,  
b u t  a s  h e r e  ind ica ted  improper ly ,  called cayuga;  it a p p e a r s  t o  b e  a valid 
species, a n d  m a y  be  known a s  Notropis heterolepis E i g e n m a n n  a n d  Eigen-  
m a n n .  
Notropis helerolepis differs f r o m  Notropis bifrenatus in m a n y  ways.  It 
a t t a i n s  a decidedly l a r g e r  size, a n d  h a s  a more  s lender  body  a n d  less ele- 
va ted  bacli. T h e  fins a r e  smaller  ( t h e  l e n g t h  of t h e  first dorsa l  w h e n  de-  
pressed being contained a b o u t  1.5 ins tead  of a b o u t  1.2 t imes i n  t h e  dis tance 
G o  I wish to tli:mk Professor T. L. IIankiilsoil for  this material, and f o r  his sug- 
gevtioir that the true cayuga might not he distiilguisliahle froin bifre91atu.r. 
between the dorsal and the occiput). The dorsal fin is inserted farther 
baclrmard, usually nearer base of candal than tip of snout, rather than the 
reverse, and distinctly behind, instead of over or before the pelvic insertion. 
The scales before the dorsal fin arc nwally less regularly arranged and 
solnemrhat increased in nmnber (13 to 22, instead of 11 to 14, usually 12 
or 13) .  The head is a little longer, owing to the fact that the snout is much 
less blunt, and fully as long rather than rnnch shorter than the eye; the 
month is clefinitely subinferior, usnally slightly overhung by the snout, 
whereas in  bifl-eltatus the nlouth is always strictly terminal. The month is 
less oblique and lom~er in position, SO that the lateral band passes \ ~ ~ i t l l  but 
slightly diminished width straight around the snout, above the t ip of the 
premaxillaries, ~ ~ r h i l e  i n bi f rena tus  the band is either much diminished in  
width, or (more rarely) encroaches on the chin, as i t  al'ivays does in 
hetel-odo71. The lateral band on the body is less deeply and uniformly pig- 
mented, and the crescentic rnarlrs on the lateral linc scales much more dis- 
l i n d .  As described, the life colors are also distinct. 
hrotropis  h ~ 1 ~ 1 - o l e p i s  occurs ~ v i t l ~  bifrclzalus in  the southern tributaries 
of Lake Ontario, and xvitli l r~ndcr l l i , '~~  the rc1wesentative of bifre?zatus, in 
Maine, but so fa r  as now apparent does not intergrade with either. From 
this region the present species ranges westward through the Great Lakes 
region, remaining fairly consistent in  its cliaracters, and occurring also in  
the southern part of the IInclson I3ay tirainagc and the northern par t  of the 
Blississippi basin. I n  Indiana and Illinois i t  occurs ~ v i t h  the southwestern 
form, hTotropis nlrocntcclnlis," \~,itll \vhich i t  may eventually prove to intcr- 
g ~ ~ a d e .  
70. ATotropis clelicios~rs Girard 
S11ol.e niinnom; straw-rolorrd minno\v 
As Fowler has already indicated,"haCtcr the examillation of the type 
material, the original 11lel~~zizu is not the species currently so named. Thc 
61 Notvopis 7,rnilalli Evernia~in and Cockerell (Proc. Biol. Soe. TV:tsll., 22, 1909, pp. 
186, 191) was supposed by tliesc authors to represent the Notvopts musl;o7<a of Kendnll 
froni Maine, but the type they selected (examined) on the contrary represents Ken- 
dall's b?fvenatus. I t  may provisionally stand as  n. distinct species, :IS i t  differs from 
the true bifve?tnttcs in the reduced size of tlre fins, the more backmard insertion of the 
ilorsal fill, smallcr eye, increased number of preilorsal scales, ctc., in wl~iell respects i t  
resembles hrtr~olepis.  It differs from that  species and resembles b i f r e ~ ~ a t u s  in the 
structure of tlre nlontl~ and in coloration :nid geiicral appcaraucc. The material is 
limited, Iiowever, : I I I ~  lrcntlnll~ limy merely represe~lt intergrades between 7zctrvolepis 
and bifvcnalus. 
6 2  T l ~ i s  folm differs from 7~elerolepis and reseml~les bzflrnntzcs in ~llost  of the tecll- 
nical clraractcrs which separate those forms, but i t  has a nearly complete lateral line, 
and reseinhlcs 7~etelolepis in the sizc attained. 
b3 Proc. head. Nat. Sci. Phila., 62, 1910, pp. 274-276, fig. 4, 6, 10. 
latter should thereforc be linown as Notropis delicioszcs. I n  our judgment 
Agassix's Ilybopsis gracili.~ can not be certainly identified with this ~pecies.~" 
The true blenniqcs differs from deliciosus in having the pharyngeal teeth 
in two rows, in the smaller eye, broader and flatter head, coloration, etc. 
1 also havc rc-examined the type material, with Mr. Fowler's and Mr. 
Bean's Iiind permission, and rcgard the true ble?&nius as the specics cur- 
rently known as N.  jejtcnus Forbes. T l~e  latter should therefore be called 
Notropis blennitcs Girard. 
Nolropis delicioszcs is divisible into two subspecies, which may be scpa- 
rated by the characters given in the key, and which intergradc in parts of 
Indiana, Illinois, 11ichigan and Wisconsin. Both types are represented ill 
the Great Lakes region. 
70a. Nolropis deliciosus deli&osus Girard 
Although ddelicioszu and slranzineus intergrade in Indiana, typical or 
llcarly typical de1icio.su.s also occurs locally, as at Turkey Lake in thc Grcat 
Lalies drainagc. This subspecies also inhabits at  least one stream in south- 
ern Ontario, namely Big Crecli, in 1i:lgirm Comity. Both lorms apparently 
occur in the Detroit River, since the types of both s trnv~ineus  and of volzc- 
cr l l t~s  (the latter an obvious synonym of N .  deliciosus deliciostcs) were 
talten thcrc. 
Numerous specimens of this subspecies from various parts of its wide 
range havc becn studied. 
70b. Nolropis dcZiciosus slrantinetcs Cspc 
With the exception oC the lJpper Peninsula of Michigan, where the two 
forms intergrade, and of a few lakes and streams in Indiana and southern 
Ontario, this subspecies replaces typical deliciosus in the Great Lakes drain- 
age. Tts characters (indicated in the l ey )  are quite consistent throughout 
this region. 
71. Nolropis boops Gilbert 
Big-eye shiner 
I iiavc rc-identified Kirscll's" material of this species from the Maumee 
basin. No other spccimcns havc bcen obtained in thc Grcat Lakes drainagc 
area. 
This species has beell confounded with Notropis s7tlc?nardi Girard and 
.V, illecebroszca Girard, species from the southwest. The first of these nomi- 
nal specics apparently is not definitely identifiable, unless possibly with the 
second. N .  illccebros~cs is a very digerent species, as Fowler has shown.GG 
6 4  See: Jordan, Copeia, No. 130, p. 51. 
6 5  Bull. U. 8. Fish Comm., 14, 1894 (1895), p. 320. 
66 Proc. head. Nat. 8ci. Phila., 1910, p. 276, pl. 16, fig. 11. 
An additional cotype of illecebroszcs, prrser~ed in the n'luseum 01 Zoology, 
agrees with Fowler's figure. 
72. Notropis gilberti Jordan and Meek 
Qilbcrt nlilrnow 
Entirely typical specimens of this speeics havc been obtained froin eleven 
localities in Michigan : Houghton Lake ; Bear, VCTolf, Townline and Bigelow 
creeks oP the llSuskegon system; Mill Creek, tributary oP Grand River, near 
Comstoclc Park;  Rabbit River, Allegan County, and the Sturgeon River and 
its \Nest Branch, and Otter Lake and Otter Rivel; Baraga and Houglltoii 
counties. 
73. Nolropis blennius Girard 
As explained in the account of Nolropis deliciostu give11 above, the types 
oC this species apparcntly represent the form curreiitly known as N.  jejunus 
Forbes. Thc name blennitcs therefore replaces that of j e j u n z ~  for the 
prescnt species, while the shiner usually called blennitcs should be known 
as deZicios?cs. 
The only published record of the occurrence of this species in the Great 
Lakes basin is that shown by Forbes and Richardson on chart 42, of the 
"Maps showing distribution o C Illinois fishes to accompany a report on the 
fislies o C Illinois. ' ' 
74. h70tropis hlcdsonius Clinton 
Spot-tail millllon ; spawn eater 
Two poorly defined subspecies of this minnow occur in the Great Lakes 
1-egion. 
74a. Notropis hz~dsonhcs hicdsonizu Cliilton 
A lorm identified very doubtfully with the typical subspecies inhabits 
the entire Great Lakes drainage area with the esccptioi~ of the J~ake Supe- 
rior basin. Toward the north local ~ariat ions are found wliich approach 
selene. 
74b. Notropis h~u,isoniiw 'selene Jordan 
Specinlens from various portions of the Lakc Superior watershed agree 
in having the caudal spot usually larger and more regular and the dentition 
more complete than in the race to the southward. Thesc differences are 
slight, however, and the other supposcdly diagnostic features of selene are 
not valid. I t  may eventually prove undesirable to maintain selene as a 
distinct subspecies. 
Notropis scopiferzcs Eigcnmanii and Eigenmann (given later by Eigen- 
man11 and by Jordan and Evermann as N. scopife?.), from the Hudson Bay 
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drainage, currciltly recorded as a valid species allied to N .  lez~ciodz~s of the 
distant Tennessee basin, is fully identical with Notropis hzcdsonitcs selene. 
I have cxamined the types of this species, as well as series from the Red 
River drainage in North Dakota, and a specimen from the Mississippi River 
at Cass Lake, RiZinnesota. 
75. Notropis whippli i  whippli i  Girard 
Steel-colored minnow; silver-fin 
The type of IIybopsis fretensis Cope, still recognized as a doubtfully 
valid specics of Notropis, appears on renc~vcd examil~ation to be a specimen 
of this minnow. 
76. Notropis ariomnzzcs Cope 
Pop-eye shiner 
This is another species lrno~rln from the Great Lalres region only fro111 
Kirsch's fi/Ianmec basin record." 1 have not bcen able to locate his material 
of this species, and therefore maintain the record solely on his authority. 
77. Xotropis atherinoides Rafinesque 
Lake shiner 
The lalrc shiner exhibits extensive local variation in several portions of 
its range. Although we have large series of specimens, our material is yet 
insufficient to attempt a division of the species into subspecies. 
78. Notropis pltotogenis Cope 
Silver shiner 
Notropk  urge, rare in our drainage although common in southern Ohio, 
is currently compared or confused with atherinoides, whereas in reality it is 
identical with N.  photogenis, a fully distinct species more similar to rubri- 
frons. These conclusions are based on the study of a large amount of ma- 
terial in  the National Museum and our Museum of Zoology. 
79. Notropis rubrifrons Cope 
Rosy-face shiner 
80. Notropis cornutus Mitchill 
Common shiner 
We are making an extensive study of variation within this species. Al- 
though the results of this study are not yet ready for the press, it is already 
137 Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 14, 1894 (1895), p. 329. 
evident that the species slionld be diviclecl into three subspecies, of which 
N .  cornz~tz~s  cornzctzcs, from the Atlantic Coast drainage, is in  general inter- 
mediate between the other t~vo, nrhich are compared in the preceding Bey. 
80a. Notropis co~.nz~tzcs ch~~ysocepha!~cs  Rafinesqne 
Throughout most of the Mississippi basin cast of the Great Plains 
Notropis col-~zzctzcs is quite constant in  its characters, being represented here 
by the subspecies N .  c. c.l~r~~jsoccp1zalus. Toward the Rocky i\Iountains and 
toward the north, however, this form intergrades, in  a highly irregular 
fashion, with N.  c. frontalis. Eaces nearly typical of chryspcephalus occupy 
a consiclerable portion of the Great ZlaBes drainage, particularly in  south- 
central Michigan. 
lllle noininal species plza~zbeolus and gibbzu of Copc were based on such 
Michigan specimeiis. Jordan and Everlnann apply Agassiz's name fror~talis 
to the Great Lakes population o l  chrysocephalus, but in  m y  opinion Leu- 
cisctis fl-oq~tnlis and grcccilis of Agassiz must both hare  been based on speei- 
mens oC the ilorthern subspecies, iiarned cyanezcs by Cope and by Jordan 
and E l  ermann. 
Sob. Notropis col-nzilzis frontalis Agaseiz 
Tliroughout the Lake Superior region, and thence westward to  the slol)c 
of tlie Roelcy Mountains, Notropis c o ~ n u t u s  is rcprcseilted by this subspeeics, 
~vhich differs widely from N.  c. c1~1~ysocep3zalzis, but intergardcs with it  ( in 
a highly i r r e ,~ l a r  fashion) over a wide area. 
I hope later to describe in  detail the remarkable variation of this species, 
and Il1e eoinplex interrelationships of its subspecies. 
A11 examination of the type of Notropis univel-silatis Evermanil ailcl 
Cockerell, 1909, shows that this nominal species is a synonym 01 Nofl-opis 
corntllzls fro?ztalis. I t  has 9 anal rays and 30 scales bel'ore the dorsal. 
81. Nolropis z~nzbratilis cynnocep7talz~s Copeland 
Rcd-fin shiner 
I have studied a large number oC specimens of Noll-opis timbralilis from 
the Great Lalies region and tlie Mississippi Valley, but call not align these 
into the present classification. I can detect no considerable differences 
between lots from soutlleasteril Wisconsin (topotypic of cya?zocephnlus), 
Illinois (representing a t ~ i p e s )  and Indiana (inclucling the original types of 
lylhl-zlrus). The nominal subspecies alripes and l y t k l ~ ~ z t s  are therelore 
referred to the synonymy 01 cyn?~occylzalz~s, tllc first to be clcscribed. The 
relatiolisllips of cya?zocep7zulz~s to the several forms occurring to the south- 
ward remain to  be determined. 
Genus 45. ERICYMBA C o p  
82. Ericymba buccata Cope 
Silver-mouth minnow 
We have takcil this specics in several localities in south~vestern Michigan, 
including the Rivcr Raisin, just above Monroe. 
Genus 46. PHENACOBIUS Cope 
83. Pkenacobius ntirabilis Girard 
Suclrer-mouth minnow 
Mr. E. L. Wickliff has taken this species recently at  several localities in 
tlic Rl[aumec clraiilage oP Ohio, and kindly has given me permissioil to record 
this interesting discovery. 
Gciius 47. EXOGLOSSUM Rafinesque 
This gcilus in m y  opiilion sllould not be made the type of a distinct sub- 
Camily, for the structure of the lower jaw is not f~u~dameatally different 
Prom that of the other Leuciscinae. 
84. iTxoglos.stinz. maxil l ingua LC Sueur 
Cut-lips 
Lalie Ontario drainage. 
G eiius 48. NOTEMIGONUS Inafinesque 
The separation of this gelills from thc Old World Abramis is required. 
85. Notenzigontcs cl-ysolesccas cl-ysoleucas Mitehill 
Golden shiner ; roaell 
Tlxe golden sliincrs 01 the Great T~alces are referable to the typical snb- 
spccies as curreatly defined." l t  is not improbable, hoive.ircr, that thc species 
on f~lr ther  study will require f ~ ~ r t h c r  division. 
Genus 49. HYBOGNATEIU:; Agassiz 
86. Ily bognalhus nuc7talis nuchalis Agassiz 
Silvery minnow 
(:enus 50. CHROSOMUS Rafincsc~nc 
r i  ' Illis gciius was probably derived from somc genus like Pfrille, with 
wllicl~ i t  has very much in  common, including the filler structure of the 
scale. 
I can not admit i t  as the type of a distinct subfamily. 
6 8  Sce: EIubbs, Trans. Illillois Acad. Sci., 1918 (1921), 1211. 147-131; also Sehultz, 
Pap.  Mich. Acnd. Sei., Arts aild Letters (paper in press). 
87. Cl~rosonalts eujtlzrogast~l- 1Zafinesyne 
Red-belly dace 
I havc studied series of specimens of Chrosomus from various localities, 
and fail to  find grounds for the distiiictioi~ of a western species or sub- 
species (dakotensis)  . 
Genus 51. E-IYUORHYNCI-~US AgassizG" 
We havc already proposeds0 recogiiiziiig EIyborhynchus as a distinct 
genus; Jordan lias madc the same ~ u g g e s t i o i i ; ~ ~  I give here, i11 the key, the 
cllaractcrs on which the ralidity of the genus may rest. I n  my opinion, 
EIyborhyizchus is quite as distinct from l'imephales, wit11 which it lias long- 
bceii united, as from Ceratichthys (= Cliola), which has arbitrarily bee11 
classified in  ailother subfamily. These three genera form a closely related 
group, to which the subfamily name Pimeplialinae may be applied. 
88. I I ybo l -hynch~~s  notatus Rafiilesque 
Blunt-nose minnow 
Genus 52. I'IMEFHALES Rafinesqne 
89. Pinzephnles pronzelas pronzelas Rafiiiesquc 
Black-head minnow ; fat-head minlrow 
90. Canzpostonza a?wnzalunz Rafii~esquc 
Tl;c types of Canzposionza brevis H a ~ e m a n , ~ ~  a i omiiial species rather 
recently described from Indiana, oil re-esamination appear to be oiily se- 
lected variants of C. anonzaZz~nt.'~ 
Family 14. AME~URIDAE 
Rcgan, i n  his revision of the Siluroidea,'" has proposed recognizing the 
North American fresh-water genera as composing a distinct family. 
69 Ce~ntichth?ys vigilnx Bnird and Girard has heen recorded by Fowler from Michi- 
gan, but the record was probably based on speeimells of Ilybo~h?~ncThus notatus. The 
material has been re examined. 
70 EIubbs and Wllitc, Copeia, No. 123, 1923, p. 104. 
71 Jordan, Copeia, No. 132, 1924, p. 72. 
7 2  IIaseman, Proe. Indiana Aead. Sei., 1905 (1906), p. 161. 
7 3  See: Icraatz, Ohio Jour. Sei., 24, 1924, pp. 282-283. 
94 Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. EIist. (8), S, 1911, pp. 553-557, 3 fig. 
Jordani5 and others liave accepted this proposal, and I here follo~v their 
judgment (after all, the determillation of the rank to be assigned a group 
is primarily a matter of opinion). 
a'.-Adipose fill with i ts  posterior margin free, not adilate to back liar co~iilected with 
caudal fin. 
b'.-Premxxilla~y band of teeth without baelimarcl lateral extcllsioiis. Anal rays 17 
to 35 (rudirneiits included). Aclipose dorsal of modcrate size. Lower jaw 
meal<ly or not a t  all projecting. HeaA lcss flattened. 
cl.-Supraoccipital and predorsal processes joincd together to form a firm bony bridge 
between head and dorsal fin. Caudal fin deeply and sharply forked (the short- 
est ray muell lcss than half length of longest). Head nanom. Body black- 
spotted (in the single Great Lakes species) 
cZ.-Su~~aoccipital and preclol.sa1 processes not or . 
firm continuous bridge. Caudal less deeply and less sh:uply forked, or truii- 
cate or rounded (the shortest ray more than half leilgtll of longest). Head 
broader. Body without dcfi~iite black spots ( in Great Lakes species). 
el1.-Caudal fin forked. Supraoccipital processes better developed thail in Ameiurus. 
Species of 1:~rge size, appro:~rhing Icialurus. Colora.tio11 slaty to sil- 
very ..................................................................................................................................... 55. Villarius 
cy.-Caudal fin cmarginate to rounded. Supraoccipital processes short. Species 
.of relatively small size. Color more brownis11 or yellowish ............ 56. Ameit~nis 
b'.-l'remasillary band of teeth with baclrwarcl 1ater:rl extei~sions. h a 1  rays 12  to 15. 
Adipose dorsal uilu 
flattcncd anterior,ly 
a^.-Adipose fill with tlic po 
fleshy upper n ~ a r g i ~  
cl.-Premaxi1l:~ry band of teeth with backward lateral extensions, a s  i n  Leptops. Skin 
thick, tough, villose, opaque. Size moder:rtc ............................................... 58. Noturns 
c'.-Prcmaxillary band of tcctll without baclrwarcl 
cate, sinootller and less opaclue. Size small 9. Schilbeodes 
Geiius 54. ICTALURUS Rafinesque 
91. Ictaltcrus pzcnctattcs Rafincsque 
Catfish ; cliaunel cat 
Genns 55. VILLARIWS R,utter 
BillarC~s Rutter, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci. (2),  6, IS96 (June  29), p. 256. 
naustov Jordan and Evcrmann, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., 47, pt. 1, 1896 (October 3 ) ,  
p. 136. 
Thc group of species currently referrcd to the subgenus EIaustor, of the 
geilus Amciurus, should in our opinion be regarded as a genus. The name 
Villarius, based on a species of the same group, has precedence over that of 
7s Jordan, The classification of fishes, 1923, p. 147. 
I-Iaustor. Villarius appears to be quitc as closcly rclated to Ictalurus as to 
Ameiurus. 
The species of' Villarius arc catfishes of large size. Probably as a result 
of overfishing, many are becoming rare, if not facing extinction. As a con- 
sequence of their large sizc and their rarity, very few specimcils (except of 
V .  calzu) are preserved in any museum, and the systematic-status of not one 
of the species can bc regarded as well established. The species of Villarius 
have even becn confused with those of Ictalurus. For instance, Anziut-us 
pondero.sus Bean, linown only from the typc, is a species of' Villarius, not of 
Ictalurus (as claimed by Evermann) .7'2 
92. Villarius lacustris Walbaum 
Northern catfish ; mathenleg 
Thc proper specific namc for the Great Lalies representative 01 
"EIaustor" is still an open problem. I mcrely follow custom in using the 
namc laczcstris. 
a'.-Anal rays 17 to 24 (including rudiments), seldom more tllxn 23. Caudal fin always 
evidently cinarginatc. Mental barbels gray to blxclr. 
h'.-Anal rays 77 to 21, usnally 18 to 20. Pcctoral spines sl~ortcr;  a t  all ages entirc 
or only sliglltly rougl~ened h l ~ i n d .  Outer two-thirds of inter-radial membranes 
of aual fin uniformly pigmented, always darker than the rays, the fill never 
mottled or barred or uniformly pigmented on both membranes and rays as 
long sharp barbs on posterior edge, thcir l e ~ l g t l ~  being more than half diameter 
of spine (the teeth increasing in nu~nber  and dcercas i~~g in relative sizc wit11 
agc).  J3laclr pigment on anal fin typically densest on the membranes near tl?eir 
margin, or in spots forming an obscure 1ongitudin:~l bar near base of fin, or in 
fa in t  niottlings on both rays and membranes (in pale ancl unmottled specimens, 
membranes and rays  bout cqu:~lly pigment,ed) ... . . ...... ... ... ... . 94. A .  ~aebulosus 
a"-Anal rays 24 to 27 (rudiments all counted), usually 25 or 2G. Caudal fin r o u ~ ~ d e d  
posteriorly. 
blacltisl~ abox 5. A. natalis 
93. Al?zeiurzcs melas Rafinesquc 
Blaelr bullhead 
713 Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas., 47, pt. 3, 1S9S7 p. 27S9; Rept. U. S. Fish Con~n~.,  189s 
(ISQS), p. 305. 
94. Arneizc~us ?~ebulosus Le Sueur 
Brown bulll~ead; speelrled bullhead 
Occasiolially individuals of this species, usually large adults, but never 
the young, have the lower jaw projecting; the same condition holds in 
A. nzelas. Such specimens represent oilly the extremes of age and indi- 
vidual variation, although they have been referred to a distinct species 
I I vzclgaris." I refcr Pi7nelodus vulgaris Thompson, P. dekayi  Cirard and 
P. ailtertcs Girard all to the synonymy of A. nczbulosus. 
A. n. mcr~??zo~*crtus is merely a color phase-an individual variation at 
most. 
95. Anzeizevus natalis Le Sueur 
Yellow h~~l l l iead  
C:eaus 57. LEPTOFS Rafinesque 
96. Leplops olivaris Rafiliesque 
Mud eat ;  yellow eat 
The mud cat is lrilown Prom the Great Lakes only through McCormick's 
record. The specime~is identified as this species were either not preserved, 
or have since been lost. Probably only stragglers of the species have entered 
Lake Erie through canals. 
Genus 55. NOTURUS Rafi~lcsque 
97. Nolu~ tcs  flavus Rafinesque 
lrellow stone-eat 
Genus 59. SCHILBEODES Bleeker 
a'.-l'cetoral spine l~arblcss. Adipose fin separated :From eaudal by a t  most a sl~allom 
non-acute notell. Axial streak collspicuous ......................................................... 98. S. gyrinzis 
a'.-Pcctoral spine with barbs 011 posterior edge. Adipose fin separated from eaudal by 
a rleeper more :~cutc not,rh. Axial streak not eo~~spieuous. 
bl.-Pcetoral spine sllort, about onc-third a s  long as head; the barbs weakcr, not half 
diameter of spine. Noteli between adipose and eaudal usually rather shallow. 
Posterior part  of body pale, and ulriform in coloration .............................. 9 .  S. exilis 
h2.-l'ectoral spine more than half as long as  Ircad; the barbs very strong, nearly 
equalling diameter of spine. Notch between adipose aild eaudal deep and acute. 
.................. Posterior part  of body st,rikiiigly marked with dark bars and mottlings 
00. S. n~itirws 
95. Schilbeodes gyrinus Mitchill 
Tadpole eat  
99. Schilbeodes exilis Nelson 
Slender stone-eat 
Only one specimen of this form has beell recorded from Grcat Lalies 
tributaries, from the Tiffin Rirer a t  Manitou Beach, Mi~li igan. '~  This 
specimen has apparently been lost, aiid a recent search a t  the recorded 
locality lias failed to yield another, although the other siluroids obtained 
there by Kirsch were secured. Some doubt is therefore attached to the 
record. 
100. Schilbeodes m iurus  Jordan 
Brindled stone-cat 
Family 15. UMBRIDAE 
Genus 60: UMBRA Kriimei- 
101. Unzb~ t s  lirni Icirtland 
Mud n~inno~\r 
The iiiter-relationsliil~ of 11. l iw i  ailcl 11. p?jgn~netr needs better <lefinition. 
Family 16. ESOCIDAE 
KEY TO TITE SPECIES 
:tl.-Clieel<s entirely scaly. Brai~ehiostegals 11 to 16. 
bl.--0pereles also entirely scaly. Jlorsal rays 11 to 14. Uocly nlarlrings cl:nlr; fills 
without black spots. Size smaller. (Subgenus Kenoza Jordan :tnd Ever- 
mann) 
cl.-Branehiostcgal rays I1 to 13. Sealcs in lateral line about 105. Middlc of eye 
nearer t ip  of lower jaw tliall niargin of opcrelc. Darlr marlrings mostly 
transverse. Size smr~llcr, to 13 inches .... 102. E. vc~tt~iczilat?ss 
c2.-Branehiostegal rays 14. to 16. Scales in lateral line about 125. Middle of eye 
about mid\vay between t ip  of lo\\rer jaw and margin of operclc. 1~)ark marlr- 
ings mostly 1ongitudi1l:ll. Size I:rl.ger, to two feet .... ..... .. .. .. . . 103. I$. ~ ~ i g e ~  
bg.-Operclcs with lowcr half ba1.e of scales. Dorsal rays about 14 to 16. nocly marlr- 
ings mhitisl~; fins wit11 blaclr spots. Size larger, to. four fect. (Subgenus 
Esox Linnaeus) 04. E. 11rci~1w 
a'.-Checks as  well as o 
17 to 19.-Dorsal rays about 17. Body markings d:rrk; fills with black spots. 
Size still larger than in lucius. (Snbycnus &fasccclong?rs Jordan) . . ..... . . ... . 
05. E. nzasquinon,gjj ~ltcr.squi?~ong?j 
102. Esox ver tn icz~ln i t~s  Le Sucur 
Mud pickerel ; little pickerel 
I t  has seemed not improbable for some time that the Great Lakcs repre- 
sentative 01 antel-icnnt~s aiid vermicula2us might prove distinct from either. 
77 Iiirseh, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1894 (1895), p. 327. 
Mr. A. C. Weed of the Field Museum, who is making a special study of the 
species of Esos, now regards all these forms as subspecies of americanzcs, 
but I a\?iait the publication of his data before changing the nomenclature 
ol' the present form. 
103. Esoa: n i g e ~  Le Sueur 
Eastern pickerel; jack pike 
Jor;lan7s lras latcly discussed the nomelzclature of this species, showing 
that the name ~ e t i c u l a t u s ,  ordinarily used, is preoccupied. We provision- 
ally adopt for this species the name niger ,  rather than t~ idecen t l inea tus  (see 
discussioll hjr Weed, Copeia, No. 144, 1925, p. 51). 
104. E s o x  lzccitcs Linnaeus 
Pike ; pieliercl ; . grass pike ; grcat northern pike 
105. Esox: n ~ ~ ~ s q ~ c i ~ t o ~ ~ y ~ j  nzus(~zcinongy %litchill 
Muslcallu~~gc (va~ious spellings) 
Thc status of the several spccics or subspecies of muskallunge is still 
uncertain. Tlle Great Lakes form is very variable, and possibly a com- 
posite of Inore than oilc racc. 
Family 17. ANGTJII~I,~DAE 
106. i l n g u i l l u  ~ o s t m t a  Le Sneur 
Eel 
This name, i t  is now held,'V~as priority for the Arncrican eel. 
l'he eel was introduced many years ago into the Great Lalies waters. 
I t  became rcry abuildant and attained a large size, but, unable to spawn, 
it became extinct in this region pcrhaps ten or fifteen ycars ago. 
Thc Cyprinodontes have lately been dividcd up into smaller and more 
nalur;~l ramily 
Src TTubbs, Misc. Publ. Mus. Zool., Univ. Mich., No. 13, 1924, p. 4. 
KEY TO TEE SPECIES 
a?.-1)ors:~l fin originntillg distillctly in ndv:rnce of anal. Body with cross hands in 
both seses.. ................ ...... ...... ................... ...... .. .......... .... ..... .107. P. diaplzanus menona 
7 8  I'loc. Acad. Nxt. Xci. Phila., 1917, p. 275; Copeia, No. 61, 1918, p. 81. 
7') J ~ I ~ H I I ,  Cop~ix, No. 49, 1917, p. SG. 
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a?.-Dors:11 fin origi~latillg distinctly behind front of anal. Body wit11 cross bands in 
male only. 
bl.-Body rather deep and compressed; depth'3.5 to 4.3. Males with verkical bars; 
females with about ten horizoiital streaks. A black blotch below eye ......................... 
........................................................................................................................................ 108. P. dispar 
b'.-Body slender and scarcely compressed anteriorly; depth 4.4 to 5.3. A purplish 
black lateral band, with irregular edges in the male. No black blotch below 
cye 09. F. notatus 
107. P u n d u l u s  d iaphunus  m e n o n a  Jordan and Copeland 
Menona killifish 
108. P u n d u l u s  dispar Agassiz 
Black-cheek toplniiii~ow 
109. Pundu. lus  n o t a t u s  Iiafinesque 
Black-banded topminnow 
Family 19. I'ERCOPSIDAE 
Genus 64. PERCOPSIS Agassiz 
110. Percopsis omisco-maycus Walbanm 
Trout-perch 
As IZendall has shown,s1 the name omisco m a y c u s  of Walbaunl replaces 
that of gzcttatzcs fo r  the trout-perch. As the name was originally given as 
two words, the hyphenated form is adopted. 
Family 20. APIIREDODERIDAE 
Genus 65. APIIREDODERUS lie Sueur 
111. Apl~redoderzcs  suya?zrcs Gilliailis 
Pirate perch 
Family 21. SERRANIDAE 
KEY TO TFIE GENERA 
a'.-Dorsal fins separated; an:ll rays 111, 11 to 13 ;  the spines gradnat,ed, the first about 
half length of second, and second distinctly sliorter th:in third. Lower jaw pro- 
............................................................ jecting. Base of tongue with teeth 66. Lepibema 
a?.--Dorsal fins slightly conjoined a t  base; anal rays 111, 10 ;  the spilles not graduated, 
the first scarcely one-third as  long as  second, the second and third subeq~ial. 
......................................... Jaws almost equal. Base of tongue toothless 67. Mol-one 
81 Kendall, Proc. Biol. Soe. Wash., 24, 1911, p. 45-51. 
Genus 66. LEHBEMA Rafinesque 
The trenchant characters of hepibema seem fully sufficient to warrant 
its generic separation from Roccus. 
112. Lepihema chrysops Rafinesque 
White bass 
Genus 67. MORONE Mitchill 
113. Mor.one in terrupta  Gill 
Yellow bass 
Forbes and Richardson (1908,  map 1 0 1 )  indicate the occurrence of this 
species in the Chicago River. 
Family 22. PERCIDAE 
KEY TO THE GENEKA 
a'.-hTo ilistil~ct anal papilla. Pseudobranchiae well developed. Branehiostegals 7 
(rarely 8). Top of skull ridged; supra-occipital crest strong and high. Prc- 
o~e rc l e  strongly serrate. Maxillary with the upper border free behind. Mouth 
large, ex,tei~ding a t  least as f a r  as  middle of eye. Fishes of medium to large 
size. 
bl.-No canine teeth. Rody deeper ancl more compressed. Pelvic fins dose together. 
Body with definite dark bands. (Subfamily I'ereinac) 6% Percn 
b'.-Caniue teeth strong. Rody slender, suhterete. Pelvic fins widely separated (in- 
tcrsp:~ce equaling width of base of fin). Body without defiuite dark bands. 
(Subfamily Luciopercinae) 9. Stizostedion 
a?.-Anal papilla large. Pscudobral 
Top of slrull nearly or quite smooth; supraoccipital crest weak or absent. Pre- 
opercle entire, or almost so. Maxillaiy with upper border concealed by pre- 
orbital. Mouth small, extending little i f  a t  all behind middle of eye. Fishes 
of small size, not cseceding six inches in length. (Subfamily Etheostominae) 
ei.-Midline of belly with a single median series of scales, whiol~ are more or less en- 
larged, thicltcnecl, spinous, caducous and separated from adjacent scales by a 
groove on either side, or without scales ( the scaleless strip crossed by a bridge 
of IIorIn~l scales before thc anus in Imostoma). Pelvic fins separated by an  
intcrspacc a t  least 2 as widc as basc of fin. Anal fin usually almost as  large 
as second dorsal, or even larger. Body in most species more elongate and 
less compressed. Vertebrae 37 to 44. 
dl.-Flesh opaque. Anal spines two in number. Squamation more nearly complete. 
Body less extremely elongate (depth 5.0 to 7.0). 
e'.-Premaxillarics non-protractile, bound to snout by a frenum.-Air-bladder 
rather large (but thin-walled) . 
fl.-Snout not extended so f a r  forward as the pren~axillaries. Mouth more or 
less oblique. Anal spines stiff. Skull distinctly less depressed, and 
narrower bet,wccii tlic eyes82 (interorl)it:~l widtli 5.5 to 8.0). Scales of 
modcratc size (fewer than SO). Color pattern coiisistilrg essentially of 
broad bars or liorizol~tally elongated blotclies. Dorsal fins scarcely to 
widely separated. Vertebrae 39 to 42 0. Zadvoptevus 
f2.-Snout extended forw:~rd a s  n, s111:rll conical pro,jectioil beyond tlie prernaxil- 
lnries. Mouth horizo1it:rl. Anal spines flexible. Skull more depressed 
than in any other d:rrter, and broader between the eyes (intcrorbit:rl 
width 4.0 to 5.0 in head). Scales srrinll (78 to 103). Color pattern con- 
sisting essentially of narrow zebra-like markii~gs. Dorsal fins sc:rrcely 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  or not a t  all scp:rrated. Vertebrae 44 71. Perci?fc~ 
c2.-1'rcmaxill:rries protr:rctilc (rarely wit,h a f re~ium in eit,ller genus).-C11:lr- 
ncters of skull, sc:tlcs and color p:rttcrn as given above for 1I:rdropterus; 
dors:~l fins well sep:rratecl. 
g'.-Midline of belly wit11 n single series of morc or less ei~l:trged, thickeneil, 
spiiious, caducous sc:rles set off by a. groove on either side (:rs i11 the pre- 
cedilig genera). Air-b1:rcider rudiment:~ry. Snout decurved : ~ n d  slightly 
projcctiag beyonil tlie 
flexible.-Vertebrae 35 
g'.-Midline of belly a scaleless strip, crosscd before tlic anus by a bridge of 
normal scales. Air-hladder fairly well dcrcloped. Snout pointed, hut 
not extcntlc(1 so f a r  forward as  the pl~emaxillarics; moutli oblique. Anal 
spines stitP .............................................................................................................. 78. I~nosto?)an 
cY.-Flesh pellucid. Aual spine single. S(::~lcs on trunk eoi ik~cd to sidcs of body. 
Body very elongate (deptli 7.8 to D.O).-Premaxillarics l ~ i ~ t r a e t i l e  (rarely 
witli a frenum) ............................................................................... 74. A?)tmoc~ypta 
c'.-nclly jbrtwecn pclvio and :cnal fins) covci~cd \Tit11 normal scales. Pclvic fills 
separated by ail interspacc less than 2 a s  wide as base of fin (except in 
13oleosoma). Anal fill obriously smaller tl1a11 sccond dorsal (elevated in 
tlic male of Mieropcrca). Body usually drrper and 111ore compressed. 
Vertebrae 30 to 42. 
Ill.-Prcmaxillaries free from thc prcorhital a t  side, and projecting forward as  
f a r  as, or (usually) farther than, the morc or less poiiitecl snout; and 
non-protractile, bound to snout \ ~ i t h  a frcnum (except in Rolcosoma). 
Vertebrae 30 to 31). Color not laigely grccn. 
il.-h~tcral linc more or less developed, running il~ucll nearer nliddle of sidcs 
than dorsal contour.s3 Vertebrae 33 to 30; scales 40 to 80; dorsal 
spines always more than G (usually more tliall 8) .  Lower fins sl~ortcr, 
especially in males; the pclvics rounded, not nea1,ly roaching anus ill 
either sex. Sizo larger. 
jl.-Prcmaxillaries protractile, ~vithout frcnuni. One flexible anal spintn. 
Pclvic fills s e~ ) :~ ra t ed  11y :rn iiitcrspnce :rbout :IS \ride as 1~:tse of fin 
............... 75. Roleosonrtr ........................................................... 
8. This clraracter has bccn utilized by Jordan and I<\,er111auii aud l)y Forbes and 
R.iclrarclson ill tllc primary analysis of tlic Etheostominac~, but its insufficiency and unro- 
liability i s  indicated by the fact  that  s e ~ e r a l  of the gcnc,ra placcd ill onc of the alterna- 
tive groups by the first authors were transferrccl to tlie other by Forbes and Itichardson, 
~ 1 1 ~ 1  further by tllc fact  that  even the lat ter  separation docs not hold ralid iii all cases. 
8:; T,lie lateral linc runs very high in Copelandel1,~ls fusifo~.mis, \~liicli may possibly 
ocac.ur in Qrc:rt li:~kcs wa.ters (see our account of Porcil icl i l l~~jr  exilis). 
j2.-Pre~liaxillal.ies non-protractile, bound down to the snout by a frclluro. 
Two stiff a n d  spines (very rarely but one). Pelvic fills inserted 
close together. 
ki.-l3orsal spines without knobs. Lower jaw scarcely 01. not a t  all pro- 
jecting. (usually included). Head partially scaled and males bril- 
liantly colored (in Great Lalres species) ............................. 76. Porciliohtl~ys 
k?.-Dorsal spines of males ending in fleshy knobs, espccially in breeding 
season. Lowcr jaw definitely projecting. Head entirely scaleless; 
males plainly colorccl 7 .  Catomotzi,~ 
i2.-lateral line wholly wanting. Vertebrae only 30; scales 3:; to 37; dorsal 
spines usually G (rarely 7 or 8). Lower fins higher, especially producecl 
i n  males; the pelvies pointed, reaching tlic anus. Minute fishes, not es- 
ceeding 13 inches.-Other c11ar;rcters as here given for Poecilichthys ......... 
.............................................................................................................. 7S. Micropel.cn 
11%-Premaxillarics bound to the preorbital a t  si~les, overllung by the gibbous 
snout; without tlic anterior frcnum. Vertebrae 42. Color largely green, 
especially in breeding males .................................. . 7 Etl~eostonaa 
Genus 68. ~ ~ 1 2 ~ 4  Linnaeus 
114. Pefscn flts~!escens i\/ritchill 
Perch; yellow perch; ring perch 
The perch exhibits a conPusing array of variations in size, proportioiis 
and colors, which have nevcr bcen systematically studied. 
Genus 69. STIzosTeDIoN Rafinesque 
I<EY TO TIIE SPEOIES 
al.-Pyloric caeca 5 to 8, tllc 4 longest much sllorter tliail the stoniacl~. Rays of soft 
dorsal 17 to 19. Clieeks as a rulc closely scaled. End of spinous dorsal without 
a blaclr blotch; blotcli a t  base of pectoral more distinct; dorsals with rows of 
...................................... 
15. S. oanade?tse yrisewta 
dorsal 19 to  22 (usually 
nrore than 20). Clieclts as  a rule sparsely scalcd. End  of spinous clorsal with 
a. large black blotell; blotch a t  base of pectoral less distinct; clorsals ~ ~ i t h  o111y 
obscure reticulations. (Subgenus S1izosledio.n Rafinesque) 
b'.-Body with brassy yellow mottlings, but never bluish; lower fins clear ycllowisll. 
Eyes smaller and set farther apart, the bony interorbital width being contained 
1.1 to 1.4 times in tllc lerrgtli of the orbit in the very young to half-groxvn, and 
being nearly as wide or evcn \x:icler tllan cyc in adults; vertical diameter of eye 
less than lralf ( in adults two-fifths) depth of head a t  same point. Size larger, 
to 20 or 40 pounds, usually immature a t  less than one pound; slackening of 
growtli occurring a t  inuclr greater age. Flesh firmer ........................... 116. S. vitl'eti?n 
b2.-Body grayish blue, without brassy ycllow mottlings; lower fills bluish \vlrite. Eyes 
larger and close-set, the bony interorbital con ta i~~ed  1.4 to 2.0 til~lcs in 1e11gth 
of orbit (except in about one per cent. of the population) ; ve r t ib l  diameter 
of eye more than half depth of head a t  same point. Size smaller, seldoin IS 
inches long, averaging well under one pound in weight. Slacltening of grox\,tli 
occurring a t  an age of about five years. Flesh softer, deconlposiug more 
mpidly 1 7 .  S. glazccum 
115. Xtizostedion canadense yrisezcm DeKay 
Saugcr; sand pike; gray pike 
We are not sure of the distiiictness of this nominal subspecies, and are 
ignorant of its exact relationships, either genetic or geographic, with the 
St. Lawrence sauger (typical canadense). It is not even certain that the 
names grisetcm and canadense were not based on the same subspecies, since 
DeKay in naming Lucioperca grisea did iiot especially describe the features 
by which the sabspecies are supposed to be distinguished, nor did he assign 
to the Corm any definite locality. He merely remarked that grisea "is 
found with the preceding" (anzericana = vitreum), the range of which in 
New York he gives as "the Great Lalies, and most of the streams and inland 
lalics in the westcrn parts of the state." I n  ordcr to help retain the name 
griseunz on the form with which i t  is now associated, we designate the defi- 
nite type locality as thc eastern end of Lalre Erie. 
116. Xtizostedion vitreum Mitchill 
Wall-cyc; yellow pilte; pike-perch; pickerel 
Plate IV, Fig. 1 
117. Stizostedion glaucum, iicw spccics 
Blue pike 
Platc IV, FIR.  ? 
EIolotype, a specimen 230 nlm. lonq to caudal fin, collected in Lake Eric, 
at  a depth o l  40 feet off dsl~tabula, Ohio; Cat. No. 55674, Museum ol' Zool- 
ogy, IJniversity of Michigan. We have many adnlt paratypes Srom Lalre 
Erie, off Erie, Pcinlsylvania; off Sandusky, Ohio, and near Merlin, Ontario, 
and a young one from Squa~v Ray, Put-in Bay, Ohio. 
The blue pikc or Lake Eric differs from thc ycllow pike, Stizostedion 
ui t~.e~~nz (of ~vl~icll  wc have fair scries l'rom various parts of the Great T~alies 
basin, including Lake Eric), in the blue color, the smallcr size, the slower 
rate of growtl~, tllc larger and more closely set cycs, and ill the less firm 
flcsh; all as outlined in the preceding licy. Other characters have been 
assigned to tllc bluc pikc, l ~ u t  I consider thcm as either not valid or not 
1 rcncliant. 
The name sallizone~~?n has bceii applicd to thc bluc pike, but it is clear 
from I l ~ c  .original account Illat Bafinesque's Pews salnzo?zea was based on 
S. vitveurn; furthermore gla lcc~tn~ is not known to occur in the Ohio River, 
wlierc Raliuesquc's fish was caught. 
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The structural features of these two forms have recently been discussed 
by Kendalljs4 and their rate of growth studied by Adamst~ne.~" 
S. glatlcunz and S. vi treunz apparently db not intergrade, for ylaucunz 
remains typical in its characters from the east elid of Lake Erie to near the 
islands. I t  becomcs rare about the islands, according to the dealers, and 
only stragglcrs occur to the westward, in the very shallow upper cnd of 
Lake Eric, where vi lreunz,  in contrast, is common. Along the western shore 
of the lakc, of£ Toledo and Monroe, and up the Detroit River, uitreunz alone 
seems to occur. The yellow pike, while commoner west of the islands, occurs 
also to the eastward, living there with the blue species. The blue pike is 
said to spawn i11 deeper water than the yellow, and later in the spring, but 
I have not verified thcse statemcnts. We do not know whether the blue 
pike of Lalre Ontario is identical with that of Lake Erie. 
( G l a u c u ~ n  : grayish blue.) 
Genus 70. HADROI~TERUS Agassiz 
KEY TO THE SPECIES 
a'.-Gill-i~lcinbra~~cs not unitcd, lrleeting a t  a sharp angle; on midline scarcely farther 
from tip of snout than is back of eye. Spinous dorsal without orange stripe. 
bl.-Sicles with about seven distinct, broad, transverse dusky bars extending to below 
lateral line. Breeding males with bright colors and tuberculate fins. Cheeks 
~ ~ d t e d .  (Subgenus Ericosnaa) 
b<-Sides ~ ~ 4 t h  an axial row of elon 
and witll irregular mottlings above these. Breeding males without bright col- 
ors or tuberculate fins. Checks more or less completely scaled. (Subgenus 
.4lvordGts) .................................................................................................................................. 9 Z. maczllatus 
a!.-Gill-meiribrai~c~s united into a broad curve, distinctly more distant from tip of snout 
than is  back of eye. Spinous dorsal with an  orange stripe.-An axial series of 
.............................. blotches f :~ in ter  t,l~nn in mac~datzcs. I-Ie:rd slenderer. (Subgenus 8) 
20. A. p7~oxocephalus 
118. I Iadrop lerus  evides  Jordan and Copeland 
Barred darter 
This species is kno~vii n the Great Lakcs only from specimens (some of 
which are at hand) from the St. Joscph and from its confluellee with the 
St. Mary's, in Indiana. 
119. I l a d r o p t e r u s  ntaculcctus Girard 
Black-side darter 
l I o d ~ o ~ ~ t e i z t s  ?~~ncula tus  and Hadropterus aspro of authors. 
We hare searched for specimens which might be taken to represent 
A l v o ~ d i u s  n.rctculatus Girard, and although we have material from near the 
54 Trans. Am. Fish. Soc., 50, 1020 (1921), pp. 257-267. 
5s Univ. Torollto Studies (Biol.), 20, 1922, pp. 77-86, figs. 1-5. 
type locality (Fort  (irntiot, Ii\lichigan) ancl large series from adjacent re- 
gions, this search lias not bee11 successful. The coilsidcrable variation that 
docs exist in  thc squamation of the lread in  this rcgioii is obviously incli- 
vidual and not racial. 
Consequently I am forced t o  collcludc that A1vordilc.s ??znctllnil~.s Girard 
is conspecific with A. aspro Copc and Jordan. As Girard's name is the 
older, tllc spccies should be kno\1711 as IgacEl-opterus ~?zuc~clcct~cs. Tlie prob- 
able identity of these i~ominal spccics was suggested by Jordanshollly a year 
after Cope and he liad described aspro. 
While working with large scries of P e ~ c i n n  capvodcs from Tipl~ccanoe 
Lalic, Iadiana, ~!loenlihaus in  IS96 Pound ollc specimcil \vhidl he regarded 
as a 11ybrid between this species and IIadl-opl~l-11,s aspl.o (= ~ ? z a c u l n t t ~ s ) .  
Later he Pouild two more darters oC this lypc among 500 or 600, st111 later 
threc ill "a peck ol' dartcrs" l'rom Tippccanoc Lake. H e  decided finally 
that tllcsc spccimclls represented a distinct species, which hc descril~ed as 
I - l a d ~ . o y t e r ~ ~ s  e ~ e l - r n n n n i . ~ ~  111the intensive survey of lllinois fishes, Forbes 
and Gichardson obtained but a single darter of this type, mliicll they lilie- 
wise rePcrred to II. evev??~u?lni.  So Par as we linow, the supposed species has 
not bee11 Sound by other worliers. 
r 1  Ihcse Eacts strongly suggest the hybrid nature of such material. This 
suggestioil is coi~firmcd by an examirmatioil of our own material of this type. 
We have three young of the year talrcn with a consiclcrable numbcl of young 
of cach supposed parent species in  tlie EIuroi~ River, in Livilzgston County, 
Michigan, another ill a tributary 01 this stream, and in addition a fine adult 
from tllc Tllames River, Ontario, and a number of adults, talien ~vitll the 
parent spccics in  the Au Sable River, illichigali. Our spccirnens do not 
show such coilstailcy ol' characters as  would be expected if they represented 
a distind species, but are variously and completely intermediate h e t ~ ~ e e n  
P e ~ c i n u  cnpl-odes xelwn and lIadvop2el-us ??~actclat?~s. 
Slcnrler-]lead darter 
Thc status oE this species as a Great Ltllccs fish is uncertaia, since i t  is 
lii~owri for this rcgioa only from the record of RfcCoi*micli.hVThis author 
had one specimen from near Lorain, Ohio, mhiclr Ire identified ~vithout qucs- 
tion as of this spccics. 1 have not been able to locate this fish in the Oberlin 
lfuscum, and regard tllc record as somcwhat doubtful. 
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Ten., 4, lS78, p. 7'38. 
87 null. U. S. Fish. Comm., 1902 (1904), p. 397. 
h s  T,al,. Bull. Obcrlil~ Coll., No. 2, 1892, p. 30. 
Cellus 71. FERCINA 1-Ialdemail 
121. Percincc caprodes liafinesque 
Log perch 
This species is represented in Great Lakes waters by two subspecies, 
which intergrade perfectly in the Lake Erie region and eastward. The 
zone of intergradatioil apparently includes Lake Champlain, for of two 
specimens csamiilcd from that lake, one is like typical cap~odes ,  the other 
like zebrcr. This fact adds a measure of complexity to the norne~zclature of 
these subspecies, since Pileo??tcc se??zifasciatze?z JleKay, from Lake Chain- 
plain, is an older name than that of P. zebra llgassiz. I n  order to avoicl 
confusion of namcs, i t  will be best to  regard the Lake Champlaill race as 
a complex, and to continue the association of the name se??zifasciatunz with 
typical ctrprodes rather than with subspecics zeb9.a. 
As explained above, Yerc ina  cap-odes hybridizes with Badropterus  
n zacu ln i~~s .  111 addition we have hybrids between the Percina and Cotto- 
gastcr. 
121a. Percinn cnprodes cuprodes Rafinesque 
I n  Ihc I d c c  Michigan drainage of southcrll Wisconsin tllc species is 
represented by Pairly typical cnprodes. 
121b. Percina caprodes zebra Agassiz 
Tlris subspecics occupies most of the Great Lakes area, intergrading 
south~vard with typical cnprodes. I t s  chief distiilctivc feature is the scale- 
less nape. 
Gel~us 72. COTTOGASTER Putnam 
122. Cot togas t e~  copelandi Jordan 
Copelanla aarter 
This species is common in  the lower course of the Au Sable River, Ailichi- 
gan, and occurs in the Devil River, still farther north. I11 some specimens 
fro111 the Au Sable the premaxillaries are bound back by a f r e ~ z ~ u ~ l ~ .  
C. ptctnanzi appears to be inseparable Prom C. copelandi. 
Genus 73. IMOSTOMI~ Jordan 
At  prcscat this group is regarded as a subgenus under Cottogaster, but 
its distinctive features are too trcncliant to permit of retaining i t  as sucll, 
so long as w~ maintain our present conception of genera among the darters. 
Imostoma is contrasted with Cottogaster and other genera in  the Bey. 
123. In~osto?na shu?nardi Girarcl 
River darter 
Spccimeils 01 this species have been seen in  tlie water system of Chicago, 
which had bee11 talcell u p  i n  the "cribs" offshore in  Lalic %'tiel~igan. 
lnzoslo?nu cheneyi85s known only Prom tlie type spccimeiis talicii in the 
St. I~awrcnce drainage below I;aBc Ontario. 
Genus 74. AMMOCRYPTA Jordailgo 
124. Awznzocly~~la pellucida Baird 
Sand darter 
I n  somc spccime~ls from the Thames River, Ontario, the premasillaries 
are non-protractile, being bound down to the Sorehead by a frenum. 
Genus 75. ~OI,EOSOMA IIelCay 
KEY TO TIIE SPECIES AND SUDSPX?IES 
a'.-L;~ter:~l line illore nearly, often quit,c, complete. Sc:lles 45 to 52. Clieeks :1nd 
breast usually largely devoid of scales. Snout l o ~ ~ g e r .  Pylorie caeca G.  (Sub- 
gcllris Boleoson~a Dclcny ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .125. B. wigvzc?i~ 
bl.-Soft dorsal rays 10 to 13. Size usually smaller ..... ,1853. R. ni ,gru?~~ nigrulib 
. . . . . . . .  b'.-Soft dorsal rays 13 to 15. Size usually larger.  1251,. B. ?tig1'1~ii~ ol?i~stedi 
a?.-Lateral line absent on posterior 11:1lf of body. Scales 52 to GO. Checlcs :uld breast 
closely sealed. Snout more wul)b;y. Pylorie c:tcca 3. (Subgenus lfaillantin 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jordan) 12.6. B. ca?n?~vu?iz 
T ~ v a  subspecies of this darter enter Great Lalies waters. I t  is evident 
that they intergrade, but the details of the situation have not pet been 
worked out. 
125a. Boleosonaa nfigrzcnz qzigrunz Rafinesque 
Johnny darter 
The typical nigrzcnt ranges over the drainage areas of the Great Laltes, 
excepting that of Lake Ontario, where the following subspecies lives. 
89 Cottognste~ c7~eneyi Evermann and Kendnll, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1897 (1898), 
p. 129, pl. 8, fig. 8 ;  Jordan and Evr~malm,  Bull. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 47, pt. 3, 1898, p. 
2851; Bean, Bull. N. Y. St. Mus., 60, 190:3, p. 510. 
90 The single record of the son~ewhat similar Cr?lstnllnria asprella from the Great 
Lalccs mgion, as also the same author's recold of Cottoga,rter shumardi from the same 
region (Fowler, Proe. head. Nat.  Sei. Phila., 1906, p. 524) was based on a specimen of 
Hadropterus mnctilatt~s (see: Fowlcr, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool., Univ. Mieh., No. 60, 1918, 
p. 48). 
125b. Boleosoma nigrurn olmstedi Storer 
Tesselated darter 
126. Boleosoma camzcrum Forbes 
Snub-nose darter 
The only indication of the occurrence of this species in the LaBes drain- 
age is the Illinois record of Forbes and Richardson (p. 299). 
Genus 76. POECILICI-ITHYS Agassiz 
This is thc group ordinarily called Etheostoma. That generic name, 
however, by a decision of the International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature, goes with blennioides, tbus replacing Diplesion. For the 
present group, therefore, the name Poecilichthys is to be resurrected. 
Jordan has proposed" that the various subgenera of Jordan and Ever- 
mann be recognized as valid genera. Catonotus (for flabellaris) is here 
separated out, as i t  seems to be the most distinct of the subgroups, but I do 
not attempt a fnrther division. While it is obvious that several structural 
types are represented, and that most or all of these will eventually stand 
as distinct genera, the group is too poorly known at  present to justify its 
partition. 
a'.-Lateral line complete ( a  few tubes rarely lacking). Snout abruptly decurved. 
bi.-Gill-membranes not united, meeting well forward a t  an acute angle. I'elvic fins 
inserted very close to one another. Soft  dorsal rays about 13. Depth, about 
4.5. Scales 50 to 58. Body not barred; males with red spots .... 127. P. camurus 
b2.-Gill-membranes broadly connected across isthmus. Pelvic fins sepxated  by an 
interspace half width of base of fin. Soft  dorsal rays 10 to 12. Depth 4.7 to  
6.0. Scales 48 to 53. Body barred; no red spot,s ..................................... 128. P. zonalis 
a'.-Lateral line incomplete. Snout only moderately decurved.-Gill-membranes not 
united. Pelvic fins inserted close together. 
cl.-Soft dorsal rays 12 to 14. Body deep (4.7 to 5.0). Scales 44 to 51. Cheeks 
............ scaleless. Bars extending across sides; the red bars of male blood-red 
9. P. coe~uleus coeruleus 
c2.-S o 5.4). Scales 49 to 57. 
Cheeks scaled. Bars confined to middle of sides; the red bars or interspaces 
of males rusty rc  30. P. jessiae 
c3.-Soft dorsal rays 9 to 11. Body slender (5.4 to 6.8). Scales 55 to 60. Clieeks 
more or less completely scaled. Bars confined to middle of sides; the red 
bars or interspaces rusty red. ........................................................................... 131. P. exilis 
91 Copeia, No. 29, 1916, pp. 25-26. 
CARI, I,. I-Inuus 
127. Poccilic1~tlzy.s ciir)r z ~ r ~ u s  Cope"" 
Blue breast d:~rter 
r i  . l h i s  handsome darter is lcnown from the area under treatment only froill 
Osburn's record for the IInron River a t  Milan, Ol~ io . "~  
128. I)oecilichtlz ys xo17ulis Cope 
B;liitled d:~rter 
P. xonalis is recordecl from the Great Lalces drainage only by 0sbu1-n'I4 
(1Iuron River a t  Milan, Ohio), ant1 by Shelford'" (Thorn Creelc, Illinois). 
Mr. ('I. Willard Greene has talcen the species, hovevcr, in s e ~ e r a l  ocalities 
in the system of Fox River, tributary to Green Bay, Wisconsin. 
129. Poecilicltthys coerlc1clc.s cocrlrleus Storer 
Rainbow d:wter 
P. c.  speetaOi1i.s is the sonthwcstern representative of this form. Some 
young or female individuals within our territory s l l o ~ ~  a i~larlced approach 
toward that type, but nevertheless, in  my opinion, are to be referred to 
typical coerzcletrs. Some authors, ;IS Iiil.sch, hare tlivicled their inaterial 
into both wbspecics. 
130. Poecilic.ht1~ys jrssiae Jordan and Brayton 
Mud darter 
This species is known froill Great I~akes  waters only from the head of 
Tiffin River, the outlet of Devil's Lalre, Michigan, from which locality i t  
 as recorded by l i i r s~h . ' "~  We have seined a t  the sarne locality, but dicl 
not obtain this species, although we did find P. esilis,  also taken there by 
Kirsch. 
131. Poeci l ichthys  cxilis Girard 
Iowa dnrtcr 
Bol~ic l~th?ls  cxilis Girard, Proe. head. Nat.  Sci. Philn., 1859, p. 103; Jordan, Man. 
Vert., Ed. 1, 1876, p. ----; Nelson, Bull. Ill. Mus. N:it. IIist., 1,  1876, 11. 34; Hoy, 
Geol. Wisc., Smv. 1873-1879, 1, 1883, 11. 428; Jordan :md Ererm:~nn, Bull. U. S. N:rt. 
$12 Hay has stated that  Jorclan secured a related species (P. ?naculntus) in the 
M:~uincc :md St. Joseph r i ~ e r s  (Ann. Rept. Dept. Gcol., Indiana, 1894, p. 278), but I 
511tl no such record made in tllc refcreilce given, nor ill :my of Jordan's o t l~cr  works 
wliich Iinve been consulted. 
$13 Uiiiv. Bull., Ohio St.  Univ., (5) No. 20, 1901, p. 99. 
94 Osburn, 1. c., 1901, 1). 98. 
95 Sliclford, Aniinnl Cornniumities in Temperate Americ:r, Cliirngo, 1913, p. 120. 
!I( ,  Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 14, 1894 (1893), p. 331. 
Afus., 47, pt. 1, 1896, p. 1103; Michael, Bull. Mich. Fish. Comm., no. 8, 1906, p. 35 
(name misspelled miles) ; Snrber, App. to Bien. Rep. St .  Game and Fish Comm. Min~l., 
1920, p. 80; Conger, Key to Mich. Vert., 1920, p. 32. 
Boleosoma exile Vaillant, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, 9, 1873, p. 95. 
Posciiichthgs exilis Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 16, 1883, p. 521; 
Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 7, 1884, p. 479. 
Etheostoma exile Jordau, Rept. U. S. Comm. Fish., 1885, p. 869; Boulenger, Cat. 
Fishes Brit. Mns., Ed. 2, 1895, p. 76. 
Etheostoma fusiforme exile Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1888 (1889), p. 118. 
Etlaeostontc~ exilzs Bolln~aa, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1888 (1890), p. 224. 
Boleichthys warreni Girard, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 103; Jordan, in 
Nelson, Bull. Ill. Mus. Nat.  Hist., 1, 1876, p. 35. 
Boleosoma warreni Vaillant, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, 9, 1873, p. 95. 
Poecilichthys warreni Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 16, 1883, p. 521. 
Boleichthgs eos Jordan, in Nelson, Bull. Ill. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1, 1876, p. 34; Jordan 
and Copeland, in Jordan, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, p. 46; Jordan, Bull. Ill. 
Mus. Nat. Hist., 2, 1878, p. 42; Man. Vert., Ed. 2, 1878, p. 228; Hoy, Geol. Wisc., Surv. 
1873-1879, 1, 1883, p. 428; Jordan and Evermann, Bull. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 47, pt. 1, 
1896, p. 1102 (in footnote key). 
Poecilichthys eos Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Nat. Ifus., 7, 1884, p. 209; Gil- 
bert, Proc. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 7, 1884, p. 209; Jordan, ibzdevi, 1884, p. 478. 
Etheosto~na fusifor~tte eos Jorda11, Rept. U. S. Comn~. Fish., 1885, p. 869; Bull. 
U. S. Fish Comm., 1888 (1889), p. 118; Bollman, ibidem, 1888 (1890), p. 224. 
Etl~eostoma eos Forbes, Rept. Ill. St. Fish Comm., 1884, p. 64; Evernlann and 
Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 11, 1888, p. 52; Eigenmanil and Beeson, Proc. Ind. 
Acad. Sci., 1893 (1894), p. 105; Kirsch, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1894 (1895), p. 331; 
Eigenmann, Proc. Ind.  Acad. Sci., 1895 (1896), p. 257; Blatchley and Ashley, Ann. 
Rept. Ind.  Dept. Geol. Nat.  Res., 25, 1900 (1901), pp. 99, 142, 147 and 288; Jordan, 
Man. Vert., Ed. 9, 1904, p. 134. 
Boleicl~thys fzcsifo~inis eos Bean, Bull. N. P. St.  Mus., 60, 1903, p. 521. 
Poeczliclithys borealis Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 7, 1884, p. 477. 
Etheostoma boreale Boulenger, Cat. Fishes Brit. Mus., Ed. 2, 1, 1895, p. 78; Jor-  
dan and Evermnnn, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., 47, pt. 1, 1896, p. 1082; Meek, Publ. Field 
Mus., (2001.) 1, 1899, p. 310; ibidem, 3, 1902, p. 119; Meek and Clark, ibidem, 1902, 
pp. 132 and 138; Evermani~, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 21, 1901 (1902), p. 96; Evermana 
and Icendall, ibidem, 1902, p. 240; Bean, Bull. N. Y. St. Mus., GO, 1903, p. 744; Jordan, 
Man. Vert., Ed. 9, 1904, p. 132; Evermann and Goldsborough, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 
20, 1907, p. 109; Cockerell, Bull. U. 8. Bur. Fish., 32, 1912 (1913), p. 156. 
Etheostoma iowae Jordan and Meek, Proc. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 8, 1885, p. 10;  Jordan, 
Man. Vert., Ed. 5, 1888, p. 133; Meek, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 10, 1890 (1892), pp. 
226 and 236; Eigonmallil and Eigenmann, Am. Nat., 1892, p. 962; Eigenmann, Bull. 
U. 8. Fish Comni., 14, 1894, p. 117; Boulenger, Cat. Fishes Brit. Mus., Ed. 2, 1, 1895, 
11. 72 (name altered to ioae);  Woolmaa, Rept. U. S. Comm. Fish., 1893 (1896), pp. 
358, 360 and 373; Everinailil and Cox, ibidem, 1894 (1896), p. 421; Cox, ibidem, 1894 
(1896), pp. 610 and 613; Eigenmann, Proc. Ind.  Acad. Sci., 1895 (1896), p. 257; 
Jordan and Evermaan, Bull. U. S. Nat. i?lus., 47, pt. 1, 1896, p. 1083; pt. 4, 1900, p. 
3270, pl. 174, fig. 460; Blatchley and Ashley, Ann. Rept. Ind.  Dept. Geol. Nat.  Res., 
25, 1900 (1901), pp. 177, 191 and 197; Ramsey, ibidem, p. 211; Blatchley, ibidem, 
p. 257; Large, Rept. Ill. St .  Fish Comm., 1900-1902 (1903), p. 28; Juday, Univ. Colo. 
Studies, 2, 1903, p. 113; Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. 9, 1904, p. 133; Juday, Bull. U. S. 
Fish Coimn., 1904 (1905), p. 227; E~erniani~':ind Goltlsborough, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wasli., 
20, 19d7, p. 109; EIankinson, Rept. Uiol. Surv. Mich., in Rept. Geol. Surv., 1907 (190S), 
pp. 178-181, 184, 188, 189, 191, 192, 199, 216, 239; Cockorell, Univ. Colo. Studies, 5, 
1908, p. 178, fig. 8 ;  Forbes and Riellnrtlson, Fishes of Illinois, Ed. 1, 1908, p. 306, eol. 
pl.; Evermann and Clark, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 23, 1910, p. 87; EI:~nkinson, Trans. 
Am. Fish. Xoc., 1910, p. 205; Mcck and I-lildel)r:riid, Publ. Field Mus., (Zool.) 7, 1910, 
1). 328; Le:~thors, Publ. Mich. Geol. & Biol. Surv., 4, 1911, p11. 247, 254 (scc :~lso lXut,l~ve~r, 
. 1. a, pp. 25, 27) ; Cockerell, B1111. U. S. Bur. Fish., 32, 1912 (1!)13), p. 156; Ellis, Uirir. 
Colo. St,ndirs, 11, 1914, p. 1 0 ;  Reigliaril, Rnll. IT. S. Bur. Fish., 33, 1913 (1915), pp. 231) 
and 247; H:lnkiiison, Publ. Miell. Geol. & Diol. Surv., 20, 1915, pp. 27, 32; Ad:~ms and 
EIankinson, Trans. Am. Fish. Soc., 1916, 1). 168; Colbert, Publ. Mich. Geol. and Biol. 
Sarv., 20, 1016, p. 32; Jaf fa ,  Copeitx, No. 47, 1917, p. 71; Baker, Tech. Publ. N. Y. St. 
Coll. For., No. 9, 1918, p. 221; Surber, App. to Bicn. Rep. St. Game S; Fish Coinm. 
Minn., 1920, p. 78; Forbes and Richardson, Fislics of Illinois, Ed. 2, 1920, 11. 306, col. 
111.; Ererm:~nn and Clark, L:~ke M:lsinkuekee, 1920, p. 442, pl. 42; Cleinens, Dyinond 
:ri~d Bigelow, Univ. Toronto Studies, (Biol.) 25, 1924, p. 143. 
PoccilicJlt71ys intone Hankinson, Copei:~, No. 116, 1023, 11. 33; Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat,. 
Sei., 13, 1924, p. 87. 
Et7~eosto??~a quappelle Eigenmann :~nd Eigenmal~n, Am. Nat., 1892, p. 963; Eigen- 
in:lna, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 14, 1894, p. 117; Boulenger, Cat. Fishes Brit. Itus., 
Ed. 2, 1, 1805, p. 74 (spelling altered to guappellae). 
Etheostoma fusiforme Hay, Ann. 1tcpt. Ind. Dept. Geol. & Nat. Res., 19, 1894, 11. 
282 (in par t )  ; Osburn, Univ. Bull. Ohio St. Univ. (5))  No. 20, 1901, p. 102; Ever- 
maim, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 21, 1901 (1902), p. 96; Michael, Bull. Mich. Fish Comn~., 
No. 8, 1906, p. 34; Turner, Ohio Jour. Sri., 20, 1920, p. 142; ib ide?~~,  22, 1921, p. 50 
(L. Eric record). (Not Boleosnmc~ fusifo,?rlis Girard.) 
Holeiullth?ys fusifornsis Leathers, Mich. Gcol. Ss Biol. Sarr. ,  4, 1911, pp. 247, 254 
(see also Rnthven, 1. c., pi). 25, 27). (Not of Girard.) 
Etheostonzn aubee?anubei Evermanii, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish., 1899 (1900), p. 367, 
111. 17;  Blatchley, Ann. Rep. Ind. Dept. Geol. Nat.  Rcs., 25, 1900 (1901), p. 257. 
Etheostoma intone atibeenaubei Everinailll and Clark, Lake Masinkuckee, 1920, 11. 
444, fig. 
Etlleostonza I~i1debm?rdti Evermann and Clark, Proc. Biol. Soe. Wash., 23, 1910, 
1). 87. 
Most of the inaterial forming the basis of the preceding synonymy, in- 
cluding the types of most of the nominal species has been examined. In 
determining this synonymy of the species currently known as Etlzeostonza 
or Poecilichthys iowae, and in  disentangling i t  Prom the synonymy of " B O -  
leichtl~ys" ficsiforntis, the follo~ving conclusions have been reached : 
1. The types of Boleiclrfhys exilis Girard are conspecific with those of 
Etheostoma iowae. 
2. In the type specimens the cheeks and opercles are both scalecl, con- 
trary to the statement i n  the original description. 
3. Since exilis is the type species of Boleichthys, the latter name is no 
longer available for the group typified by Boleoso~na ficsifornzis Girard. 
4. I n  the division of the genera of Etheostominae here followed, Bo- 
leichthys becomes a synonym of Poecilichthys. 
5. The name Boleichthys would become available for a subgenus (or 
genus), if tliis should be regarded as separable from Oligocephalus Girard 
(lepidzcs). Other~~lise the latter name will take precedence. 
6. The species Boleosoma fz~siforrnis Girard, thus left without a clis- 
tirictivc generic name, may be provisionally referred to the genus Copc- 
landellus Jordan and Evermann (q7~iescen.s) .97 
7. The association or confusion of exilis with fusiformis, either as re- 
lated species, subspecies or synonym, is therefore without warrant. 
8. All of the records of exilis, so far  as conld be determined, refer to 
the present species. 
9. The types of Boleichthys warreni Girarcl are lost, as Jordan has 
stated. 
10. Nevertheless i t  is evident that warreni is a synonym of exilis. 
11. Jordan should be quoted as the author of Boleichthys eos, since 
Nelson, in first publishing a recognizable account, accredits the species 
to him. 
12. The types of eos are conspecific with those of B .  exilis and of E. 
iozuae. 
13. The association or confusion of B .  eos with C. fzcsiformis, either as 
related species, subspecies o r  synonym, is therefore without warrant. 
14. The confusion of the present species with C. fzcsiformis lies at  the 
basis of the current misconception that fzcsifo~vnis is an unusually variable 
species. 
15. All of the records of eos, so far  as conld be determined, refer to 
the present species. 
16 .  The types of Poecilichtkys borealis also represent the present 
species. 
17. The subgenus Nivicola Jordan and Evermann, based on Borealis, is 
therefore a strict synonym of Boleichthys. 
18. The subsequent records of Etheostonza bog-eale were also based on 
P. exilis. 
19. Etheostonza iowae ITas therefore the fifth name to be applied to 
the present species. 
20. Much of the material which has been recorded as iowae, including 
practically all from the Great Lalres region, has been re-examined ancl 
found to be correctly determined. 
0 7  Palmer and Wright (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 27, 1910) even refer Copelandellus 
quiescrns to the synonymy of Boleichtkys f u s i f o ~ n ~ t s ,  claiming tha t  the supposedly dis- 
tinctive feature (the scaly bop of head in Copelandellus) does not hold. While this 
character is indeed very variable in C. quiesoens, and the two forms are very similar 
otherwise, and possibly may intergrade, they are certainIg- distinct. 
21. Etheos toma quappel le  Eigenmann and Kigenmann is clearly a 
synonym of exilis.  
22. The records of fzcsifo~.mc from the Great Lakes drainage, as listed 
in  the synonymy, were doubtless all based on specimens of exilis,  nearly all 
having been re-examined. 
23. Etheostonza nubeenaubei  Evermann is likewise a strict synoilym oi' 
cxilis.  I n  most of the types the cheeks are fairly well scaled. The squama- 
tion of the cheelc is often more or less incomplete in  exilis, but the variation 
is either purely inclividnal, or local and sporadic. 
24. Etl teostoma liilde6r.andti is based on a slight local variation in ~~ rh i ch  
the sqnamation (if correctly deseribecl) is slightly more complete than usual. 
Genus 77. CATONOTUS Agassiz 
As stated above, under Poecilichthys, and as indicated in  the Bey to the 
genera, Catonotus should apparently be recognized as a distinct genus. 
132. Catonotzcs flabcllur.is ltafinesque 
Pan-tailed dal tcr 
TITTO subspecies of flabclla~-cs may be distinguished in the Great Lakes 
region. West of Lalre Michigan the color pattern consists of stronger and 
more definite longitudinal lines (form laneolatus) than it  does to the east 
of that lalre (typical fiabellcrl,is). I n  Illinois the two types doubtless meet 
and probably intergrade, since Forbes ancl Richarclson did not separate 
them. 
132a. Catonotlis flabelluris flal)elltrr~~.s Rafinesyue 
132b. C a t o n o t u ~  fiabellaris l ineolutus  Agassiz 
G e n ~ ~ s  78. MICI~OPERCA Putnail1 
133. Microper.cn puncizclala Putnam 
Least darter 
Genus 79. ETIIEOSTOMA Rafinesque 
As explained under the heading of Poecilichthys, the generic name 
Etheostoma must be transferred from the group ~vjtlr 1vhic11 it  has lately 
been associated, to the one hitherto lcnonn as niplesion, which name it  
replaces. 
134. Et?beos%oma blennioides Ra finesque 
Green-side darter 
This species is certainly one of the most extremely specialized of the 
darters, and may well take the terminal position in the classification of the 
group. 
Family 23. CENTRARCI-IIDAE 
As Jorclan has indicated in his Classification of Fishes (1923, p. 189) it 
is not necessary to cliscard this family name in favor of Eucentrarchidae 
or Microptcridae. 
a'.-Eoclp elongate, 11ass-shape11 (depth about one third length; in rare eases, the body 
is rather deep). Scales rather small (about GO to 85). Pylorie caeca 11 or 
more. Anal spines very small, the longest less than half as  high as longest 
soft m y ;  the last spine bound down rather tightly to the soft rays. Pre-  
caudnl vertebrae 15 (rarely lG).-Anal spiiies 3 (very rarely 2 or 4). Anal fin 
less than 1l:~lf as long as  dorsal. Opercle bilobed. Snpplementary maxillary 
~vcll developed. (Subfamily Micropterinae) 
bi.-Pyloric caeca typically unbranched (a single caecum rarely brailchcd). Pre- 
opercle scaleless; fins better scaled. Dorsal fin shallowly emarg-inate, the 
shortest spine more than two thirds as  long as  longest, the top of the spiilous 
portion being gently rounded.-Dorsal soft  rays 14 (rarely 13 or 15) ; e:ludal 
vertebrae 17 (rarely 1G) ; scales on cheek uiucll reduced i11 size; mouth of 
moderate size (the upper jaw extending beyond middle of pupil hut  not to  
hilid 1uargi11 of eye). Color pattern consisting chiefly of short vertical bars 
(in Great Lakes species) ................................................................................... 80. i'Kicropte~.us 
b2.-Most of pylorie e:lce:L i11 any one fish always bifid. Preopercle partially scaled; 
dorsal m ~ d  :1i1:11 scaled o~l ly  a t  very base. Dorsal fin almost divided, the out- 
line of the spii~ous portioi~ being sharply curved. Dorsal soft rays 12 or 13.  
Ca~~c l :~ l  vcrtebr:le 17 or 18. Scales 011 cheek only moderately reducaed in size. 
Mouth large (uppcr jaw extonding beyond hiild margin of eye in adult). 
Color pattern consisting chiefly of a dark lateral streak ............................ 81. Aplites 
:I,?.-Body chubbier, suiifisli-shaped (depth ordinarily about half or two-fifths the length). 
Sc;llcs of moderate size (35 to  5 5 ) .  Pyloric caeca 5 to  11. Anal spines 
larger ant1 stronger, the longest more than half as high as soft  fin; the last 
well separated by memhr:~ne from first soft  ray. Precaudal vertebrae 11 to 
14.-Pyloric caeca typically unbranched. Dorsal fin a t  most sllallowly emnr- 
ginate. (Su1)f:rmily Lcpomi~iae) 
cL.-Anal spines 3 (vcry rarely 4) .  Anal fin less than half as long as dorsal. Pre-  
c:~ndnl verte11r:re typically 12 (rarely I1 or 13).  Opereulum rounded.- 
Dorsal spines 9 to 1 2 ;  dorsal soft  rays 9 to 13; anal soft  rays 8 to 12. 
d'.-Tongue, 11yoid and pterygoids toothed. Preorbital serrate. Mouth large, 
the upper jaw extending beyond middle of eye.-Supplementary maxillary 
well de~reloped. L o w e ~  pharyngeal narrow, with conic teeth. Opercululn 
scarcely produced, with stiff margin. Cteilii of scales well developed. 
...................................... Caudal rertcbr:re typically 17. Gill-rakers well developed 
82. C h n e ~ ~ o b ~ y t t u s  
d2.-Tongue, hyoid and pterygoids toothless. Preor l~i t :~ l  strictly smooth. Mouth 
smaller, the upper jaw not extending to middle of eye (except so~netimes 
Apomotis). 
el.-Upper jaw extending  early to (rarely a little beyond) middle of cye. 
Supplementary maxillary bo~ic  well developed. Ctciiii of scales obso- 
lescent. Anal spines low, little more than half as  high as  soft fin. 
. Air-bladder scarcely bilobed behind, extending illto the first cnurlal seg- 
ment only. Lower pharyngeals narrow, with conic teeth. Operculuin 
scarcely 'produced, with stiff margin. Caudal vertebrae typically 17. 
....... Gill-rakers well developed (about half as long :IS eyc) 83. Apo?t~otis 
e2.--Upper jaw not nearly reaching middle of eye. Supplementary m:rxill:~ry 
variously reduced or absent. Ctellii of scales wcll developed. Anal 
spines higher, more than two-thirds as high as  soft  portion of fin. Air- 
bladder strongly bilobed behind, extending illto 3 or 4 caudal segments 
on each side of the vertebral column. 
fl.-Lower pharyngeals narrow (the width about one-third the length of tho 
toothed portion) ; the out,er margin stmight or nearly so; thc teeth 
mostly long, slender, more or less conic. Operculum Inore or less 
produced as  a flap, becoming very thin and flexible toward tlic mar- 
gin;  mcmbra~ious border without a distinct red spot. 
gl.-Pectoral fins pointed; about as  long as  lie:~d. Dorsal spines typically 
high. Caudal vertebrae typically 17. Gill-rnkers well developed, 
about one-third as  long as  eye ........................................... 84. Bcl iope~ca  
g3.-Pectoral fins rouncled; muell Bliorter than head. Dorsal spiilcs typi- 
cally low. Caudal vertebrae typically 18. Gill-rakers rudimentary, 
soft, less tlian one-sixth as  loiig as eyc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  85. Xenotis 
f'.--Lower pharyngeals broad (the width about half the lcilgth of the toothed 
portion) ; the outer margin strongly gibbous; the teeth mostly short, 
broad molars. Operculuni scarcely produced; the margin stiff, con- 
trasting sharply with the membraiious border, which always bears a 
conspicuous red spot.-Caudal vertebrae typic:llly 18. Gill-rakers 
rudimentary 86. Eupo~tbotis 
e2.-Anal spines 5 to 7. Anal fin more tllan half as long as dorsal. Prec:rudal 
vertebrae typically 13. Operculm flap bi1obed.-Tongue, hyoid and 
pterygoids toothed. Mouth large. Supplemeiltary maxillarj- well de- 
veloped. 
hl.-Anal fin dist,inetly shorter than dorsal. Dorsal spines 10 to 12, usually 11;  
dorsal soft rays only 9 tb 11;  anal soft rays 10 or 11. Preopercle wit11 
serrae obsolescent, and confined to angle; preorbital smooth. Gill-rakers 
moderately developed, rather thick; fewer than 10 (not couiiti~rg rudi- 
ments). Air-bladder rather shallowly and bluiltly hilobed behind. Sever:ll 
anterior i~iterllaemals closely approxin~ated, a l ~ i ~ o s t  in cont:ict. End of 
kidney and ureter extended aroui~d end of air-bladder ............ 87. A7)tbloplites 
h2.-Anal fin about as  long as dorsal. Dorsal spines 5 to 8 (very rarely 9 or 
1 0 ) ;  dorsal soft rays decidedly more ilumerous than the spiiles (13 to 
1 6 ) ;  anal soft  rays 16 to  19. Preopercle strongly serrate on entire lowrr 
margin iLs well as around angle; preorbital more or less stroilgly serrate. 
Gill-rakers long and slender; more than 20. Air-bladder deeply and 
sliarply bilobed behind. Anterior interl~:~eni:~ls widely separated. End 
of kidney and ureter divcl.ted downward directly between first two inter- 
haemals 8. Povzoxis 
Genus 80. MICROPTERUS Lac6pBde 
This genus in ~lzany respects appears to be the most prinzitive in the 
family. 
135. &licvopte,-us dolonzieu Lac6pBde 
Small-mouth black bass 
Genus 81. APLITES Rafinesque 
In  view of the fundamental difference in the structure of the pyloric 
caeca,D8 in the form of the dorsal fin and in other characters, the two north- 
ern species of blacli bass can hardly be maintained in the same genus. 
136. Apl i t es  salmoides Rafinesque 
Large-mouth black bass; green bass 
Genus 82. CHAENOBRYTTUS Gill 
137. Clzaenobvyttus gulosus Cuvier and Valenciennes 
Warmouth bags; mud bass 
Genns 83. APOMOTIS Rafinesque 
hIcIZay," B ~ l l r n a n , ~ ~ ~  Richardsonlo1 and Bean and Weed,lo2 have each 
thought it necessary to unite with Lepomis the several genera of "sun- 
fishes" here adopted. Each have claimed that the characters used are too 
unstable and variable to permit of generic separation within the g r o ~ 1 p . l ~ ~  
I t  seems evident now, however, that these genera should be recognized, on 
the basis partially of lately discovered or utilized characters, and partially 
of the old characters. The supposed intergradation of characters, par- 
ticularly those of the pharyngeals, is chiefly caused by the hybridization of 
distinct species. I have already introduced evidence which seeins to show 
conclusively that L e p o m i s  or Ezcponzotis e u ~ y o r u s  is not a valid species, but 
a hybrid between cyanel lus  and g i b ' l l o s ~ s . ~ ~ ~  We have now talien in the 
Great Lakes region specimens which appear to be hybrids of five com- 
binations : 
08 The pyloric caeca of various Celltrarchidae have beell critically studied by Jo1111- 
son (Trans. Wisc. Acad. Sci., 15, 1907, p. 713-732). 
90 McKay, Proc. U. S. Nat.  Mus., 4, 1881, p. 88-92. 
100 Bollman, Rept. U. S. Comm. Fish., 1888 (1891), p. 565-576. 
101 Richardson, Bull. 111. St. Lab. Nat.  Hist., 7, 1904, p: 27-35. 
1 0 2  Bean and Weed, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 40, 1911, p. 369-376. 
103 Richards011 alone of the writers quoted accepted Eupomotis as a valid genus. 
104 See particularly: Hubbs, Aquatic Life, 5 ,  1920, p. 101-103. 
Aponlot is  cynnel lz~s  x Eupo??aotis gibboszts 
A p o m o t i s  bya?~ellzts x Y e n o t i s  ~ l ~ e g a l o t i s  peltastes 
Eupontot is  gibboszcs x Heliopevca i7tcisov 
Euponsot is  gibbostis x Xeno t i s  nlegalotis pel tas tes  
Helioperca inc i so~ .  x Ghaenobvyt tus  gulosus 
138. A p o m o t i s  cyanellzcs Rafinesque 
Green  sunf ish ; blue-spot ted suilfish 
Genus 84. HELIOPERCA 
The names IIelioperca and Erichaeta were both proposed apparently for 
' the first time, in Klippart's First Report of the Ohio Fish Commission 
(1877). The name Erichaeta was a manuscript name of Jordan's, later 
altered to Ilelioperca; the latter name has been used by all snbsequent 
authors. 
139. Heliopei.cci i~zciso?. Cuvier and Valenciennes 
Blue-gi l l  ; roach ; breain 
I concur in the current view that the name palladzcs (or pal l idz~s )  has 
been erroneously associated with this species. 
Genns 85. XENOTIS Jordan 
The qnestion of the validity of the several genera of sunfishes here 
adopted is discussed above. The characters of each genus are indicated in 
the ley.  
140. X e n o t i s  nzegatotis peltastes Cope 
Long-ear  sunf ish 
Although by no means frce from variation within the region, X e n o t i s  
megalotis is represented in the Great Lakes territory by a sinall form 'i'irith 
the opercular flap of inoderate development and broadly margined with 
red. I t  is the northern d~~larfish variety into which more typical nzegalotis 
grades in northern Illinois.1o5 Abundant topotypic material from the 
Huron River, in Michigan, shows that the name peltastes is applicable to 
this subspecies. 
Genns 86. EUPOMOTIS Gill and Jorclan 
141. E u p o m o t i s  gibboszcs Linnaens 
Sun f i sh ;  pumpkill-seed 
Genns 87. AMBLOPLITES Rafinesqne 
142. Brtzbloplites rzipestris Rafinesqne 
Rock  b a s s ;  red-eye 
10: Forbes  nild Richardson,  Fislies o f  Illinois,  1908, p. 25,i 
Genus 88. POMOXIS Rafinesque 
ai.--Dorsal spines G (occasionally 5, rarely 7). Caudal vertebrae usually 18. Origin of 
dorsal farther back, and mouth less oblique, so that a liue perpendicular to upper 
jaw passes in front of first dorsal spine. Dark markings 1a.rgely arranged to form 
vertical bands 43. Pornoxis an~mlaris 
a?.-Dorsal spines 7 vertebrae usually 19. 
Origin of dorsal farther forward, and mouth more oblique, so that a line per- 
pendicular to upper jaw passes behind third dorsal spine. Dark markings not 
forming bands 44. Pomoxis sparoides . 
143. Pontoxis annularis Rafinesque 
White crappie 
144. Ponzoxis sparoides LacBpBde 
Black crappie; calico bass 
Family 24. ATI~ERINIDAE 
Genus 89. LABIDESTI-IES Cope 
145. Labidesthes sicculus Cope 
Brook silverside ; skipjack 
Family 25. SCIAENIDAE 
Genus 90. APLODINOTUS Rafinesque 
146. Aplodinotus grunniens Rafinesque 
Sheepsllead; fresh-water drum 
Family 26. COTTIDAE 
I<EY TO TI-IE GENERA 
a'.-Gill-membranes free from isthmus, and uniting at  an acute angle below eye. Bones 
of head thinner, cavernous. Second preopercular spine conspicuous, directed back- 
ward. Scales ~vhen present represented by small round plates. Soft rays, espe- 
cially of second dorsal, elongated and spinous in males. Dorsal fins widely sep- 
91. Triglopsis 
even forming 
a fold. Bones of head thicker, not cavernous. Secoud preopercular spine con- 
cealed by skin; directed downward. Scales when preseut represented by prickles. 
Genus 91. TRIGLOPSIS Girard 
I t  is difficult to distinguish between some specimens of Triglopsis from 
the Great' Lakes and examples of certain river forms of the Arctic sculpin 
coinmonly called Oncocot t t~s  q~indricol-nis. I n  view of the in te rgrada t io~~  
of characters, i t  appears quite impossible to maintain their generic separa- 
. tion. Triglopsis, being the older name, will apply to the cornbilled group. 
147. Triglopsis thompsoni  Girard 
Deep w:rter sculpin ; cockatush 
We have good series of this interesting relict fish from all of the Great 
Lakes but  Eric. Although wide variation exists, i t  seems quite impossible 
to follow Jordan and T h o m p s ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  in  recogilizing more than onc species. 
Genus 92. cowus Linnacus 
T<EY TO 'L'JIE SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES 
d.-Prcopcrcular spine short and little curved. IIead broadly rounded, semioval as  seen 
from above. Lateral line ~ ~ o r m a l l y  terminating below base of second dorsal. 
Body never wholly prickly. 
I>'.-Pelvic rays typically 7,4 (vrry rarely I,:< or 1,5, on one side only). Palatine 
teeth normally present. Colors (not intensity of pigment) less variable and 
skin less slimy in life (148. C. bairdii). 
cl.-Distance between t ip of snout and anus wllen nicasured backwaid extending to  
a point nearer base than end of caudal (except in some very laige specimens 
from northern end of rnnge). l06~~ Body nsu:rlly r:~ther robust. Dark bars 
dcfinitely developed 148a. C. bairdiz hairdai 
c'.-Distance between t ip of suout and anus when n~easuied backward extending to 
a point nearer end than I~asc  of caudal. Body averaging slenderer. Dark 
bars less d i s t i~~c t ly  devc~loped 148b. C.  bawd.ti k t m l i e n i  
11?.-Pelvic rays I,3, or the fourth soft ray variously reclucrd on one or both sides. 
Palatillc teeth typically not developed (sometimes present). Colors more vari- 
al)lr, running into rather definite grce~l is l~  and reddish pl~ases;  dark bars usually 
.................................. r~lucli broken up. Skin distinctly slimier in life 149. C. wgnntzbs 
a?.-Prcopercular spine long and spirally curved. Head subspatulate in outline when 
viewed from above. Lateral line complete. Pelvic rays 1, 4. Palatine teeth un- 
.......................................... developed. Rody sometimes wl~olly prickly .150. C. sicei 
IJpon recently fiadillg and examining the types of several ilomiilal 
species of Cottus, in the National Museum, i t  became evident that  Girard 
and others inaccurately described and figured several of them. T~argcly on 
this accouat, I employed scveral names erroizeously in my rcvisioil of the 
AiIichigan species.lo7 The name Oairdii now replaces ?ne~id ional i s  ; the form 
called O n i ~ d i i  11 1919 becomes kzunlieni (a  form illaccurately referred to 
"t~raii idca" by authors). The species earlier called gl-acilis and fl-a?zlclinii 
are apparently inseparable; both arc now referred to  the synonymy of 
C o i l ~ ~ s  cog?mlzu Richardson. 
106 Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mns., 35, 1910, pp. 75-78. 
106% If the body has been a t  all distorted in prcserv:ltion, care 111nst lje t:rken to 
force it into normal form before this measurement is made. 
107 EIubbs, Occ. Pap. Mus. Zool., Univ. Mich., No. 63, 1919, pp. 1-9. 
148. Gottus bairdii Girard 
This species is represented in the Great Lakes region by two distinct 
subspecies. 
14Sa. Cottus bairdii bairdii Girard 
Mnadlcr ; miller ' s  thumb ; sculpin ; bullhead 
I11 my 1919 review, the name bnirdii was used for another subspecies, 
the lalrc representative properly called Cottus bairdii kumlieni. The basis 
of this error was inaccuracies in Girard's figures of bairdii and wilsonii, 
which sllowed the characters of the lalie species. I have since located some 
of Girard's types of these nominal species in the National Museum, and have 
found that they represent the stream form which we have been calling C .  
nzeridionalis. Since the names bairdii and nzeridionalis were first proposed 
in the same paper, and since bairdii has been the name chosen for the com- 
bined group by all authors who have regarded the species as identical, the 
name bairdii has precedence ovcr meridiofialis. The reasons for discarding 
the namc ictalops havc already been cited (1919). 
Large numbers or specimcns of this subspecies from North Carolina, 
Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas and Missouri, from the Potomac and the upper 
Susquchaniia basins, from the Ohio basin in Tennessee, West Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, New Yorlr, Ohio and Indiana, from Lake Erie, and from 
streams and smaller lakes throughout the Grcat Lakes region, and from 
Quebec have been examined. Throughout this wide area the species js 
Cairly uniform in its characters. A few largc specimens from the northern 
cnd of the range, however, rescmble ku/r?zlieni, and intergradation between 
tlie two subspecies takes place at  the moutlls of certain streams in Wiscon- 
sin and Michigan. 
14Sb. Cottws bail-dii kq~nzlieni EIoy 
Grcat Lakes sculpin 
Deceived by Girard's crroilcous figures, I formerly (1919) transferred 
the name bairdii to this lorm. That name, llo\vevcr, propcrly belongs \\lit11 
the preccding subspecies. 
This subspccics, as sllowil in 1919 (LC.), represents bairclii in the waters 
of the Great Lakes, wllilc tributary streams are inhabited by the southern 
Corm. The type of lcza~zlieni, examined in the National IIuseum, is clearly 
the lorn1 erroneously called bairdii in 1919. I t  has lour well developed 
sort rays in cach pclvic fin. The supposed projection of the lower jaw in 
tllc type spccimcn is tlie result of injury. The invariable association of the 
namc kzivllieni with the LTranidea group (that is, with C. cognatus) has 
been strictly improper. 
I t  is no lo~iger possible to separate the (:reat Lalies i'orm callcd frunlc- 
linii Proin the llortlierll strcam sculpiii usually called gvcrcilis. Furtlier- 
morc both ol' these liomiilal species appear to be sylioiiymous ~vitlr Cot l z~s  
cognal~cs Richardson ol' the far north. 
0 i' this wide-ranging and variable species scrics of specimens hom l~alcc 
Belulctt in Alaska ; Slave and Athabasca lalccs in ilortherii Canada ; various 
locnlitics in Labrador ; liakes Nipigon, Superior, Michigan, Huron and 
Ontario, and tributary waters of each, and many Atlantic Coast strcams 
I'rom 3'laiiie to West Virginia have bceii studied. 'I'lie spccimeils csamilled 
include topotypes of the various iiomiilal species in  the long synonymy ol 
C.  cognalzu. 
Altlloagll local differences in fin ray number, proportions and colora- 
tioils are apparent, I have been unable to dcfiilc or delimit ally of tlic iiomi- 
llal spccies as differelit l'rom cognnfz~s ,  the first named. T1ie anal rays vary 
from 9 to 13, counting the last as braaclled, the most frcqueilt number being 
10, 11 or 12, accordiiig to locality. 111 general about one specimen ill Sour 
has illc innermost pelvic ray oC morc than rudimentary size, but this pro- 
portion varies with locality. 111 some places the rilys are almost as  fre- 
queritly 1,4 as 1 ,3;  elsewhere, l e r y  seldoin I,4. 
111 certain cold trout strcams in  Michigan C. 11. Orri~-dii and C .  cognotus 
occur together. Hcrc not every specimen call be idciitificd ~vitll positive 
assurance, but oil account of the escessi~c variation exhibited by each 
species, I call not be sure ~vliether these intcr1ncdi;ttes are simply rariants, 
o r  hybrids. I t  is clear, l~owever, that the t ~ v o  species do not reqularly 
ia t  crgrade. 
150. Cotttcs 1.icei Nclsoil 
R ~ c c  seulpin 
Specimeiis of this 1.al.c and pcculia~. fish from T~ake Nipigon and from 
IIudsoii Bay l ~ a v c  been examined. To the syiionymy as given j11 1919 
(1.c.) tllcre should apparently bc added Cottzcs onychzcs Eigciimalln and 
Eigcnmaiin, Prom the Sasliatcliewan basin. The type of o?zycl~?u has not, 
liowcver, been found. 
4 ROSTID.\E Family 27. G ~ s r r ,  
I ~ E Y  TO TlIE GEKI<,I~A 
a'.-Gill-mcmbrancs eonfluent, forming x broad free fold across istllrnus. Lateral plates 
wholly ahsent. Pelvic spines not distinctly scrrulate. Dorsal spines 5 to 11. 
bl.-Dorsal spines 5 or 6, scarcely ilircrgellt. Pclvic plate sharply ~ i d g e d ,  Tail with- 
out trace of keel; the cxuilal pedul~clc ilccper tlian wiclc, and moderately ~obus t .  
Caudal fill ronnded . .. ...... ..... ..... . .. ..... . ... . . .. ..... ....... .. . .... ......... ....... 84. Eucnlin 
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b2.-Dorsal spiilcs S to 11, strongly divergent. Pelvic plate concave. Tail with a 
sllarp lateral Irccl; tlle caudal peduncle nlucli wider than deep, very attenuate. 
Caudal fin lun . Pu~zgitius 
a'.-Gill-i~ien~branes uil d. Lateral 
plates developed, in part  a t  least. Pelvic spines ilorillally 3, not divergent.-Pel- 
vic plate flat. T:til keeled; cnudal pedmlcle rather robust. Caudal fin lunate ..... ..... 
Gn.rterosteu.q 
Genus 93. EUCALIA Jordan 
151. Ezccalin inconsinns Kirtland 
Iiroolr sticltlehack 
This species is cxccssively variable, and possibly may be dirisible into 
subspccics. At present, however, this call not be done. I t  is evident that 
the subspecies pyg?lzae~"'~ and cnyugn can not be maintained, at least as 
currently delimitcd and described. 
Genus 94. PUNGITTUS 
This name, as Gill, Kclidall and J~rdai i~~"iave shown, sl~ould replacl: 
Pygostcus Brevoort. I havc examined Costc's papcr, and agrcc with the 
authors citcd that the namc Puilgitius was properly proposed. 
152. Pungit ius pungitiz~s 1 ~llinaeus ' 
Nine-spined sticklebaclr 
Genus 95. GASTEROSTEUS Liiinacus 
153. Gasterosiezu aculeatzcs cuvieri Girard 
Sticlrlebaclr 
This partially mailed derivative of Gnsterostetcs aculeatzcs aculeatzcs 
occurs in Lake Ontario. 
The Sully platcd marine Gasterosteus of the Atlantic Coast of North 
America, toward tllc northward cspccially, is scarcely separable from thc 
Europeail form, typical Ga.~terostezcs nc7cleatzcs nc7cZeatus. Toward thc 
southward it variously approaclles and here and there intergrades with the 
partially armorcd frcsh-water form, G. n. ctcvievi (= nikinsi i) .  The latter 
usually differs from the analagous types of Europe and the Pacific in the 
sleiidercr body and longer fin spines. 
Family 25. GADIDAE 
Genus 96. LOTA Okcn 
154. Lota ~nnczclosa Sueur 
Lawyer ; b~irbot  ; ling 
Scc Wagner, Xcicncc, 33, 1910, p. 38. 
109 A Classificatioi~ of Fis l i~s ,  1923, p. 174. 
PLATE I 
The three species of Noco~nis 
Figure 1 (top).  Noco?nis bigtittattis: a breeding male caught by Mctzclaar and 
IIubbs i n  the Eas t  Branch of the iiu Sable River, Miclligan, on June  23, 1924. 
Figure 2. N o c o m b  leptocep7~ulaltu: a nuptial male from South Carolina, in the col- 
lections of the National Museum; most of tlle tubcrclcs llave been lost, hut tllcir size 
: ~ n d  position are indic:~ted by the scars. 
Figurc 3. P o c o m i s  nticl-opogon: a nuptial male from the H u ~ o n  River a t  An11 
Arhor, Michigan. 

Tlrc tlr~,c,c spcc.irs of  r\Toc.olllis 
F ig lnc  I ( top) .  A7ocowtis ? )~ ic ropogon :  Irnlf-gro\\-11 ~ ~ ( ' c ~ I ~ I c ~ I I  CI.O I~ tJl)l)cr Soutlr 
731.:nl(.ll o f  T l~undcr  Bay R i~c l . ,  Micl~ig:~n. 
i 2. n'oco~nis  1r~1tocc~)lictlir.s: l l a l f -g~~o~vt l  spccirncll I'1.on1 lrcar S o ~ t l ~  ITill, Sou t l~  
Cnrol i n:l. 
Figurc 3. Arocot)~is bigzrl l t r tr is: IlalS-gro\\-n sl)cc.irrlct~ Sl,om East Brn1ir11 of A\u S n l ~ l o  
12ivr1., h l ic l~ igm~.  

PLATE I11 
Fig:11.c 1 ( t o p ) .  1 - o t r o p i s  716fe1.od011 7ietcrodo?1: adult fro111 du 8al1le R i y e ~ ,  Iosco 
Couiltv, Mieliigan. 
F i g u ~ c  '7. S o i r o l j i s  7icfcrorio~z ~ ic l inrn ' sorz i :  all adult pal.at-pe from the  t-pc-locality. 

Figure I ( u l ~ l ~ ~  Iigurt!). St izo ,s lvd io t~  vitl-c 1 1 1 ~  : :L s111;rl1 ntlult f1.0111 off 1'ol.t Clin- 
to l l ,  Ol~io .  
l"ig~11,c 2. St i zos t cd ion  g l n l ~ v c ~ t ~ ~ :  a paratypc fl.0111 on' El.ic, P c ~ ~ l l s y l \ . a ~ ~ i a .  




